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ABSTRACT
GOD'S DYNAMIC PRESENCE IN THE PREACHING EVENT
by
John T. Carrick
This study was a quahtative exploration of the narrative accounts given by
members of the American Protestant Church (APC) in Bonn, Germany, in response to the
primary question of how they perceived God addressing them in the preaching event. As
an investigator, I was interested in leaming how participants might describe their sense of
God speaking in ways that both aligned with or went beyond the human intention in the
preaching event. APC is an international and interdenominational church serving the
English-speaking community of the city of Bonn. The members of this congregation
come from approximately thirty-five nationalities, so the context for the study was
culturally expansive.
In order to explore these questions, thirty participants were selected from the
congregation to represent as diverse a sample as the church could provide while also
seeking participants who would have the appropriate Christian background to address the
question. These participants were interviewed over a ten-week period following the
preaching of a narrative sermon given by myself as pastor and by one guest preacher at
APC. The sermon series was built around nine different psalms and a sermon based on
Hebrews delivered by Dr. Christopher Hays, preached in the late spring of 2014.
The results of the study indicated that the vast majority of participants do have
perceptions of God addressing them personally in the preaching event and that a solid
majority of participants are engaged in attentive listening practices with the expectation
that God will address them. The personal address participants describe most often aligns
well with the preacher's intended message, but at times God appears to appropriate the
preaching event to speak his own contextually appropriate message to the individual.
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CHAPTER 1
PROBLEM
Introduction
At the highest point on the road ascending the Andes from the Beni River in the
Bohvian jungle at about sixteen thousand feet, I stood in awe of the Milky Way stretched
out in unbelievable majesty above glaciers presiding over a sea of swirling clouds
opalescent in the moonlight. The scene was utterly breathtaking. Looking at that sky so
incredibly dense with the stars from our own galaxy and considering that God transcends
not only that view but is also beyond all the billions of other galaxies, which have only
recently been observed, ought to give one pause as well as lead to praise. The God
Christians worship has overcome an infinite divide in order to make himself known to
finite human minds. Often preachers cannot find the words to express what is on their
own minds, yet in preaching they audaciously claim to make known something of the
mind of God. Christians believe that God has spoken through the human authors of
Christian Scripture. The act of preaching likewise presumes that in some sense God
speaks through the human voice today. The following study was an exploration of the
preposterous idea that the God who transcends all time and space bends low enough to
speak today, even in the human words of preachers.
The central phenomenon motivating this project is the weekly pastoral event of
standing before a worshipping congregation to speak, in some sense, as an instrument of
the Holy Spirit. Of course this task is not disassociated from God's self-revelation in
Scripture. Preaching is dependent upon the written Word of God, attempting to apph' that
revelation to the sociohistorical context of a particular people gathered at a particular
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time and place. The phenomenon that requires investigation is the frequent attestation
that God has spoken to the individual through the preaching event.
I explored how a multicultural congregation of people, most of whom are li\ ing
outside their own nation, perceived that God was addressing them through preaching.
Asking this question is similar to asking how God addresses his people in Scripture itself.
The questions that intrigued my interest in this study were about how Christians hear
God's voice and how they recognize the Divine Discourse (Wolterstorff) when they read
words penned by human authors. In addition, I wanted to explore how God's inspiration
of the preaching event might be a reflection of the way God speaks in Scripture itself. I
do not intend to suggest that the inspiration of a preacher is identical to the inspiration of
the authors of the written Word of God; rather, I simply wish to observe that for God to
speak through the preaching event requires that an insufficient medium must serve as the
conveyer of God's transcendent reality.'
Words are incapable of conveying a complete understanding of God because they
belong to the finite world of human conceptualization and because within that finite
world they are contextually limited. As of 2009, the Summer Institute of Linguistics
(SIL) International published a catalogue of 6,909 distinct languages. Each of those
languages makes communication possible but also confines that communication to the
limits of what those words conceptualize. Anyone who speaks more than one language
recognizes the inadequacy of any one language to offer the most complete means of
expression. Even so, the Christian faith claims that God has revealed himself in the
human words of ancient people written primarily in two languages.
' Karl Barth contends that human words are so tar inadequate as a mode ot divine rexelalion that a
"fundamental discontinuit\ lexisls] between human speech and the Word of God"" (qtd. in Vanhoo/ei 153).
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The problem to be explored is how God speaks today through the human
communication act of preaching. Particularly, this study explored that question in the
context of a multicultural church of extraordinary diversity to probe how people from an
array of ethnic, denominational, and cultural backgrounds perceived God encountering
them through preaching. Any preacher will gladly confess that preaching is an act of
human effort, subject to the limitations of the preacher's understanding of Scripture,
capacity as a public speaker, frailty of memory, and a host of other limiting conditions
rooted in human finitude. Like Paul, preachers know the experience of having the
treasures of the gospel in the "clay jar" (2 Cor. 4:7. NRSV) of the human condition. The
mind is distracted, and the preacher knows that better words could have been used and
that every sermon is incomplete. Nevertheless, all preachers have probably heard the
testimony at the close of a worship service: "Pastor, God spoke to me in that message
today." This study explored how people understood their own experiences of hearing
God's voice through the human act of preaching.
Purpose
The purpose of the research was to explore how the diverse population of
members at the American Protestant Church (APC) in Bonn, Germany, perceived that
God specifically addressed them in the preaching event over a series of ten narrati\ e
sermons.
Research Questions
The following research questions were developed in consultation with my
research reflection team, comprised of members of APC. hi order to address these
questions, 1 conducted research both in the form of a literature review and b\ means of a
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narrative inquiry with thirty members of APC. The selected members of APC have
proven to be incredibly rich in insight and the whole project has greatly enriched my
understanding of the ministry of preaching.
Research Question #1
In what ways do the participants express perceptions of God, specifically
addressing them through the preaching event?
Research Question #2
How do the participants understand their own cultural, ethnic, and denominational
backgrounds to affect their perceptions of God speaking?
Research Question #3
How do the participants' perceptions of God speaking to them through the sermon
or the received message most relevant to the participants align with the preacher's
intended message?
Definition of Terms
The following terms or phrases are given special attention for the sake of clarity
in the project. The first two definitions are not really definitions of terminology but of the
unique context within this study. The fourth term is also more for clarity about the
preaching style used in the study than it is a definition of terminology. The final two
phrases are technical terminology from linguistic and communication theory.
Diverse Population
The people attending APC out of which participants were selected come from at
least thirty-five nations around the world. Included among them are at least twelve
nations in Africa, seven nations from Asia, the Pacific Islands and India, at least six
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nations from the Americas, at least eight European nations, plus New Zealand and
Australia. The participants are also diverse in terms of their denominational backgrounds
and their mother tongues. Worship at APC is in English, but a large percentage of
attenders speak English as a second or third language.
American Protestant Church
The name of this congregation derives from its heritage as a church established by
the American State Department as a place of worship for the diplomatic community
serving in Bonn from 1952 until 1998. Bonn served as the capital ofWest Germany after
World War II and continued to serve as such for the reunited Germany until 1998 when
Berlin was restored as the nation's capital. In its earlier history, most of the pastors
serving the church were chaplains in the US military. The diplomatic community was
large, and the area was considered essentially an American community. The church
retains the name of American Protestant Church because the building was given to the
city of Bonn in an official ceremony by then President Bill Clinton as a gesture of good
will between the US and Germany. Since 1998 and the relocation of all US diplomatic
and military personnel, the church has transitioned into an international congregation,
targeting the English-speaking community of Bonn. That community is comprised of a
wide variety of people living and working in Bonn, which is home to two agencies of the
United Nations and the headquarters of Deutsche Post DHL and Deutsche Telekom AG.
The business sector also includes many employees of international corporations such as
Ford Motor Company and FedEx Corporation. The University of Bonn and the Max
Planck Institute attract numerous international students for their graduate programs
conducted in English.
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Preaching Event
I use the phrase preaching event as a way of indicating the muhilayered aspects of
the communication act as well as the unseen spiritual dynamics at work in the
interchange between the preacher and each person present. This project works from the
position that God himself is dynamically present in the preaching of the gospel. These
factors together demand a view of preaching as an event and not just public speaking or
the delivery of verbal information.
Narrative Sermons
Narrative sermons are a style of preaching that uses an inductive approach to
communication. Although stories are often important elements within the preaching, the
structure of the narrative sermon is itself comparable to telling a single story. The sermon
arrives at a resolution to a dilemma or problem that is posed early in its delivery. It seeks
to bring the congregation along to embrace that resolution as their own. The narrative
sermons for this project were expository, in terms of applying a message drawn from a
specific biblical text, but not the more traditional rhetorical style of most expository
preaching.
Locutionary Act
Locutionary acts are the forms taken in communication, whether written, verbal,
or gestures made in sign language; for example, the words spoken in a sermon, each of
which bear publically recognized meaning, or the written text of Scripture, which can be
read. This act is one step beyond the mere inscription of words or symbols, which may or
may not have an intelligible sense to a reader or hearer of the communicative act.
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Illocutionary Act
Illocutionary acts are the actual communicative acts accomplished by means of
the locutionary act. They may be commands, exclamations, assertions, or questions. The\
may correspond precisely to the publically recognized meaning of the words, or they may
constitute a communicative act quite different from the literal readmg of the words within
the sentence stmcture. For example, I love Stilton cheese, which has a rather strong odor.
My wife does not like Stilton. When I sat down next to her while enjoying a snack of
Stilton and bread, she said to me, "That really smells terrible!" This statement has a
clearly recognizable public meaning. However, what she was doing with those words was
not identical to their public meaning. She was. in fact, telling me to move away from her
while I was eating the cheese. The same locutionary act may also entail multiple
illocutionary acts to the same or to different hearers.
Ministry Project
The project began with the development of a sermon series and semi-structured
interview plan. This plan was tried first with a mock trial group of prestudy participants
where five essential questions were tested for clarity. The actual project began on 6 April
2014 and was completed on 6 July 2014. During that time, ten sermons were preached,
and then within two days of each sermon, three participants were interviewed using the
God perception interview (GPI). This researcher-designed, semi-structured instrument
provided a total of thirty interviews from participants who were selected to represent the
greatest level of diversity possible. Factors considered in the selection process included
ethnicity, nationality, educational background, age, gender, and economic status.
Although potential participants were identified prior to the project, they did not receive a
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request to be interviewed until after the message was preached. This method was
intended to prevent a biased hearing of the message.
Each of the interviews was digitally recorded and the content of the interview w as
then transcribed for analysis of recurring or varying themes common to recognizable
subgroups, such as Africa or Europe or graduate student. This analysis formed the basis
of all conclusions discussed in the dissertation.
Context
The research for this study took place solely among selected participants of
regular attenders of the APC in Bonn, Germany. Bonn is the former German capital and
although it has only a population of approximately 325,000 people, it is a city of
impressive universities, museums, transportation systems, and natural beauty. English is
widely spoken among both the native German population and even more so among the
large international population. In addition to the many nonnative English-speaking
expatriates, a large immigrant Muslim population lives in and around Bonn from the
Middle East and Northern Africa. The APC is a visible part of this international
community through its participation in Bonn's annual international festival and a
citywide organization of the Open Night of Churches. APC is situated in a beautiful
location close to the Rhine River and one block away from a major United Nations
facility and the Bonn hiternational School.
APC is a member church of the Association of International Churches of Europe
and the Middle East (AICEME). This group of international churches comes from a
variety of denominations and nondenominational backgrounds. APC prefers the term
interdenominational as an expression of the value placed on all denominational
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traditions; however, it is not affihated with any denomination. Many AICEME churches
are Lutheran by denomination, but all of these churches share the conrmion character of
being multicultural and serving the English-speaking community in their respective
cities. These churches certainly share significantly in the context of APC.
APC also ought to be seen within the context ofmulticultural churches around the
world. Some of those churches are international congregations around the globe in cities
where expatriate communities are large because of business and education. Multicultural
churches, however, are growing in the urban centers of North America as well. Churches
that have found a way to attract diverse communities in cities such as New York or
Boston or Los Angeles will also have much in common with APC.
Methodology
This project was based on an exploratory, qualitative design using a narrative
research model. It was exploratory and qualitative in nature as it sought to listen carefully
to participants' responses to open-ended interview questions rather than using a survey of
predetermined response options. Such a design presupposes that valid data for the
research questions asked in this study may be obtained beyond any predictable responses.
The thirty individuals interviewed for this project each represent a separate case
study. The purpose of these case studies and the extensive data collected through these
interviews was to explore the commonly reported phenomenon of worshipers who
perceive God addressing them in the preaching event. The individual case studies were
then correlated to examine any common themes or patterns among participants.
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Participants
Participants for this study were selected from among the regularly attending
worshipers of APC. They did not need to be official members, but they did need to attend
a minimum of three months prior to the study and to attend at least half of all Sundays on
average. Attendance at half of all Sunday services is not necessarily a sign of low
commitment at a church such as APC. Many people travel extensively due to their work
for international companies and agencies. Participants were carefully selected to ensure
that as wide a range of nationalities, age, and educational backgrounds as possible were
included, together with a nearly equal representation of genders. Special attention was
also given to ensure that several participants were not native English speakers.
Instrumentation
The data collection instrument used in this study was a semi-structured interview
(GPI). The quality of the questions asked in this interview was of great importance for the
overall value of the study. The interviews were recorded and transcribed for comparative
analysis. Protocols for these interviews included a time limit of thirty minutes and
inclusion of five predetermined interview questions and prompts, allowing for the
flexibility to pursue emergent themes as the conversation developed.
Variables
Variables are not discussed in this research because the study was not designed to
measure the influences of one variable on another; rather, it was designed to explore the
putative phenomenon of people's claims to receive a message from God. As an
exploratory study, the results emerge from the data collected and are not predicted in
advance or measured in a quantitative analysis. Still, I sought to limit the potential
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intervening influences on the resuhs. For example, the personal relationship that exists
between a pastor and the people of the congregation may significantly influence the w ay
they would respond to interview questions.
Data Collection
The data collection for this study took place over the course of three months.
Within those three months, sermons were preached, and within two days of each sermon,
three people present in that worship experience met individually with the pastor for the
interview. The GPI instmment was used for data collection, addressing the three research
questions for this project. The collection took place from 6 April 2014 until 6 July 2014.
Data Analysis
The extensive responses given to the GPI after transcription underwent textual
data analysis. First, 1 simply analyzed the responses for content. Then I correlated and
analyzed the responses for recurring themes and ideas. Because I was both preacher and
the interviewer, I was able to analyze the data in regard to how the listener's perceptions
aligned with the intended message of the preacher. Again, this analysis was a qualitative,
exploratory investigation.
Generalizability
I carried out this project within the specific context of the APC in Bonn,
Germany, and the results of study are narrowly focused to that setting. A church with the
ethnic and cultural diversity of the APC is uncommon in the United States, but many
international churches of a similar nature can be found serving primarily expatriate
communities around Europe and indeed around the world. The APC associates itself w ith
other international churches throughout Europe and the Middle East in an organization
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known by the acronym AICEME. The fmdings of this study are certainly of value for
these churches of such similar character. Most broadly, this study ought also to fmd
application within a growing number ofmulticultural congregations throughout the
world. Such churches are increasing in number in urban centers globally, and pastors of
such congregations ought to fmd the following results applicable in their settings.
The contribution this study makes to these church communities and the pastors
who serve them is an increased sensitivity to the variety of ways that people from
different cultures hearing the same message may perceive and receive God speaking to
them. Pastors ought to be encouraged with the promising revelation that God desires to
make himself known through their words and that he will use even individuals' frailties
to convey the gospel. It may also alert pastors to the unplanned communication through
attitudes and actions in which people perceive God's voice or encounter him in some
way.
Theological Foundation
The Christian faith is built upon the belief that God has spoken within the
particular culture and language of the Jewish people at various points in their historical
development. Primarily, however. Christians believe that God has spoken not only by
condescending to the use of words written on a page but also by bending so low as to take
upon himself the form of humanities flesh and blood (John 1:14; Heb. 1 : 1-2). Both the
inspiration of the human authors of Scripture and the incarnation of God the Son bear
testimony to a God who enters into the finite realities and limitations of human existence
in order to make himself known.
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Christianity claims that God has truly spoken within the specific historical and
cultural context of the ancient Jewish nation in words and concepts understandable to
those people. It also claims that in fulfillment of those ancient words of revelation God
contextualized himself by entering into a specific point of human history as a tme human
person, with all the biological and cognitive limitations of tme humanity. The Christian
faith does not claim, for example, that Jesus was fluent in all the world languages of his
day; rather, he probably learned to speak Aramaic just as all people leam to speak their
own mother tongue. In the same way that God spoke through the contextually limited
words and concepts of an ancient people, God made himself known most fully through
one of the most limited means imaginable�human flesh (John 14:9).
Today, God continues to make himself known in a variety of ways. Preaching is
certainly one of those ways. Preaching is not independent of God's prior acts of self-
revelation. Indeed, if preaching is truly Christian, then it is dependent on the written
Word of God and always pointing to Jesus Christ. The suggestion that God continues to
make himself known is not to say that he makes himself known in completely new and
independent ways, but he makes himself known today in the contemporary context
always in continuity with what he has already done.
The wonderful vocation of preaching is carried out by the apostles and described
by them as a ministry within the churches. In the letter of 2 Timothy, Paul directs the
early Church to pass on this ministry to a new generation, and in Romans 10: 14 Paul asks
rhetorically, "And how are they to hear without someone to proclaim him?" Preaching is
the means of speaking once again the message of the gospel in the contemporary context.
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and, as such, it is a means of hearing God's own voice in the limited words and imperfect
lives of a human person.
The concept of contextualization is of great importance at this point. This u ord
has become a common term in the area ofmissiology, but Dean Flemming demonstrates
that the message of Scripture, which must always be contextualized in every place and
time, is itself already a contextualized message. In other words, the gospel itself must be
distinguished from the theologizing about that gospel already taking place in Paul's
letters. According to Flemming, Paul regularly uses "whatever linguistic and cultural
resources are available to him in order to convey the significance of Jesus Christ to his
readers" (1585). As an example, Paul explains or interprets the gospel by means of
various metaphors. One primary metaphor is the forensic metaphor of justification in
which Paul uses the image of a law court to explain the accomplishment of Christ's work
on the cross. Today many Christians mistake the metaphorical image in Paul's theology
for the gospel itself. Paul uses this metaphor in order to contextualize the gospel message
in conceptual terms that could be understood.
Dennis Kinlaw approaches this issue beautifully (47-70). He speaks of the three
primary metaphors that Paul uses to explain the gospel: forensic, marriage, and adoption.
No one metaphor is capable of explaining what God has actually done, but each is a way
of interpreting something greater than the metaphor itself can contain.
Flemming contends that the task of theology today is to follow Paul's model of
theologizing and not merely to repeat Paul's own theological constructs. Preaching is an
act of public theologizing. It proclaims the message of the gospel in a contextualized
form. The challenge of preaching today is the same as it has been throughout the ages.
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even for the apostolic writers to explain the mighty works of God by means of human
words, which are by their nature limited and limiting in their power to conceptualize
(985).
The goal of preaching must extend well beyond facilitating the conceptualization
of ideas about God. James K. A. Smith makes a strong case for aiming the preaching
event to the human heart and not just to the head. Preaching must move beyond an
Enlightenment anthropology in which the human person is understood primarily as a
thinking being and return to a more Augustinian anthropological view of humanity as
primordially designed to love (50). The goal of preaching must seek to move the human
heart toward love for God more than moving the mind toward correct ideas.
So far I have briefly considered the problem of preaching, but the other side of the
issue is the problem of hearing. Theologizing and proclaiming a message is one thing;
hearing and interpreting that message is another. I would expect that most preachers have
experienced the praise given for a message preached in which the grateful parishioner
retold the meaning of the sermon in a way completely unrecognizable to the preacher
who just spoke it.
Communication is a complicated process, and such misunderstandings of an
intended message happen with great frequency in many settings. A husband may easily
misinterpret his wife's meaning when she tells him how she feels about something he has
done. She may complain to him about how he never remembers to take out the trash,
which he interprets literally as though she does not notice that he does, in fact, take it out
regularly, but he misses the point that she is frustrated from a difficult day with the
children and would like some empathy and some help. The phenomena frequently
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encountered by pastors at the close of worship when a person articulates his or her
understanding of the message in a way unrecognizable to the pastor who delivered it
should not necessarily be dismissed as that person's failure to listen.
Postmodern theorists prefer to place the locus of meaning with the reader of a text
rather than in the text itself or with the authorial intent. Nicholas Wolterstorff has
proposed in Divine Discourse that speech act theory may be a more adequate response to
this postmodern hermeneutics than more traditional claims of biblical inspiration. Speech
act theory suggests that God indeed does speak through the sacred texts of Scripture, so
seeking the authorial intent of the text is a valid hermeneutical goal. Wolterstorff also
suggests that by coming to know God, a person learns to recognize the divine discourse
in those texts, in other words, to hear God's voice (239).
Joel Green appears to pick up this theme by arguing against treating Scripture as a
foreign world into which the reader makes pilgrimage ascertaining its meaning and then
returning to the contemporary world, attempting to apply its uncovered truth. He insists
that the Scripture is not a calcified resource of propositional tmths waiting to be exploited
in this way. Green's notion of a hermeneutical pilgrimage is a description of most
evangelical interpretive practice, histead, he insists that Scripture must be heard as a
word addressed to the reader. He does not mean that traditional hermeneutical practice
should be jettisoned or that biblical criticism has no value, but like Wolterstorff, he
believes that a person must know to whom he or she is listening in Scripture.
Green insists that Christians needs to learn to read Scripture as their text, so they
are not only interpreting it but also allowing Scripture to form their thoughts and lives.
Christians need to be "thinking with the Scriptures, not about them" (58). Such a reader is
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a person who reads the text, not merely as an individual but as a person belonging to the
ecclesial community who, therefore, thinks with the text from within the long traditions
that have been shaped by it. Reading Scripture in this way means that readers do not
stand over Scripture in an imagined critical objectivity, but that they have accepted
Scripture's unique role in shaping the way they know the God who speaks to them
through these words.
The concepts of speech act theory and Green's invitation to read Scripture from
the vantage point of a person who has found a home in this text seem to provide a
promising direction not only for how God speaks through Scripture but also for how a
person might hear God speaking through the proclamation of the gospel in preaching. At
least this concept points in a direction to be looking in the study ahead. The key to testing
this thought may well be in the design of the interview questions used in the project.
Overview
Chapter 2 examines the literature related to the questions and observations made
in this chapter. Chapter 3 explains the design of the project as it was conducted among
members of APC. Chapter 4 follows with the results of that study, and finally Chapter 5
summarizes the project and discusses its implications for the practice of the preaching
ministry.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE
Introduction
The God of Christian faith is one who makes himself known in various ways.
Christians are a people who believe in God's self-revelation through Scripture, nature,
and historical action. They believe that God made himself most fully known through the
Incarnation of Jesus Christ, so that in the person of Jesus�in all that he is, taught, and
accomplished�they are able to perceive the very presence of God�"God with us"
(Matt. 1:23). Christians believe that the natural world reveals God's glory as Creator, his
majesty as sovereign, and also that the beauty of creation speaks of his moral holiness.
Furthermore, they believe that he is one who speaks through the medium of human
communication in the written word of Scripture and the inspired speech of men and
women anointed by his Spirit.- Most Christians would also want to affirm that God
speaks directly to them as individuals in a variety of ways, and they have been designed
for communion with God and are, therefore, capable of a direct encounter or
apprehension of God's presence and his word to them.
This project explored the way people perceive God speaking directly to them
through preaching. As a practitioner of preaching, I am amazed at the way people so
frequently respond that God has spoken to them through the words (my words) or the
event of the Sunday sermon (i.e., the communication act is larger than the words alone).
As a result of this common experience, I wanted to explore the perception that God is
2 Some Christians would limit this inspired speech only to the authors of Scripture and to a period
or dispensation of the Holy Spirit's activity among the apostles in the early Church. Without going into all
the historical and theological discussion on this topic, this paper proceeds from the perspective that the
Holy Spirit is actively present and free to do as God sees fit.
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speaking conjointly through the instrumentahty of a human speaker such as myself. The
justification for preaching is found at this point�that the listener would hear a message
from God and not merely the interpretation of one modestly trained biblical interpreter.
Clearly, the Protestant Christian tradition gives such a large portion of the worship of
God to the words of an individual preacher because preaching is believed to be a means
of divine discourse.
Before I develop the theological reflections behind the study, I want to remind the
reader of its stated purpose. The purpose of the research was to explore how the diverse
population of members at the American Protestant Church in Bonn, Germany, perceived
that God specifically addressed them in the preaching event over a series of ten narrative
sermons. The ideas and concepts presented in the rest of this chapter reflect some of the
broader issues in question.
The God Who Speaks
In order to explore the themes already mentioned, I will begin by examining what
Christians mean by calling the Scripture the Word of God. Certainly, I could begin first
by considering other modes of divine communication, such as was previously suggested
in nature or through experience or human reason, but given the long-held Protestant
tradition of according Scripture a preeminent place of divine revelation, I chose to begin
by exploring the nature of Scripture as a mode of divine speaking while also affirming
that Scripture is the product of human authors. By first gaining a greater appreciation of
God's discourse through Scripture, I hope to demonstrate a powerful precedent in
understanding further ways that God may speak conjointly through other human v\ ords or
means of address.
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Revelation through Scripture
The evangelical church is under incredible strain today as it seeks to come to
terms with the nature of Scripture. Unfortunately, many evangelical institutions, perhaps
under pressure from donors, simply dismiss faculty who question the doctrinal
formulations of inerrancy and infallibility rather than allow for intellectual honesty. Many
evangelical scholars and pastors today fmd the notion of inerrancy to be foreign to the
nature of the Scripture they study and from which they preach. Inerrancy is rather a
presupposition brought to the Scripture based on the assumption that God's Word must
not contain errors (Abraham, Divine Inspiration 22; Achtemeier 50; Enns, Inspiration
2194; Pinnock 49). This notion may then be read into the text, but drawing it out of the
biblical text is far from convincing.
Although she is not a Bible scholar, a young and insightful Christian writer,
Rachel Held Evans, gets at this problem well:
[T]he Bible is commonly referred to as "God's Word," a description that
sounds so definitive and singular that it is almost misleading. In truth, the
Bible represents a cacophony of voices. It is a text teeming with conflict
and contrast, brimming with paradox, held together by creative tension.
(189)
Indeed, overlooking the human instrumentality involved in the production of Scripture in
order to safeguard it as God's Word is misleading. The human involvement must not be
reduced to the action of scribes writing down the dictated words of God. Such a dictation
model of inspiration is a theological oversimplification that equates the Bible with a
Qur'anic view of revelation, denying any human element and ascribing to it the absolute
perfection of heaven from which it came.
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Christian tradition is right to affirm that the Bible is the Word of God, bm in order
to hear God's Word properly, the reader must also recognize the fully human production
of these words. The simuhaneity of human and Divine authorship of Scripture may seem
paradoxical, but I contend that the only way a transcendent God could speak to finite
creatures is to condescend to and accommodate the use of human language. Peter Enns
explains this point well:
[F]or God to reveal himself means that he accommodates himself To be
understood, he condescends to the conventions and conditions of those to
whom he is revealing himself The word of God cannot be kept safe from
the rough-and-tumble drama of human history. For the Bible to be the
word of God implies the exact opposite. {Inspiration 109)
Human words are the primary means of communication, so while God may potentially
reveal himself in a variety of ways, when his revelation takes the form of speech, it is of
necessity limited to human words and concepts.
The notion of God mediating his self-revelation through human words raises all
kinds of problems if one considers the conceptual limitations of any given human
language coupled with its evolving nature, which must be understood within its specific
sociohistoric setting. In order to speak with humanity, God's discourse must be
meaningful within the specific human community being addressed. Complicating matters
further is that God speaks not directly, like a boss giving dictation to a secretary, but
indirectly through autonomous human instmmentality (Bloesch 76). I would suggest that
one think about Scripture in this way: God speaks adequately through the inadequacy of
human words.
The mystery of how God accomplishes this feat is comparable to the mystery of
the Incarnation. Many Christians throughout the ages have made such a comparison but
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perhaps no one as thoroughly as the recent Enns' work Inspiration and Incarnation. Early
in this book, he identifies the problem I have been describing with a comparison to an
early Christological heresy:
What some ancient Christians were saying about Christ, the Docetic
heresy, is similar to the mistake that other Christians have made (and
continue to make) about Scripture: it comes from God, and the marks of
its humanity are only apparent, to be explained away. (18)
Docetism sought to escape the apparent paradox of the Incarnation and preserve the
divinity of Jesus by denying his humanity. The church was wise to hold Chrisfs divinity
and humanity in tension, but many Christians who gladly insist on this understanding of
the Incarnation fear that allowing any real sense of human authorship would rob Scripture
of its divine authority. The tension one feels in contemplating that God speaks by means
of human authorship, and the scandal of Scripture's particular
cultural/linguistic/historical context are not substantively appreciated by many
evangelicals. By minimizing the implications of these realities, they unwittingly fall into
a new form of the Docetic heresy. This failure is reflective of the fear evangelicals have
that the Bible will lose its authority by taking seriously the human participation in its
production.
This paper seeks to hold the apparent paradox in tension with regard to the human
and divine dimensions of Scripture. I believe that only within that tension can one
maintain that God speaks through Scripture. Within this tension or dynamic of God
making himself known through human instrumentality, a foundation may be laid for God
continuing to speak today in the words coming from Christian pulpits. 1 maintain the
conviction that God does speak through Scripture, and that the attentive person is capable
of hearing God's discourse.
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Better than Inerrancy�God Accommodating His Word to Humanity
The doctrine of inerrancy fails to account for what readers actually encounter in
the Bible:
� A multitude of discrepancies (Abraham, Divine Inspiration 109; Barr 129:
Bloesch 66; Evans 189),
� Erroneous assumptions about cosmology, which were simply reflecting the
common worldview at the time (Enns, Inspiration 996; Polkinghome 22; Walton 84),
� The dynamic nature of the Scripture's development as a living tradition of
reflection and reformulation (Achtemeier 102),
� The imprecision associated with the Gospel writers* recording in Greek what
Jesus had spoken in Aramaic, as well as mistranslations of Old Testament Hebrew texts
in the Septuagint, serving important roles for New Testament authors (Marshall 68),
� Hermeneutical methods of New Testament authors reading back into Old
Testament texts new meanings (Enns, Evolution 1981; Goldingay 1 194),
� The theological diversity within Scripture (Achtemeier 115; Barr 135;
Goldingay 1 157), and
� The use of noncanonical material by New Testament authors (Achtemeier
105). This list only partially describes many of the phenomena of the Bible, which
disconfirms an inerrantist view. While I have not discussed specific examples of each of
these types of phenomena, the above authors and many more have explored these ideas in
detail. More categories of biblical phenomena could be added to the preceding list, but
the point of such a litany is not to undermine the authority of the Bible; rather, it is to
rethink the nature of that authority.
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Those who defend inerrancy insist that they alone hold a high view of biblical
authority. In fact, the rhetoric among many evangelicals is such as to exclude any
deviation from a strict inerrantist view from belonging to the evangelical tradition or
perhaps even to the Christian faith. Scholars such as Enns have been forced to resign their
teaching posts for failing to affirm the doctrine of inerrancy. Roger Nicole labels Paul J.
Achtemeier a "sub-evangelical writer" (3) for the same reason. This high view, however.
is misleading and, ironically, destructive to the very authority it seeks to defend. James
Barr observes that in defending inerrancy, evangelicals and fundamentalists have imputed
a doctrine to the text that cannot be derived from the way the Bible speaks about itself
He affirms that if one understands the type of book the Bible actually is, he or she will
not hide from or be disturbed by the presence of factual errors in the text:
However, it should not be supposed that the errors and discrepancies of
the Bible are in themselves so very important. They are important because
they are a powerful indicator to what the Bible really is. But in themselves
they are not so very important. It is fundamentalism that magnifies the
importance of any possible or conceivable erroneous statement in the
Bible, by arguing that the presence of any such statement would utterly
destroy the reliability of the Bible and make it useless as a guide to faith.
(129)
Achtemeier, Barr, and William Abraham all point out that this argument is completely
false and it is used to instill fear of a "slippery slope" toward apostasy. There simply is no
reason to conclude that the slightest error would discredit the Bible and strip it
completely of any legitimate authority (Achtemeier 61-62; Barr 129; Abraham, Divine
Inspiration 21).
- Of course, inerrantists would not agree with this statement and belie\ e that merrancy is clearly
affirmed throughout Scripture. This conclusion appears obvious to inerrantists and totalis unwarranted by
the majority of biblical scholars. This paper proceeds with the view that inerranc\ is foreign to the way the
Bible speaks of itself.
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The conclusion results from an overly simplistic supposition that if God is the
author of Scripture, then he would not have made mistakes. Further, the argument
assumes that any human involvement would have been preserved from mistake by God s
supervising involvement, hierrancy requires God's superintendence down to the very
words used by the biblical authors. This view does not imply a dictation model of
revelation, according to inerrantists, but even B. B. Warfield acknowledges that the result
is exactly the same (Abraham, Divine Inspiration 37; Marshall 52). I. Howard Marshall
suggests in this regard "a greater amount of latitude is needed in determining what level
of 'precision' God regarded as compatible with the tmstworthy communication of his
self-revelation in Scripture" (62). Indeed, one might consider God's other works as he or
she considers this question. God's chosen people, including the patriarchs and great
leaders of Israel and the church, were not preserved from grave moral errors. God seems
to specialize in working through human weakness. I would contend that the Scriptures
have much in common with these other acts of God. Paul's boasting in his weakness (2
Cor. 1 1 :30) might shed light on the nature of Scripture as well. The authority of Scripture
is not in the strength of an inerrant text but in the weakness of a human word turned into
an instmment of God.
Achtemeier perceptively asks why anyone would dare to preach from God's
supposedly inerrant Word in an attempt to elucidate God's perfect word with limited and
errant commentary. After all, adding fallible human words to an inerrant text would seem
rather inadvisable to say the least (127). Achtemeier suggests that the right question to
ask is how a very human literature can carry the unique authority of God (91 ). In
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response to that question, I want to suggest that the actual Scriptures are far better than
what the concept of inerrancy wants to deliver.
The Bible demands both a high view and a low view of its authority at the same
time, hi fact, the high view to speak God's Word to humanity is dependent upon God
bending low enough to communicate within human words and human concepts by means
of human agents. Just as the flesh of Jesus became the means of seeing God (John 14:9),
so also the very humanness of the Bible facilitates the reception of God's Word.
Augustine expresses the beauty of God's Word in Scripture in terms of its
simplicity, so that all who read might understand. He uses the phrase "holy humility" to
describe this unique quality of Scripture:
To me, that authority seemed all the more venerable and worthy of
inviolable faith, because they were easy for everyone to read and yet
safeguarded the dignity of their hidden truth within a deeper meaning, by
words completely clear and by a lowly style of speech making itself
accessible to all men, and drawing the attention of those who are not light
of heart. Thus it can receive all men into its generous bosom, and by
narrow passages lead on to you a small number of them, although these
are more numerous than if it did not stand out with such lofty authority
and if it had not attracted throngs into the bosom of its holy humility.
(140)
Augustine provides a helpful image of how God makes himself known through words
that are accessible not only to the intellectually sophisticated, but by means of a "lowly
style of speech" and with "holy humility" God speaks in a voice that may be understood
by all people.
To speak in ways accessible to people long before the rise of a scientific view of
the cosmos, God did not reveal words laden with concepts completely foreign to those
ancient people's view of the world around them. The creation accounts both in Genesis
and the images of God's creative work spread throughout the Old Testament retleci a
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view of the world shared throughout the ancient Near East, but within that common
framework, the Scripture presents a polemic against the deities of Israel's neighbors. The
polemic does not provide a scientific view as opposed to a mythological view; rather, it
uses the concepts common throughout the ancient Near East regarding creation out of a
watery chaos, but it attributes creation to Israel's God without any cosmic battles.^ John
H. Walton's work on Genesis brilliantly demonstrates how the genre of Genesis belongs
within its ancient Near Eastern setting. In order to appreciate the message of creation in
Genesis, the reader must stop requiring it to answer modern scientific questions and allow
Genesis to tell its own story. Walton persuasively argues in various writings that these
modes of understanding are just as capable of conveying tmth as the contemporary
scientific worldview:
Does God relinquish the authority or credibility of the text when he speaks
of the heart as the seat of the intellect? Of course not�he is simply
communicating in terms that his audience understands, as any effective
communicator does. He is not misleading them about physiology, for he is
not discussing physiology and is offering no revelation on that subject. In
the creation narratives I contend that he likewise does not discuss material
structure and therefore offers no revelation on that subject. One may as
well try to reconstruct human anatomy, or our ideas about it, from a
Picasso abstract painting. (88)
Walton begins with another example of how the Bible regularly makes use of a concept,
which if forced to communicate in scientific terms makes no sense at all. However, no
one has difficulty allowing the Bible's use of heart to communicate its own truth. The
reader is able to perceive that truth without difficulty, and he or she needs to begin
perceiving the truth of Genesis on its own terms in the same way.
Enns helps put the text of Genesis into perspective:
^ Even images of cosmic battle familiar in the mythologies of Israel's neighbor are used in other
passages of the Old Testament, such as Job 41. Habakkuk 3. and Psalm 74: 12-17.
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[S]uch a firm grounding in ancient myth does not make Genesis less
inspired; it is not a concession that we must put up w ith or an
embarrassment to a sound doctrine of Scripture. Quite to the contrary.
such rootedness in the culture of the time is precisely what it means for
God to speak to his people. {Inspiration 56)
Some may be startled by the idea that God would communicate in forms that are
scientifically inaccurate. Evaluating Scripture in this way is simply misguided. Christians
should appreciate that God did not wait until the development of human knowledge had
reached a point where he could communicate a scientifically accurate revelation about
creation. In fact, I would contend that had God waited for a sufficient level of human
knowledge, revelation would never have become possible. God does not require
humanity to climb an intellectual ladder before he speaks. Rather, God bends low enough
to speak on humanity's level so that, even with a primitive understanding of the universe,
people may know God's voice.
The creation accounts of Genesis provide a fascinating example of how God
condescends to speak in ways appreciable to a human audience within the limitations of
its historic setting and conceptual development. From the New Testament, another
example of God clearly condescending to communicate within the framework of human
limitations may provide a paradigmatic picture of how God accommodates to humanity.
This act of communication comes not in the form of speech but in the recorded action of
Jesus. Acts 1 describes Jesus' ascension into heaven as a straightforward account of an
historical event. Jesus is depicted rising physically into the sky until he disappears in the
clouds. No one believes today that heaven is a place a person can get to by rising into the
sky or by traveling into space. Heaven is clearly not somewhere up there in a physical
sen.se. Luke, however, does not appear to be writing figuratively when he relates this
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story. He writes his account as it was witnessed by a number of other people. If Jesus did
indeed physically rise into the sky then the reason for such a mode of transport must be
understood for its revelatory function rather than for its directional value on how to get to
heaven. Clearly, the most reasonable explanation is that Jesus' rising into the sky meant.
as far as they understood, that he was going to heaven. The people had a view of the
cosmos that placed heaven physically above the earth; therefore, rising into the sky would
have made perfect sense within their ancient cosmology. Ascending to heaven in such a
physical display would have communicated the intended message more clearly than any
other ways one might conceive of such an event (e.g.. a sudden disappearance). What is
revealed in this account has nothing to do with the actual stmcture of the cosmos; rather,
the revelation simply accommodates to the original witnesses' common understanding of
the stmcture of the cosmos.
The content of revelation in this story is that Jesus ascended into heaven, and the
paradigmatic nature of this event is that God was not troubled to reveal an important tmth
by means of an event that accommodated a faulty view of the cosmos. Lest one judge this
mode of revelation to be beneath the dignity of God, I would remind the reader to humbly
remember that absolutely every mode of revelation is by necessity beneath God, and so if
God wants to speak to fmite humans, then such condescension is unavoidable. The
contemporary understanding of the cosmos may have advanced since the time of Christ's
ascension, but the growth of human knowledge is very far from complete and what is
now known about the cosmos only makes the question of what it means to ascend to
heaven even more mysterious. The ongoing development of scientific knowledge does
not mean that ancient texts reflecting ancient cosmologies have nothing left to say.
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What I am suggesting is not a new way of understanding the nature of God's
Word in Scripture. Donald G. Bloesch points out that long ago John Calvin understood
that scriptural authority did not need to extend to every subject beyond its central
message:
[Calvin] contended that the biblical writers when referring to matters of
science might well be speaking "in mere accommodation to mistaken,
though generally received opinion." He warned that we must not expect to
learn natural science (specifically astronomy) from Genesis 1, which is
composed in popular phenomenal language. Calvin was committed to a
high view of the Scriptures, even regarding them as the oracles of God,
but this did not prevent him from examining the text critically. (66)
God's Word in Scripture has always been spoken in contextualized ways that made sense
to the audience who received it. As Bloesch points out. Cal\ in understood that God
would not have spoken above the "popular phenomenal language" of the people (66).
Contexts change, however, creating challenges to continued understanding from one
context to another, whether that change occurs due to the shifts in knowledge and
worldview over time or due to the great diversity of cultural contexts around the world.
Contextualization�Limiting and Illuminating
An informative example of contextualization happening within Scripture is found
in the way Paul takes up the story of Adam in Romans 5. This passage has become a key
text for those attempting to understand the nature of scriptural authority within a modern
context. For some, Paul's affirmation of an historical Adam in this text authoritatively
rules out any concession to human origins through biological evolution. The argument
states that if Paul, an apostle inspired by God, wrote with the belief that Adam was an
historical figure, then he could not have been in error, and Christians are, therefore,
obligated to receive the Eden story as God's revelation of the history of human origins.
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For many, God's Word and evolutionary science appear to be incompatible. Christians
believe that they must either choose Paul's premodera worldview or concede that the
Bible is wrong. Many have been forced into this false choice and, tragically, have either
found no room for faith or have closed their minds to the overwhelming scientific
evidence.
Fortunately, Enns presents a strong case for reading Paul with an appreciation for
the limits of his own historical context and understanding that Paul was himself
contextualizing the Adam story in the light of the resurrection of Jesus Christ. Paul's
theological concern for presenting the universality of human sinfulness as a beginning to
understanding the accomplishment ofGod's work through the death and resurrection of
Christ remains true, independently of Paul's natural presupposition about Adam's
historicity. Paul's authority as an apostle does not need to extend to his knowledge of
human origins and the validity of his theological argument does not depend on getting his
science right as well.
Another phenomenon found in Scripture, which can be understood as the
contextualization of its message, is the theological diversity within its corpus. As Evans
describes, the Bible has many voices (189). The beauty of the Bible, however, is that
even with such diversity, the Scripture presents a unified metanarrative.*' Many authors
have explored the theme of diversity in Scripture, and Enns looks at it particularly in
regard to Old Testament wisdom literature. The Proverbs are easily made to sound
contradictory if they are pulled out of context and set side by side. The nature of v\ isdom
^ Tracing a metanarrative that unifies the Bible's dnersity into one great story of God's mission in
the world has been the theme of important scholarly works by Christopher J. H. 'V\ right. The Mission of
God, and Arthur F. Glasser, Announcing the Kingdom.
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literature is to expect its readers to "invest energy discerning whether a certain proverb is
relevant for a certain situation' (original emphasis; Inspiration 1410). On a larger scale.
Job's exploration of the suffering of the righteous represents an important theological
perspective in contrast to a line of thought epitomized, for example, in Psalm 91 with its
absolute assurance that only good will come to those who tmst in God. This theological
diversity is found not only in the wisdom traditions but also throughout Scripture.
The diversity within Scripture does not diminish it or invalidate it as a merely
human document. Enns squarely addresses this point:
Is the fact of diversity fundamentally contrary to the Bible being the word
of God? My answer is no. And the way in which we can begin to address
this issue is to confess at the outset, along with the historic Christian
church, that the Bible is the word of God. That is our starting point, a
confession of faith, not creating a standard of what the Bible should look
like and then assessing the Bible on the basis of that standard. {Inspiration
109)
As Enns suggests, recognizing the diversity is an important step to appreciating the Bible
for what it actually is. When Christians attempt to smooth over or harmonize all the
diversity, they do so because of their presuppositions as to how the Bible should function
as God's Word.
Flemming has done much to illuminate this aspect of Scripture. One of the
significant examples of theological diversity he cites within the New Testament comes
not from differing authors but, as Flemming argues, from within the Pauline letters as
Paul reframes the message of the gospel in differing contexts. Many scholars would
suggest that the theological differences found in Colossians are so significant that the
epistle would appear to have an author other than Paul. Flemming acknowledges the
differing theological perspective, but he attributes it to Paul's contextualization of the
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gospel. The theological issue in Colossians, which seems discordant with Paul's other
letters, is an emphasis on a far more realized eschatology than he teaches elsewhere.
Regarding these observable theological differences even within the Pauline corpus,
Flenrmiing writes, "[0]ur study suggests that apparent theological differences between
Colossians and the undisputed Pauline letters may be better explained in terms of a
versatile author attempting to reframe the gospel in context-appropriate ways" (2920).
Flemming suggests precisely what Achtemeier contends as central to the nature of
Scripture as a living tradition.
Scripture as a Living Tradition
The observable theological diversity within Scripture leads to Achtemeier' s major
contribution and to Abraham's Canon and Criterion in Christian Theology, which both
recognize that Scripture is the product of a living tradition (Achtemeier 99; Abraham 3 1 -
34). For many Christians, the understanding of how Scripture came to be is often limited
to the concept of a prophetic model in which God reveals his words through a single
prophet who writes that message as a singular event. Of course this type of prophetic
writing is found in Scripture, but the whole of Scripture is more dynamic than this one
model. Scripture comes from a faith community, which, according to Achtemeier,
reflected on its traditions and reformulated them in ever-changing contexts�not a once-
for-all inspired and now crystalized text of universal truths but a tradition that could
continue to speak in every arising context:
[0]ur Bible is not an archive of dead, treasured memories of the past, but
the record of living traditions which because of their origins continue to
provide guidance, and the basis for ever-new interpretations for the
community of faith right to the present day. (115)
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The Scriptures are a living word from God, communicating not merely as a shelf
reference book or encyclopedia of truth statements but as the place of engagement with
God.
An example of the kind of reformulation of tradition to which Achtemeier points
within Scripture is the story of Hananiah's confrontation of the prophet Jeremiah, found
in Jeremiah 28. hi that story, Hananiah denounces Jeremiah with the authority of the
prophetic tradition of Isaiah's words (Isa. 9:8-12:16). Achtemeier concludes from this
encounter that the words of Isaiah are not applicable in the new situation and so, while
Hananiah has the weight of this authority behind him, Isaiah's truth has become a lie in
Hananiah's restatement:
Evidently a rigid adherence to the form that sacred traditions assumed in
the past is precisely the wrong way to honor the word of a God who is
living, and who is thus the God of the present and the future as well as of
the past. (74)
Such a rigid adherence according to Achtemeier is simply not the way Scriptural
authority works. It is not a crystallized truth abstracted from all historical context but a
living word that engages the reader within his or her context.
The notion of Scripture serving as a kind of deposit of purely objective and
revealed truth that provides the sole foundation of human knowledge about God reached
its apex after the Protestant Reformation. The Reformation did not just reform key
doctrines within the church, but it was also an epistemological stand on Scripture alone in
a world that was beginning to develop new foundations of knowledge in the natural
sciences. In Christian fundamentalism, the Bible's authority is taken as the ground of
truth and knowledge, even in every new arena opening up to scientific investigation.
Because the church thought Scripture should function w ith this kind of authority, it was
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famously slow in accepting the Copemican model of a heliocentric solar system, and for
the same reason, much of the church today still feels threatened by biological evolution.
Abraham has explored the theological evolution of Christian understanding
regarding its canonical texts in his brilliant work Canon and Criterion in Christian
Theology. He argues that the Christian canon of Scripture was one piece of a larger
canonical network, each of which served as a means of grace for the purpose of leading
people into and sustaining their faith. These canons included Scripture, creeds,
sacraments, liturgical traditions, iconographic traditions, ecclesiastical regulations, and.
also still found within the Roman Catholic tradition, the canonization of saints, fathers,
and teachers of the church. None of these served, either singly or together, the
epistemological function that Scripture (and papal authority) came to serve later in
history. One must remember that the canonization of each of these sources of authority
was an activity of the Church. The canon of Scripture developed under the supervision of
the Church, and while it was always intended to serve a normative role, it was not
intended as the sole ground of sure and certain propositional knowledge about God (27-
56).
As a canon, the Scriptures were meant to work together with these other
canonized authorities as a means of grace sufficient for the life of faith. Abraham
compares these canonical components to a symphony conducted by the Holy Spirit. God
hiinself brings all these means of grace together in order to enrich and sustain the life of
faith through the church:
Most important of all, everyone must heed and be open to the leading of
the great conductor, the Holy Spirit, who, through the use of the canonical
traditions of the Church, creates within the participants the melody of
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Christ the Saviour, a music which leads ineluctably into the unfathomable.
unspeakable mystery of the living God. (55)
Scripture, viewed as the sole source of tmth upon which all knowledge can be founded,
has no need of the actual presence of the living God. It also has simply not been
sufficient, as evidenced by the development of many other canonical-like aids for use by
denominations in the training of the faithful (e.g., Westminster Confession, Anglican
Articles of Religion).
John Goldingay makes this similar point when he writes, "The dynamic power of
the word is the dynamic power of God; it has no dynamism of its own, and it is not
irrevocable in the manner of the Medo-Persian law made fun of in Daniel" (2366). As
Goldingay suggests, the authority of Scripture as God's word is not the magical
incantation of irrevocable promises as one commonly finds in modern prosperity
theology or the Word of Faith movement. The true authority of Scripture as God's word
is found in the dynamic application of that word as it encounters the reader in life. N. T.
Wright makes clear "that the phrase 'authority of Scripture' can make Christian sense
only if it is a shorthand for . . . 'the authority of the triune God, exercised somehow
through Scripture'" (original emphasis; 23). Like Goldingay, Wright emphasizes the
authority as God's own authority, not something residing in the words themselves but an
authority as the Holy Spirit applies those words to readers' lives and within their context.
Achtemeier' s thesis is of crucial importance here as I come to some conclusion
about the nature of Scripture and the authority of God's Word. The Scriptures function in
ways far beyond the simplistic notions typically held within evangelicalism of various
prophets' writing, by God's guidance, a completed and final product:
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Scripture did not drop as a stone from heaven, h grew out of the hfe of a
community chosen by a God the receivers barely understood and often did
not want to follow, yet who would not release his people to their own
devices. On the other hand, if the community produced Scripture out of its
stmggle to shape its life to the will of God, that Scripture also sustained
the community in times of severe crisis. (77-78)
Indeed, Scripture developed out of the conrununity s "struggle to shape its life to the w ill
of God" (78). When Christians speak of God's inspiration of Scripture, they must ha\ e in
view not only the fmal form, which is familiar, but also the entire hufiuin process of
development and transmission. This process included oral stages, writers and editors of
the text, and the Church's role in the formation of the canon. This larger view does not
diminish Scripture; rather, it affirms that God has spoken within the whole process of its
development and calls for the continuing interpretation and proclamation of the
Scripture's message.
So far, I am contending that Scripture, words written by human agents and yet
words mediating the Word of God, can potentially illuminate how God speaks by means
of fallible and finite human preachers. First, I looked at the inadequacy of the idea of
inerrancy. The Scriptures do not mediate the Word of God because they are without error,
presenting timeless truths untouched by the limitations of human expression, knowledge,
and historical setting. Rather, God condescends to speak through the frailty of human
words just as he condescended to live through the frailty of human flesh. Indeed, if
Scripture were the inerrant Word of God, then human proclamation through preaching
would be pure folly. Achtemeier rightly identifies the problem:
In fact, if the Scriptures are inerrant because of inspiration, and the
inspiration ceased with the last writing of Scripture, then any further
elucidation of the message can only result in errant exposition, hardly an
advantage over reading the inerrant words of Scripture itself, with no
uninspired, errant comments added. How could errant words adequateh'
interpret inerrant Scripture? Unless the process by which Scripture w as
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created is somehow at work in its interpretation and proclamation, it is
difficult to see why proclamation is advisable, let alone useful. (127)
Achtemeier points toward the implications for the preaching ministry and a major point
of this paper�that Scripture came into being in an extended process of development as
God's people reflected on and reformulated traditions handed down to them by a
community that sought to shape its life to the will of God. If contemporary preaching can
in some way mediate God's word, it must somehow participate in the "process by which
Scripture was created" (127).
Scripture is by its very nature, a living tradition. It is also a means of grace
through which God continues to speak, as Abraham says {Canon 28). Scripture was
created through a process of reflection and reformulation of tradition that "does not
merely tolerate interpretation and proclamation; by its \ cry nature it demands them, in
order that the inspiring power of the Spirit may continue to work through the traditions"
(Achtemeier 129). This claim does not put preaching on the same level as Scripture but
allows preaching to participate in the dynamic process of God's engagement with the
community of faith as it reflects on its traditions, so that once again human words may
mediate a divine discourse.
I want to affirm the nature of Scripture as words penned by human authors that
are also rightly called the Word of God. Because these are the Scriptures readers actually
encounter, the possibility is also real that human words conceived by a preacher in
reflection upon Scripture and proclaimed from a pulpit to a faith community gathered in
worship and listening for God's word may once again mediate God s address.
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Preaching as a Form of Divine Discourse
If Achtemeier is right to envision Scripture as a hving tradition that demands
continued interpretation and proclamation so that preaching actually participates in the
dynamic process of God's speaking, relating the ancient words of Scripture into radically
new contexts, then I need to explore the nature and significance of this participation. In
other words, I want to think for a moment about what one actually means by saying that
preaching becomes a medium through which God continues to speak. Karl Barth" s
conception of revelation is particularly helpful at this point.
Barth understood revelation to consist primarily in the event of the incarnation of
God in human flesh through Jesus Christ and then through the continued revelatory event
of encountering Christ through Scripture and proclamation, which, empowered by the
Holy Spirit, attests to Jesus. Scripture and modern preaching then become revelation not
in themselves but in so far as they are applied by the Holy Spirit as an event in the life of
the hearer who is addressed not by mere human words but now directly by the living God:
"Proclamation is human speech in and by which God Himself speaks like a king through
the mouth of His herald" (52). This perspective of God's discourse through the human
voice or proclamation is based on Barth' s notion of a threefold revelation of the Word:
the Incarnate Logos, the Word written and the Word Proclaimed. Revelation for Barth
cannot be collapsed into the written text of Scripture or the oral proclamation of a
preacher, but revelation of the incarnate Christ can take place through both of these
mediums as an event of genuine encounter with God.
Barth explicates this concept:
For a better understanding one should note first what we have called the
similarity as phenomena between Church proclamation and this second
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entity which confronts it in the Church, namely, the Canon of Hol>
Scripture. This consists in the fact that in Holy Scripture, too, the writing
is obviously not primary, but secondary, h is itself the deposit of what was
proclamation by human lips, hi its form as Scripture, howe\ er. it does not
seek to be a historical monument but rather a Church document, written
proclamation. The two entities may thus be set initially under a single
genus. Scripture as the commencement and present-day preaching as the
continuation of one and the same event, Jeremiah and Paul at the
beginning and the modern preacher of the Gospel at the end of one and the
same series. (102)
Both the words of Scripture, which Barth insists are really a written record of a more
original oral proclamation, and the present-day proclamation in oral preaching become
revelation (God's self-presentation) in an event of encounter. One should not make a
"direct identification between revelation and the Bible.... h takes place as an event where
the biblical word becomes God's Word" (1 13). Barth insists that the Scriptures are not a
monument, that is to say, in this concrete form alone they would remain a dead relic of
past revelation, but enlivened by the Spirit, they become a means of current revelation.
William H. Willimon underscores Barth" s point here in a way that also
reemphasizes the earlier point of an authority beyond a supposed inerrant text:
To the literalists 1 would say that if historical methodology has enabled
you to secure a text that is truly "inerrant" and "infallible," then you
certainly do not need the Holy Spirit to help you read and interpret
scripture. Nor should you bother with the living, speaking, resurrected
Christ. Go worship your unassailable, inerrant, infallible fact and life will
be easier for you than attempting to worship the living Christ. (35)
Willimon is interested in appropriating Barth" s concept of Scripture and preaching as a
medium ofGod's continued discourse in the development of a theology of preaching. For
Willimon, the living presence of Christ turns preaching into far more than explaining the
text of Scripture through the exercise of well-crafted rhetorical speech. In fact, a preacher
may have little rhetorical sophistication in his speaking, but because the living God is
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present and because he so chooses, he may condescend to speak through that preacher's
voice:
We are Trinitarians who beheve in a restless, relentlessh communicative
God. Particularly in Romans, but elsewhere throughout his w riting. Barth
shows a disbelief that our speaking can be God's speaking�except that it
is, by the grace ofGod, God's speaking. Barth' s theology demonstrated
the preacher's dilemma: he was compelled to preach the Word of God, but
he was uncertain that his words could carry the Word, but he was also
convinced that God graciously speaks and that we, by the grace of God,
hear, (original emphasis; 143-44)
Human words are simply inadequate in and of themseh es. but miraculously, God is
present, making himself known through these humble \ essels. What 1 am describing is a
sacramental understanding of the preaching event. The v\ ords are common, and yet 1
presume that many preachers would agree with me that the inadequacy of the words
conceived and proclaimed in the act of preaching can, by the grace of God, serve as an
event of miraculous condescension. God works through the humility of frail human
speech making himself known in an act of contemporary revelation.
Stephen Seamands applies these Barthian ideas in a lecture on the theology of
preaching: "h is only as the Holy Spirit takes the words of the preacher and applies them
to the heart of the hearer that they become more than just a human word, that they
become the Word ofGod" (emphasis mine; 3). This miraculous transformation is similar
to the sacramental expectancy of Christ's real presence in the Eucharistic meal. Glen
Scrivener draws the parallel between the Eucharist and preaching:
We do not bring Jesus down from heaven through our actions�there is no
ex opera operato. Rather, through the visible words, the Spirit unites us to
Christ. The link between the bread and Christ's body is real but is
established entirely from His side�an asymmetrical relationship. So to for
Barth, this asymmetry applies to Scripture and to preaching, (original
emphasis; 36)
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Scrivener wants to maintain Earth's hnk of the threefold Word of God, all participating
in the same revelatory event, but see the asymmetrical way Scripture and preaching
complete the revelatory event of Christ's appearing.
Also essential to recognize is the absolute freedom of God to take up the human
words by his grace alone and make of them a means for his own revelation. The preacher
cannot make this event happen, but God seems to prefer oral proclamation as the medium
of his own speaking:
We also constantly give thanks to God for this, that when you received the
word of God that you heard from us, you accepted it not as a human word
but as what it really is, God's word, which is also at work in you believers.
(1 Thess. 2:13)
While Paul may be writing of his own apostolic authority to speak the Word of God, he
seems to have in mind here not the notion that his words are uniquely God's Word but
that the gospel message he and others proclaim is God's Word.
Seamands points out that Luther understood the Scripture to provide the written
norm of a primarily oral proclamation: "Now Luther said that in order that the gospel
story was kept straight, so that you didn't have 101 different versions of it, it was
necessary to commit it to writing" (4). The gospel is not identical with the text of
Scripture; rather, the message proclaimed by that text and the message proclaimed in
preaching constitutes the gospel. The oral proclamation, therefore, is able to once again
serve as the Word of God in Paul's sense: "The Word of God is put back into its original,
pristine form, as a spoken Word�which is in keeping with its fundamental nature as a
Personal Word of God calling for a personal response of faith" (4). This personal act of
communication is what Barth, Willimon, and Seamands are describing as the event of
revelation. The God who speaks in personal revelation to the human listener speaks in the
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human voice of oral proclamation through his dynamic presence in an e\ent that makes
the revelatory act of incarnation contemporaneous to people now. The threefold Word of
God�Logos, Scripture, and proclamation�all participate in one continuous act of God.
Double-Agency Discourse
Taking seriously Achtemeier' s view ofGod's inspiration over the whole process
of the development of Scripture and moving beyond the narrow view of the prophetic
model, I want now to consider the important contribution of Wolterstorff s Divine
Discourse. A full analysis of Wolterstorff s work would be impossible to present in this
paper, but I will appropriate some of his big ideas in order to move toward a constmcti\ e
conclusion. In the more traditionally evangelical perspective, the prophetic model of
inspiration resulted in a view of God's word given, if not by dictation, at least with the
same result as though it had been dictated�that is, a word-for-u ord revelation from God.
With Divine Discourse, Wolterstorff begins with the recognition of Scripture's human
dimension. He introduces ways in which this human word may also rightly be called the
Word of God. The prophets seem to speak in what he labels 'deputized discourse" (42) as
persons authorized by God, much like an ambassador may be authorized to speak on
behalf of the nation's president within the prescribed scope of his or her duties. While
this phenomenon is found within Scripture, Wolterstorff focuses more on the Scripture as
a whole as God's appropriated discourse. In this conception, God accepts the humanly
produced word found in Scripture for his own, much as I recently did when I signed my
name to a letter of petition for greater gun control in the United States. 1 was not the
agent of the petition, but I adopted the words as my own. The agents of the discourse in
Scripture are at the human level, but God appropriates those human w ords and thereby
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adds another level of authorship, making Scripture a prime example of double-agency
discourse.
Viewing Scripture as double-agency discourse opens the door to several
noteworthy implications and, some would object, to viewing Scripture as anything one
might want it to be. Before I address this alleged problem, I want to consider some of the
implications of identifying two levels of agency or discourse for the biblical text. In
appropriating the human discourse, one needs to understand that ordinarily the reader
ought to interpret God to be saying the very same thing as the human author was saying:
"The anchor of the appropriating divine discourse is the human appropriated discourse;
and one of the main anchors of the human discourse is the meanings of the sentences
used" (Wolterstorff, Divine Discourse 189). Wolterstorff s anchor is extremely important
and often not considered very substantially by his critics. Wolterstorff maintains,
however, that hearing God's discourse in Scripture is not always identical with the human
discourse. When I appropriated the letter on gun control, 1 was not thereby agreeing with
the few grammatical errors in the text of that letter. In the same way, God's appropriation
of the human words of Scripture does not make God the author of the errors and
discrepancies the reader encounters as the product of its human authors. The notion of
double-agency discourse is helpful in regard to considering some of the perplexing
phenomena encountered in Scripture, but as I intend to demonstrate, it is far more than a
convenient way around the difficulties of an errant text.
Again, while God ought normally to be understood as saying the same thing as
the human author intended to say, the reader of Scripture will sometimes hear the divine
discourse differently from the human discourse. The human words are mediating the
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divine discourse, but they are not necessarily identical to it. 1 want to recall Bloesch' s
words: "The Bible is not directly the revelation of God but indirectly in that God s Word
comes to us through the mode of human instmmentality" (emphasis mine: 76). When the
Psalmist writes, "O daughter of Babylon, you devastator! Happy shall they be who pay
you back what you have done to us! Happy shall they be who take your little ones and
dash them against the rocks!" (Ps. 137:8-9), Wolterstorff would say that a straightforw ard
interpretation of these words, identifying the human sentiment with God's discourse,
would be wrong for multiple reasons. First, the Psalms do not even present themseh es as
God's word to the reader but as human words directed toward God in prayer. Second,
these ideas simply do not reflect God's character, and if God is speaking in these words,
then they must be understood tropically or metaphorically. Clayton Libolt, who finds a
great richness in Wolterstorff s work, suggests that he does not go far enough at this point
and writes, "It is not enough to say of Psalm 137:9 that God would not say such a thing
literally; one must also say that God would not use such a metaphor" (28). How
Wolterstorff or Libolt concludes that God is saying something different, even radically
different, from what the human agent is saying is of cmcial importance for gleaning the
primary contribution taken from Wolterstorff To hear the divine discourse correctly
mediated through the human words of Scripture, the interpreter must know the character
of the God who has appropriated those words as his own.
According to Wolterstorff, interpreting the divine discourse requires a double
hermeneutic. The interpreter begins with the human words and seeks first the clear
meaning of the sentences as intended by the author. That process will normally also yield
the intended meaning of God who has appropriated this discourse, but one must not lca\ c
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the interpretive process at the first level of the human author(s). "The second
hermeneutic," as he calls it, must go on to ask what God might be saying by means of this
appropriated speech: "I hold that we must bring with us convictions concerning the
author�specifically, convictions as to what he would have wanted to say with these
words in the situation in which he inscribed them" ("Promise
"
88). Only by knowing God
and by familiarity with his character can the interpreter begin to have confidence of what
God would intend by means of such difficult human words.
Wolterstorff is echoed here by Green and by Goldingay, who both observe the
importance of the knowledge of God as prerequisite to interpreting the Word of God. Of
course, the problem of how one acquires knowledge of God prior to reading the Word of
God needs now to be addressed. Green raises this issue when he comments about the
apparent "circularity in this: we discern God s character and will in Scripture, but it is
God's character and will that guide our reading of Scripture" (60). Goldingay describes
this same phenomenon: "One must already know a man in order to understand what he
says, and yet one must first become acquainted with him by what he says" (2675). To
resolve this circularity, one must begin where Goldingay suggests: in the recognition that
the human ability to understand or to interpret the Word of God stems from the
preunderstandings granted by virtue of being creatures made in the image of God. Just as
one might discern what a cat is by putting a mouse in front of it, he would contend,
human beings are creatures "relating in the one Spirit to the same God on the same basis"
(2646). The circularity I am addressing is not a closed system without other elements
contributing to our knowledge of God.
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A person may certainly object to this question of circularity regarding the need to
know God in order to interpret Scripture when Scripture is a primary source of know ing
God. Thankfully, Abraham moves beyond the problem of a closed circular system in his
Canon and Criterion where he clearly advocates for a conception of Scripture as part of a
greater network of canonical authority and not as the sole criterion of knowledge (55).
The Christian tradition has many means of knowing God within the larger canonical
traditions of the Church. The famed Wesleyan Quadrilateral of Scripture, reason,
tradition, and experience are also helpful reminders of the broader resources that may
assist people to know God and thus enable them to interpret the Word of God more
adequately.
Scripture certainly has a unique authority as a source of God's discourse, but the
human capacity to perceive God's voice must extend beyond this one spring. Like
Abraham's notion of a larger canonical heritage working together as various means of
grace, Brian Brock speaks of a unity of the multivalent discourses of art, science.
theology, and other disciplines forming one grand conversation through which Christians
may discern the voice of God: "The Bible, as part of Christ's body, draws in the whole
diversity of human discourse, as Christ draws all meaning into his lordship" (262). If
Christ is tmly Lord over all creation, his voice must be present not only in the Scriptures
and theological reflection but in every discipline.
Brock's exploration of both Augustine's and Luther's exposition of the Psalms
reveals significant differences between these luminaries of exposition, but their
differences are complementary rather than contradictory. Hearing God\ voice in
Scripture and perhaps especially in biblical poetic literature is not a matter of conformity
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to ideas abstracted from the text;, rather, it is joining a conversation. Acquisition of
certain knowledge is not the fruit of this conversation; instead, it is the ethical
transformation or the cruciform life displayed by a follower of Christ.
Luther views Scripture, according to Brock, as "the words that feed the Christian
community" (169). The goal of reading Scripture is not the mastery of hs content or the
accumulation of knowledge but the transformation into Christlikeness. Readers do not
come to Scripture seeking the answers to their own big questions but are invited to
meditate on Scripture day and night, allowing Scripture to ask its questions, producing a
conversational faith in the reader and producing the fmit described in Psalm 1 that grows
on a tree planted by streams of water. Brock suggests that Luther does not think that
Christians should concern themselves with seeking to know God in himself
(ontologically) but only to know God "as he is for us and. consequently, how we are to
follow him" (201). Scripture is the Christian's stream of conversation with God. It is how
he or she understands what God is calling each person to do and it provides the words by
which worshipers give their praise to him. Even the believer's praise then is enabled by
God's grace.
Brock significantly contributes to this consideration of divine discourse by
presenting Scripture as something much more than the text written on the page, which
can be objectified, handled, and manipulated. Scripture is a means of God's revelation
through human words as a discourse, which joins the other multivalent discourses in life
as one grand conversation. A person may hear the discourse of art or science or theology.
but these streams, all of which supply meaning and inform action, find unity in the light
of Scripture. The Christian does not need to fear that engaging in some types of discourse
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might falsify Scripture, but by wrestling with these discourses an integration may be
achieved. The conversation among these streams of discourse is the work of faith
bringing together the "unity of all discourses" (257) under the lordship of Christ.
Christians are meant to hear God's voice in Scripture by living in these words. Preaching
must take up the texts of Scripture, not as dead objects to be handled and manipulated
like specimens studied through dissection but as the songbook of life.
In thinking about the larger conversation through which humanity is able to hear
God's voice, I would also recall the words of Hans Urs von Balthasar:
Man was created to be a hearer of the word, and it is in responding to the
word that he attains his true dignity. His innermost constitution has been
designed for dialogue. His reason is equipped with as much light of its
own as it needs to apprehend God speaking to it. {Prayer 22)
In other words, humanity has been created with the innate capacity to hear or to perceive
God's communicative acts. The dialogue between humanity and God that Balthasar
mentions is envisioned as one taking place through contemplative prayer. That prayer
may be in contemplation upon the words of Scripture, but it may also be mediated
through other objects of contemplation. The point of importance here is the
anthropological affirmation that humanity is capable of apprehending God.
The next section discusses the design or dimension of human nature to apprehend
God speaking as presented by John Bailhe in The Sense of the Presence ofGod. Even
before entering that conversation, I would like to plant this notion with the more direct
words of von Balthasar:
There exists in Israel an evidence of God's manifestness as the Lord that
far outshines all inner-worldly evidence, and that divine evidence is in no
way affected by the modern distinction between sensory vision and
spiritual insight: rather, that evidence quite outdistances this distinction.
All of bodily-spiritual man "knows," in the manner of perception, that the
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Lord who created him body and soul is there standing before him, and he
himself hes there in outspread nakedness before the Lord's eyes.
(Theology 66-67)
The author unequivocally asserts that humanity has been equipped with spiritual senses
that make human apprehension of God of the same order of knowing as experienced
through the physical senses of sight, hearing, touch, smell, or taste. Only a modem
distinction separates spiritual apprehension of God from these more empirically verifiable
sensations, and von Balthasar goes so far as to assert that spiritual senses "outshine" (67)
these more mundane senses. I will explore this theme of spiritual senses in more depth in
the next secfion.
I would also suggest that important contributions to this discussion ought to be
considered in some recent works on Trinitarian theology. Particularly promising is the
volume by the Greek Orthodox theologian, John D. Zizioulas. This paper cannot address
Trinitarian theology in its entirety, but if Zizioulas is right, humankind's capacity for
communion with God (and with other persons) is precisely what makes human beings
persons at all. The human experience of individuality may impede the individual's ability
to comprehend that communion is essential to tme personhood, but Zizioulas contends
that salvation is actually a restoration from being as individuals to being as communion.
True personhood has its ontological ground in Christ. Such a vision of personal
communion with God as the ground of being human and salvation as the restoration of
true personhood would certainly entail the apprehension of God in this life.
Christians begin to hear God's Word mediated through Scripture because as
persons, humans, they were made for communion with God, but the capacity to hear the
divine discourse grows by "making our home in the world of Scripture." as Green would
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say (56). One does not approach Scripture merely with the tools of critical exegesis in
order to ascertain information about God from a foreign text, traveling into the w orld of
the Bible in order to mine its resources. Green insists that Christians must disco\ er
Scripture as their story and not just as an ancient text:
"Pilgrimage" is more appropriately a description of the character of our
lives in this world, with our status as strangers in the world attributable to
our making our home in the world of Scripture, hi this hermeneutical
scenario, it is not the message of the Bible that requires transformation; it
is we who require transformation. (56)
In other words, a Christian's ability to interpret the divine discourse mediated through
Scripture increases as the story of Scripture (God's story) shapes and transforms his or
her life.
This subjective aspect of knowing God in order to hear his discourse concerns
many traditional practitioners of biblical hermeneutics because they see the potential for
the meaning of Scripture to be twisted into any shape the interpreter believes God would
intend. This potential for overly subjective interpretation is a real danger. While never
forgetting the anchor Wolterstorff set down in the human authorial intention, he is
nevertheless open to criticism for allowing Scripture to mediate the divine discourse in
ways that drastically differ from the intentions of the human author. Brevard Childs
strongly critiques Wolterstorff on this account:
Whereas the noematic content of what the human author says is identical
with the meaning of the sentence, the noematic content of w hat God now
says in divine discourse is not identical with the meaning of the sentence.
By performing an illocutionary act with the noematic content of the
human discourse, God can say something entirely different. (387)
Childs is referring to Wolterstorffs allowance that God may speak by means of the
appropriated human discourse in ways radically divergent from the intention of the
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human agency. While this objection to Wolterstorff certainly has legitimate grounds and
interpreters of God's discourse in Scripture must always remain alert to the potential for
twisting the meaning toward their own personal preference, 1 would contend that
Wolterstorff is correct to insist that God's discourse is not limited to the human authorial
intention.
Even within normal human discourse come examples of muhilayered
illocutionary acts mediated through the same locutionary act. When a father speaks to his
children after dinner and tells them to go get ready for bed, he may be performing one
illocutionary act toward the children, which is identical with the meaning of his words
and at the same time performing another illocutionary act tow ard his w ife, indicating that
they can begin their date night. The wife understands her husband's meaning without
hearing the specific words to convey that intention. Wolterstorff follows this fascinating
line of thought and by it seeks to legitimate the common experience of many who say that
God spoke to them specifically through the words of Scripture in ways beyond the scope
of the words' actual meaning. He illustrates this thought with the account of Augustine
who took the repeated words of a little child, "take and read, take and read," as part of a
game to be the voice of God calling him to open the Scriptures and read. Augustine
opened the Bible to one of Paul's letters and read words that confronted him in his
debauched lifestyle, and he accepted those words as God's direct commandfor his own
life and so put aside his former way of life to give himself to Jesus Christ (206). First,
God spoke through the seemingly random words of a child, which were not directed to
Augustine, and then he spoke through the words of Scripture as a personal command.
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Wolterstorff makes liberal use of this story from Augustine's Confessions to
illustrate his concept of muhilayered illocutionary speech acts accomplished through the
same locutions. The idea of speech acts is derived from J. L. Austin's linguistic theory
that speech is a type of action with an intended effect, not merely the conveyance of
conceptual content. Speech acts accomplish things such as asserting, commanding, and
questioning. He first developed his ideas in his seminal work, which w ere then further
refined in John R. Searle's philosophical work. For Wolterstorff, God's discourse is
mediated through Scripture conjointly with the human discourse of the authors, but God's
illocutionary sense may be different from that of the human intention. Interestingly, while
Wolterstorff uses a narrative account from Augustine's Confessions. Augustine himself
introduces a similar notion much later in the very same work, albeit only in passing:
Therefore, while every man tries to understand in Holy Scripture what the
author understood therein, what wrong is there if anyone understand what
you, O light of all tmthful minds, reveal to him as tme, even if the author
he reads did not understand this, since he also understood a tmth, though
not this truth? (320)
This tantalizing quote from Augustine appears to be a concept quite similar to that of
Wolterstorffs notion of double agency discourse, but unfortunately 1 am not aware of
any more sustained attention to this notion in his writing. In a similar type of reference,
Augustine may have conceptualized a double agency discourse taking place in preaching
and I will address this possibility later.
Recognizing the potential dangers of pure subjectivism in Wolterstorffs second
hermeneutic, 1 want to carry forward his contribution that knowmg God is essential in
order to discern his voice in the human words of Scripture. The danger of subjectivity is
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checked by the practice of finding "our home" in Scripture (Green 56) and allow ing it to
be the means of the Holy Spirit's work of transformation.
Epistemology of Religious Experience
Hearing God rightly presupposes that the listener knows God. The questions I
now wish to address are how one can say that he or she does know God and how people
can recognize God's voice when he speaks to them. I also will address the question of the
tmstworthiness of human perceptual experience, especially in regard to the perception of
God. Obviously, a person's false belief that God has personally addressed or instructed
him is not an uncommon problem. Recently, a man in my congregation insisted that God
had given him a message that he must share with the rest of the church, bringing warning
and judgment on the congregation because of the "vile images" in the sanctuary. The man
believed that the church stood condemned by God because of the wood-carved figure of
Jesus placed above the altar and because of the simple cross and candles set on a lower
altar table during regular worship services. He rose to address the congregation and spoke
with apocalyptic language of God's judgment, despite my requesting him to refrain from
this action. Many in the congregation were frightened that he might go on to serve (in his
own mind) as God's instrument of judgment through some kind of violent act rather than
as merely a prophet. He clearly seemed delusional about his experience of God, and
through the years ofministry, I have experienced people's attributing to God a revelation
or guidance that seemed more pathological in origin than anything stemming from an
authentic encounter with God.
Many people today view all religious experience through a lens of pathology or
some self-delusion. Popular speakers such as Richard Dawkins and the late Christopher
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Kitchens equate beUef in God with behef in fairies and pixies. For them. an\' so-called
experience of God should be classified as delusional. My contention is that a thoughtful
person cannot so easily dismiss the claims made by so high a percentage of humanity to
be aware of God or to have mystical experiences. The ubiquitous claims of the perception
of God cannot be easily classified as a type of delusion. C. F. Davis underscores this
important point:
If religious experiences are to be explained by the same mechanisms
which produce the delusive experiences of the mentally ill, one w ould
expect subjects of religious experiences to share the psychological
characteristics of the mentally ill which makes those mechanisms
operative. But the evidence overwhelmingly supports the view that most
subjects of religious experiences, even subjects of those relatively rare,
intense mystical states which come closest to psychotic experiences, have
no underlying pathology. (211)
While religious and mystical experiences cannot be empirically verified through
scientific investigation, they do ha\ e a strong quantitative and qualitative "evidential
force" (178).
Religious or mystical experiences are a pervasive part of human life. The
description of these experiences will normally reflect the subject's culture and knowledge
of his or her own rehgious background and theological traditions, which raises profound
questions in the area of comparative religions. Clearly, however, the cmde classification
of religious experience as a delusion is unwarranted. The sheer preponderance of
experience radically suggests a problem with Dawkins* work.
Richard Swinburne argues, "[RJeligious perceptual claims deserve to be taken as
seriously as perceptual claims of any other kind" (276). In fact, he considers initial
credulity toward religious perceptual claims to be the most rational attitude. If the
perception of God is analogous to normal sense perceptions, then the same level of
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credulity pertains to a perception of God as would be proper for more mundane physical
perceptions. A person acts rationally by tmsting his or her sense perceptions while
encountering the physical world unless one has good reasons to doubt the proper
functioning of his or her senses. People should doubt their sense perceptions, for
example, if they have been drinking or taking dmgs or if they have been suffering from
some pathological state. Swinburne outlines four categories of reason to doubt the initial
credulity of sense experience, but the positive point he argues is that sense experience
does, indeed, deserve initial credulity.
William Alston's work has also sought to demonstrate the essentially equal
footing of religious perception and sense perception but on slightly different grounds. His
observation is that sense perception, no less than religious perception, depends on an
unavoidable circular reasoning. The validity of sense perception is only tested by means
of data evaluated through sense perception. Religious perception may seem to be
undermined by its lack of some objective and supposedly unassailable empirical
verification, but Alston argues that all perception is equally tmstworthy:
[I]f we are to have any chance of acquiring knowledge, we must simply go
along with our natural reactions of tmst with respect to at least some basic
sources of belief, provided we lack sufficient reason for regarding them as
unrehable. ("Christian Experience" 119)
He contends, therefore, that by whatever means one perceives God's presence, that
person has as much reason to tmst this faculty as a person has in tmsting his or her
normal sense perception.
Everyone has had the experience of doubting his or her own senses. Very often a
person can discern a problem in perception and correct his or her understanding of an
experience with a bit of thought. I was sitting on a train in Cologne, Germany, one day.
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looking out the window while the train was stopped at the main station. A billboard
advertisement filled the window through which 1 was looking. Suddenly. I had the
strange sensation that the train was rising in the air, because the picture I was looking at
was moving downward. It took a moment for my rational faculties to evaluate the
situation and realize that the billboard was the object in motion and not the train. Such
things are common experiences, but the point of mentioning it is to observe that people
are generally quick to recognize a problem with the way they ha^ e perceived a situation.
In the same way, a person ought to evaluate any perceptions not associated wholly with
his or her physical senses (i.e., perceptions of God may involve physical senses but are
not limited to them).
Swinburne's principle of credulity is an important concept in this study as it
considers the reports of how people perceive God to be addressing them. Swinburne
defines it as "a principle of rationality that (in the absence of special considerations) if it
seems (epistemically) to a subject that x is present, then probably x is present; what one
seems to perceive is probably so" (254). He argues that religious perceptions, just as
much as normal sense perceptions, ought to be fully tmsted, barring any of the following
"defeaters" or "special considerations":
1 . Special factors that may be inhibiting the normal function of the mind
or senses. (Drugs, delusionary pathologies, etc.)
2. A person shows a pattern of unreliability in interpreting their sense
data.
3. The failure of other witnesses present at the time to have the
experience.
4. That there is some other rational and credible explanation for an
extraordinary experience. (262-64)
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Swinburne's list of defeaters is a helpful means of evaluating the reliability of experience.
but Paul Draper finds Swinburne to be overly optimistic in granting the same level of
credulity to religious experience simply by virtue of passing this four-point checklist.
Draper agrees with Swinburne's principle of credulity in regard to normal sense
perception of mundane objects such as trees or rocks, but he insists that "epistemically
mature people" (158) would not grant the same kind of credulity to religious or mystical
experiences any more than they would to a person's claim to have sighted
extraterrestrials. Draper also outlines four reasons for withholding such initial credulity
with regard to religious experiences:
1 . These are highly specific experiences of a particular god among the
vast variety believed in around the world.
2. These experiences, if true, would radically alter people's
understanding of the world.
3. Extraordinary objects (like UFOs, extraterrestrial life or a god) are
reasonably treated with less initial credulity.
4. Extraordinary modes of perception are reasonably treated with greater
skepticism. (158-59)
While I think Swinburne's affirmation of religious perceptual experiences can be
vindicated. Draper's critique needs to be taken seriously and his four objections
considered each in turn.
The first objection is the problem of the plurality of religious experiences and the
interpretafion of those experiences according to the religious background and traditions
of those who experience them, hideed, the plurality of religions is an important problem
and to address it adequately requires its own complete study, but the plurality problem
only complicates the matter rather than defeats the validity of religious experience.
Swinburne recognizes the problem when he says, "Devotees of different religions
describe their religious experiences in the religious vocabulary with which they are
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familiar" (265-66). Davis writes at length about the differences between religious faiths.
labeling the differences as "highly ramified beliefs" (227), and, although he insists that
mystical experience presents a strong evidential force, he seems to suggest that these
ramified beliefs are superficial and that religious pluralism is, therefore, inescapable.
Alston devotes a full chapter to it as "The Problem of Religious Diversity" {Perceiving
God 255). This study requires acknowledging the problem along with these authors, but 1
would also suggest that the prevalence of religious experiences among all peoples of all
cultures is as much evidence in favor of religious experience as it is problematic for the
particular beliefs of each one. The complexity of this problem, however, is simply
beyond the scope of this study and requires the reader to consider the evidential force of
religious experience even in its great diversity.
Draper's second critique is certainly tme, and the Christian faith can do no other
than to affirm that if Christian beliefs are true, they change everything for everyone. The
Christian does not seek to avoid this problem but to embrace it as an essential point of
faith. The God Christians know through Jesus Christ radically changes the way they
perceive everything else. C. S. Lewis says, "I believe in Christianity as 1 believe that the
Sun has risen, not only because I see it, but because by it I see everything else" {Weight
ofGlory 140). Though such a view may appear scandalous to Draper and today's
postmodern mood. Christians simply have no way around the offense of the particularism
of Christ, hi other words, if Jesus Christ is, in fact, the tme presence of God in human
flesh, acting within human history to accomplish the redemption of humanity through his
bodily sacrifice, then this belief describes reality itself and not just an inspiring tale.
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Richard Bauckham underscores the necessity of a concrete and particular act of God. so
that God may be universally known:
We know God most adequately when the universal God particularizes
himself, identifies himself for us as the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob,
and as the God of Jesus Christ. God's concrete history with Israel and in
Jesus is who God is for us. (85-86)
The Christian faith has always faced this scandal of particularity with the fervent
affirmation that Jesus is Lord.
The third critique ought likewise to be seen as a point of agreement rather than as
a defeater of mystical experience. Experience of god, whether the Christian God or any
other, would certainly be an extraordinary object (in terms of Draper's argument) and, as
such, deserves less initial credulity than experiences of mundane objects. The Scripture
itself would insist on carefully evaluating such claims with the admonition in 1 John 4: 1 :
"Beloved, do not believe every spirit, but test the spirits to see whether they are from
God: for many false prophets have gone out into the world." In a similar fashion,
Jeremiah warned the people of Israel to withhold credulity from many other so-called
prophets:
And the Lord said to me: "The prophets are prophesying lies in my name;
I did not send them, nor did I command them or speak to them. They are
prophesying to you a lying vision, worthless divination, and the deceit of
their own minds." (Jer. 14:14)
Interestingly, Jeremiah's list of defeaters, including false visions, fraudulent divination,
and self-deception, seems to suggest exactly the kind of epistemic maturity that Draper
demands.
Draper's fourth critique is most relevant to this discussion. He labels the mode by
which God is perceived to be an "extraordinary mode of perception" (158) and by that he
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seems to want essentially to discredit it. The perception of God certamly does go beyond
ordinary sense perceptions such as sight, touch, or sound. I have already mentioned
Alston's attempt to elevate the status of the perception of God to the same putativ e lex el
as sense perception. He contends that a person is justified in believing that he or she
perceives of God, but his argument hangs more on the epistemically defensi\ e posture of
the unavoidable circularity of reasoning in even normal sense perception. Baillie,
however, takes a far more constmctive approach to the reliability of the sense of God.
Rather than acquiescing to the notion that human perception of God comes by means of
some extraordinary mode, equivalent to the extraordinary claims, using Draper" s
example, of those who say they have encountered aliens, Baillie takes the provocative
stance thsit faith is the name of the mode of a person's direct perceptual awareness of
God.
Baillie makes a strong distinction between faith, which he conceives as the mode
of directly apprehending God, and beliefs, which a person may then conceptualize and
articulate in propositional form. For Baillie, faith is the equivalent of the perception of
sight or touch. It is an apprehension that gives one certain knowledge of what he or she
cannot physically see (Heb. 1 1 : 1). It is the human mode of knowing God, and Baillie,
appropriating Anselm' s dictum, suggests that faith then rightly goes on to seek
understanding. God's presence is real, and God presents himself to the human person.
The human sinful condition, however, causes them to
'
ignore God's gracious approach,
shutting ourselves up within our human finitude, living unto ourselves alone, as if God
were not there at all" {Our Knowledge 3). Baillie is clearly reaffirming Paufs words in
Romans 1:18-22.
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Baillie' s assertion is that God can be known in the form of a direct encounter.
Such knowledge of God entails certitude that is attained in ways outside of traditional
epistemological models of rational belief:
God is One who is directly known in His approach to the human soul. He
is not an inference but a Presence. He is a Presence at once urgent and
gracious. By all whom he seeks He is known as a Claimant: by all whom
He finds, and who in Christ find Him, he is known as a Giver. The
knowledge of God of which the New Testament speaks is a knowledge for
which the best argument were but a sorry substitute and to which it were
but a superfluous addition. {Our Knowledge 126)
One knows God in a manner analogous to the way he or she knows other persons. In ones
encounter with God, he or she is confronted with ultimate reality:
Ultimately reality meets us, not in the form of an object that invites our
speculation, but in the form of a demand that is made upon our obedience.
We are confronted not with an absolute object of theoretical knowledge
but with an absolute obligation. (157)
The manner of knowing God must be distinguished from the kind of knowledge that
Draper wants to demand because God is not known as an object or as an abstract concept
but always as Subject or "Thou" (Buber).
Baillie insists that people perceive God when they are aware of the reality of their
moral obligations because these moral demands are not merely the prescriptions of an
abstract moral law but the rebuke of God's being:
It is His perfection that rebukes us; it is His love that constrains us. Hence
it is no mere law that is revealed to us, but a living Person, and what we
call the moral law is but an abstraction which our limited and limiting
minds make from the concreteness of the living Glory that is revealed.
(original emphasis; Our Knowledge 162)
This encounter with God in the strong sense of an obligation to a moral reality (as
opposed to a social construct) is well illustrated in Francis S. Collins' s book. Collins, like
Lewis before him, simply could not escape the sense of an objectix e reality lurking
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behind his sense of ought. As a leading biologist of his time, Collins adopted an atheistic
perspective. That view of the world was overturned in what may appear to be an
inferential conclusion based on a series of arguments, including an abstract moral law
argument for God's existence. Collins 's own words, however, illustrate the \ ery
encounter with God that Baillie suggests:
Here, hiding in my own heart as familiar as anything in daily experience,
but now emerging for the first time as a clarifying principle, this Moral
Law shone its bright white light into the recesses of my childish atheism.
and demanded a serious consideration of its origin. Was this God looking
back at me? (Our Knowledge 29)
Collins' experience of the unshakable moral imperative he felt w ithin his own heart he
came to recognize as originating in the heart of God.
Baillie contends that sensing God s presence is far from an extraordinary mode of
perception and should be understood as a normal state of human awareness. Faith is not
the product of reason weighing the evidence for God's existence and choosing to believe
a set of propositions about God, and it is certainly not a blind leap in the absence of
knowledge. Faith, rather, is direct knowledge of God through perceptual awareness of
him:
Faith is experience but, like all veridical experience, it is determined for us
and produced in us by something not ourselves. We cannot make
ourselves believe and we should not try. If it is veridical at all, faith is the
gift of God. (original emphasis; Sense 65)
He does not dispute the hiddenness of God from normal sense perception, but he affirms
that people truly perceive God's presence and do not merely infer God's existence by
means of deductive arguments. This conviction is what allows him to pray: 'Thou art
hidden behind the curtain of sense, incomprehensible in Thy greatness, mysterious in
Thine almighty power; yet here I speak with Thee familiarly as child to parent, as friend
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to friend" (Diary 41). The hiddenness of God does not imply that people are devoid of
the perceptual awareness of him.
Whereas Draper insists that initial credulity is perfectly reasonable in regard to
mundane sensory perceptual experience of rocks or trees but not of extraordinary beings
like a god (159), Baillie insists that perception of God is in no way extraordinary. Rather.
it is above all things to be the expected norm, given the Christian claim that God is
personally present in this world (Sense 153). h would only be extraordinary if one begins
with the assumption of God's nonexistence�an assumption that is, in fact, a denial of the
majority of human experience and belief throughout history.
Reflecting on my own personal experience at this juncture, Baillie is articulating
the reason so many others and I seem to feel God's presence most clearly when we are
alone in nature. People claim an existential knowledge through what is commonly
described as encountering God while alone in the woods or on a mountaintop. In those
situations where a person appears alone, all other distractions fade away and his or her
whole being is most capable of apprehending God. My greatest prayer experiences have
been in the woods, hiking alone, where my sense of God's presence is almost tangible. A
critic may easily dismiss this notion as a projection of my own mind or imagination, but
such criticism seems to me likely to be rooted in a hardened denial of a shared
experience. The Psalms and hymns are full of the language of encountering God in nature
(e.g.,Ps. 8; 19; 89; 148).
All that I have been exploring here in conversation with Baillie has long
theological attestation in the literature of spiritual senses. The modern analytical
philosopher, Abraham, reasserts this tradition:
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We experience God, as it were, straight off, as we perceive the world
around us. We have a sense, however vague, of God and his presence in
the world and in our lives. We have in the language of Hugh of St. Victor.
an (oculus contemplationis) or a spiritually discerning e>'e. In this case our
ability to perceive God's active presence in creation is basic and bedrock.
We do not work up to God from a series of arguments, deductiv e or
inductive, but already interpret ourselves and the world w e inhabit within
a theistic framework. {Crossing the Threshold 66-67)
This inner spiritual sense as I have mentioned earlier and as Abraham a little later
affirms, rests upon a Christian anthropology in which humanity has "the native capacity
to perform basic cognitive acts of perceiving God" (68). I would like to now take a brief
historical tour of the theme of spiritual senses to establish how deeply rooted this stream
of thought has grown throughout Christian theological tradition and practice.
The language of perceiving God's presence by means of a human capacity like
hearing or touch or taste is found throughout Scripture: "Taste and see that the Lord is
good" (Ps. 34:8); "The Lord will cause his people to hear his majestic voice..." (Isa.
30:30); and, "Blessed are the pure in heart, for they will see God" (Matt. 5:8). Perhaps the
best way to read these passages is in a metaphorical sense, since God is immaterial and
some passages seem quite clear that no one can see God (e.g., John 1:18), but other
passages may be better read in an analogical sense. That is to say, the physical senses are
analogous to another form of real perception that is native to human beings, allowing
people to detect God's real presence: "Were not our hearts burning within us while he
was talking to us on the road, while he was opening the scriptures to us?" (Luke 24:32).
Theologically this analogical sense of the "eyes of the heart" (Eph. 1:18) has been held
together through the centuries alongside a metaphorical sense.
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Origen, in the third century, seemed to speak of the senses in both analogical and
metaphorical ways, just as the Scripture seems to be content to speak \\ ithout
systematizing its meaning. Mark J. Mclnroy observes in Origen" s writing:
He develops a notion of "spiritual hearing" in one moment, and then
explicitly equates hearing w ith understanding in the next. These passages
demonstrate an intermingling of analogy and metaphor that suggests
Origen does not necessarily intend to exclude one interpretive possibility
by advocating the other. ("Origen" 30)
One of the clearest passages of Origen' s writing that advocates for spiritual senses in an
analogical way speaks of seeing with the mind: "Just as with physical light w hich enables
those with healthy eyes to see both the light itself and other sensible objects, so too does
God come with a certain power to the mind of each one" (qtd. in Mclnroy, "Origen*" 32).
God takes the initiative in presenting himself to the perceiving subject.
Augustine was much more developed in his conception of the spiritual senses,
clearly exploring the notion of inward senses by which people are able to perceive God.
Mathew R. Lootens describes Augustine* s understanding of the human knowledge of
God arising from spiritual senses in the same way that knowledge of the physical world
arises from corporeal senses. Lootens says of Augustine's notion of the spiritual senses,
"Like the homo exterior that uses the corporeal senses for knowing the material world,
Augustine maintains, the homo interior is also equipped with a sense capacity that is able
to perceive God and God's presence in the world" (59). For Augustine, the perception of
God takes place as an interior experience, but the language used to describe the
perception of God must make use of the language of corporeal senses:
You have blazed forth with light, and have shone upon me, and \ ou have
put my blindness to flight! You have sent forth fragrance, and 1 have
drawn in my breath, and 1 pant after you. 1 ha\ e tasted you, and
1 hunger
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and thirst after you. You have touched me, and I ha\ e burned for vour
peace. (254-55)
Such analogical language for the interior senses that makes possible the perception of
God seem to be unavoidable, and it certainly follows the traditions of biblical language.
The inability to speak more directly about this perception does not imply that the reality
of the perception ought to be questioned, and, in fact, the beauty of Augustine's
expression may resonate with greater communicative force than a language somehow
more precise.
In the theology of St. Bonaventure, the spiritual senses are v iewed in the light of
the life of St. Francis. According to Gregory F. LaNave, Bonaventure thought that the
spiritual senses did not imply the irrelevance or the disappearance of the corporeal senses,
which "are not so much abandoned as transformed" (170). The corporeal senses come
into service for the spiritual senses: "The body has not been abandoned; it has rather been
made the recipient of the impression of the divine, that is, the Cmcified" (170). In the
case of Francis, this notion reaches a climax in the reception of the stigmata or the very
wounds of Christ in Francis' own flesh. The stigmata of course are not a normative
experience, but the notion of the bodily senses serving a greater spiritual sense in more
than an analogous manner seems to me more in keeping with the meaning of being
embodied creatures. Suggesting that humanity is endowed with spiritual senses that are
distinct and immaterial must not be allowed to imply a dualistic view of creation or
humanity. If the flesh of Jesus Christ was adequate to reveal the living God, then surely
the experiences of human flesh are also capable of perceiving spiritual reality.
Author von Balthasar brings together the corporeal senses and the spiritual senses
in his theological aesthetics. For von Balthasar the perception of God must make use ot
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the corporeal senses, but it also must go beyond them. The hnmaterial God that 1 claim to
perceive is and must be perceived through a form and, of course, the greatest form
through which God is perceived is the concrete person of Jesus Christ. Likewise, for \on
Balthasar, beauty is an immaterial transcendent reality and a pointer to God. but beauty is
not perceived apart from form. Mclnroy explains that a form (i.e., Gestalt) is necessary
through which a person sees both the material form and the immaterial reality of beauty:
"Although the corporeal senses perceive the material form, it is the spiritual senses that
behold the splendor and luminosity of being as it is revealed in the supersensory aspect of
the form" ("Karl Rahner" 272). Two people may perceive the same outward forms w bile
only one enjoys a more robust spiritual perception of a greater reality conjoined to the
outward form. Most people are easily capable of perceiving the reality of a transcendental
beauty when they stand on the edge of the Grand Canyon in Arizona, but 1 stood next to
someone overlooking that majestic scene who perceived, in his words, "[only] a hole in
the ground." A person may be a God-seeing person when contemplating the life of Jesus
Christ, but that same person may only perceive Christ s humanity. Likewise, a person
may perceive God in this world as Lewis expresses in his Letters to Malcolm: "We may
ignore, but we can nowhere evade, the presence of God. The world is crowded
with Him.
He walks everywhere incognito' (827). Lewis' description of the incognito presence
of
God means that despite God's ubiquitous presence in the world one may easily fail
to
perceive him and conclude that the material world is devoid of the reality
of God.
A Pastoral Theological Perspective
After taking some time to consider the epistemological foundation for tmsting
the
human perception of God, I want now to suggest that historically a
far larger pool i)f
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literature has been written by people who did not sense any need to demonstrate that a
Christian may be justified to believe that God speaks. For most Christians, the failure to
believe in God's personal communication requires justification, not the stance of faith. G.
K. Chesterton conaments on the emergence of atheism into the world of ideas, observ ing,
"h is not merely the denial of a dogma, h is the reversal of a subconscious assumption in
the soul; the sense that there is a meaning and a direction in the world it sees" (emphasis
mine; 162). hideed, "this subconscious assumption in the soul" is no human or social
constmction, but, as von Balthasar says, it is the "aura of nobility which clings to human
nature" (22). Because humanity was created for communion with God, one finds an
awareness of God universally resident in the human soul:
Man was created to be a hearer of the word, and it is in responding to the
word that he attains his true dignity. His innermost constitution has been
designed for dialogue. His reason is equipped with as much light of its
own as it needs to apprehend God speaking to it. (22)
Having briefly explored the question of justification to believe that human perception of
God is or can be genuine, I will stand with Baillie, Lewis, Chesterton, von Balthasar, and
countless other Christians for whom the perception of God s presence and speaking are
the assumed norm. The pastoral ministry is a waste of time, after all, if people are not
perceiving and interacting with a living God who is everywhere present.
The Inner Word and the External Voice
Fortunately, many have known and practiced the presence of God, an idea
commonly associated with Brother Lawrence. His brief book of letters is replete w ith the
affirmation of God's real presence. The task of the follower is simply to learn ways of
attentiveness to God:
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I have given up all devotions and pieties which are not of obligation, and
instead try to keep myself always in God's holy presence by si^mple
attentiveness and a lovmg gaze upon Him. This I may call the actual
presence of God, or to speak more accurately, an habitual, silent and
hidden communion of the soul with Him. (73-74)
According to Lawrence, God may be perceived within the human soul or heart, w here
also one may retreat in order to listen and to worship him. This perception of God was for
him so direct a sense that he claims at one point that the notion of believing in God has
become a false description of his faith. Lawrence suggests that his faith has mo\ ed
beyond the notion of belief because it has such a sensory quality that it is more like sight.
(93).
Like Chesterton, Lawrence affirms that the difficulty or failure of believing in or
perceiving God is an abnormal human state and belief in the perception of God is a
perfectly rational state. God's presence is inwardly felt every time one opens his or her
eyes to see him. In one of his most delightful expressions of this thought, he writes, "We
ought to stop for a moment, as often as we can. in order to worship God in our hearts, to
touch Him as it were by stealth as He passes" (111-12). The inward sanctuary is the place
where Brother Lawrence attentively perceived God's presence and used not only the
analogy of sight but also of touch to describe this apprehension of God. The focus of this
study was to consider the apprehension of God in the preaching event, but reception of a
sermon as a message from God requires the attentive apprehension of God's voice
through the human act of communication.
Preaching is one means by which God may speak to a listening subject, but God
may also use many other means. God's speaking may take the form of external and
public messages, such as the written word of Scripture or the proclamation in a sermon.
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God might use numerous other pubhc means, such as the performance of a song or a
pubhshed book. God may also speak in private and interior ways through pra\ er or
visions or even personal thoughts. These exterior and interior modes of God's speaking
are not tmly so easily divided. A public proclamation needs an attentive listener as \ on
Balthasar suggests:
The better a man learns to pray, the more deeph he finds that all his
stammering is only an answer to God's speaking to him.... h was God
who spoke first, and it is only because God expressed, "exteriorized,"
Himself in this way that man can "interiorize" himself toward God. (14)
Again, like brother Lawrence, the place where God's \ oice is heard is the interior place
of the heart or soul. Recognizing God's voice in this interior or subjective way will be of
cmcial importance for the person who wants to hear God's voice in the exterior and
public proclamation that comes by preaching. 1 contend that God may speak through the
preacher but that his voice is not identical with the preacher's.
Most people will have no difficulty acknowledging that God's voice should not be
identified with everything a preacher says. Speaking as a preacher, how presumptuous 1
would be to think that all my words are identical with God's word. God may accompany
me, speak through me, and, many times, condescend to speak through the meaning 1
intend in my words; however, I believe God is sovereign to speak his own message
directly to the heart of a listener in ways that may very well bypass my own intentions.
For this reason, 1 wanted to explore the question of how a person perceives God's
personal address more fully.
Dallas Willard has written much on this theme. He looks at several modes that
God may use to communicate with humanity. These include the mediums of Scripture;
prayer; the still small voice; interiorly through personal thoughts, dreams, and \ isions;
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and, the counsel of other people. Perhaps the most common mode of communication
described both in church history and Scripture is by means of an individual person. In
these cases, one can say that God speaks conjointly or along with a specific person as his
messenger (125). These various modes of communication ought to be mutually affirming.
so that hearing God's voice in an interior manner strengthens one's ability to recognize
his voice in public proclamation. Equally, the disciplined reading of Scripture or the
disciplined listening to a weekly sermon ought to help one discern God's true voice
spoken directly to the heart.
Again, one should not speak of these modes of communication as completely
independent from one another. In fact, the normal process of communication between
persons usually entails both an exterior side (e.g., words spoken) and an interior side
(e.g., reception and interpretation). A person may read Scripture regularly and never
recognize or hear God's Word through it. Preachers may speak the ramblings of their
own thoughts and never offer a message from God. or at least not the one they thought
they were delivering.
John Wesley's sermons on the witness of the Spirit describe this working together
of the outward and objective announcement of the gospel and inward and subjective
apprehension of becoming the children of God. He does not address the general theme of
God speaking in these sermons or of an ongoing communication between the belie\ er
and God's Spirit, but at least in the case of the believer's assurance, Wesley insists that
the Holy Spirit witnesses to the human spirit as Paul writes in Romans 8: 16, by means of
a direct testimony: "The sum of all is this: the testimony' of the Spirit is an inward
impression on the souls of believers, whereby the Spirit of God directly testifies to their
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spirit, that they are children of God" (106). Wesley" s primary imerest was that part of the
order of salvation and the inward direct testimony are the personal application and
reception of the objective news of reconciliation through Christ. The inward impression
on the soul he describes in regard to assurance is also what Willard describes as the
primary subjective mode ofGod's communication in a broader sense:
The fmal means through which God addresses us is our ow n spirits�our
own thoughts and feelings toward ourselves as well as tov\ ard e\ ents and
people around us. This, I believe, is the primary subjective u a\ that God
addresses us. (original emphasis; Willard 30)
This subjective nature or mode of communication Christians experience in relationship to
God runs the risk of false claims and misunderstandings, but all interpersonal
communication is unavoidably subjective in this way.
E. Stanley Jones speaks of this same mode of communication from God when he
writes, "God guides through the inner voice. 1 do not mean an audible voice, but the
words frame themselves within the mind as when you talk with yourself" (189-90). He
then adds some intriguing advice about discerning personal subconscious thoughts from
God's voice:
The voice of the subconscious argues w ith you, tries to convince you; but
the inner voice of God does not argue, does not try to convince you. It just
speaks and it is self-authenticating. It has the feel of the voice of God
within it. "The sheep follow him: for they know his voice." (189-90)
By self-authenticating, Jones does not mean that such a sense of God's voice is beyond
reproach or that this type of guidance is all a person needs or e\ en that it is a primary
mode�clarifying that he himself does not "use the inner voice largely or e\clusi\ cl\ as
my method of guidance" (190). Nevertheless, it is ainong the ways that he identities God
speaking.
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I would contend that the still, small voice of God, which is here identified
together with the inner witness of the Holy Spirit in Wesley and with the direct
impressions that God produces in individuals' thoughts or the fraining of words in their
minds (Willard; Jones), is God's enabling of the human heart to hear or to apprehend the
voice of God. Preaching does not somehow bypass this need simply because preachers
speak a public message by means of intelligible words and thereby transfer information
from the preacher to the hearer. Barbara Brown Taylor insists that the sermon is far more
than the relaying of information:
For the preacher, the discipline of the sermon is to respond to the w ord of
God as one who represents both God and the people of God. For the
congregation, the discipline of the sermon is to listen to one person's
interpretation of the word in order to learn how it is done, because a good
sermon does not stop w hen the preacher sits dow n, but goes on posing
questions and evoking responses long after it is o\er. The congregation's
job is not simply to accept�or ignore�what a sermon says, but to wrestle
with the same passages of Scripture the preacher is wrestling with until
God's word yields its particular blessing for each one of them. Nor is it the
preacher's job to send people home w ith good advice ringing in their ears.
but with the tools they need to discern God's voice speaking to them in the
particular circumstances of their own lives, (emphasis mine; 74-75)
God's voice is heard not only indirectly through the preacher's words and the simple
transfer of ideas and information, but in a more dynamic process in which God himself
may speak a more personalized message directly through those same words to the
individual. The listener has to work in order to hear God speaking. In order to hear God's
message in preaching, whether that message is aligned with the intended message
of the
preacher or not, the hearer must be enabled to apprehend God speaking through
that
experience.
In this discussion, my contention for how God speaks to a listener in the
preaching event is closely paralleled to the earlier discussion of "double agency
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discourse" from Wolterstorffs Divine Discourse (38). If God is appropriatmg the
preacher's words in order to speak a message to someone in the congregation, he ma\
well do so in alignment with the preacher's intended message or he may speak to any
given listener a message unintended or not anticipated by the speaker. The listener's
apprehension of God's voice in and through the preaching event, includmg both the
words used and the event in its lived experience, completes the dynamic picture of how
God may directly address a person through preaching.
St. Augustine apparently held a similar view regarding the voice of God mediated
through the human act of preaching. In his sermon 293, discovered by Francois Doibeau
in 1990 in the city ofMainz, Augustine compares his own role as a preacher to John the
Baptist who serves as the voice preparing the way for the Word of God. who is Jesus. He
writes, "May he, the Son of God himself, the Word of God, be present in your minds and
achieve by conversing with you inwardly what 1. as a mere man, cannot achieve
outwardly in your ears" (qtd. in Harmless 19). Augustine distinguished between the
outward word spoken audibly by the preacher and the inward word spoken ineffably by
the Holy Spirit and mediated through the words of a preacher. The outward words soon
disappear, but far more importantly is that Christ, the inward Word, remains.
William S. J. Harmless also refers to a letter by St. Augustine to a catechumen
named Firmus, in which he encourages the man to listen to God's voice:
I [persuade] in one way; God, in another:
I, on the outside; God, on the inside;
I, by speaking; God, in an ineffable way;
I, only through his gift; God, through his very self;
I, as a minister, who have this ministry from him;
God, as a crafter of ministers,
Who, though needing no minister, uses faithful ministers for
this:
That he may lavish the good of his workings even on them;
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Finally: I, as a human being who, most of the time, cannot persuade much:
God, as the one�when he so w ills it�to whom the pow er of persuasion
submits. (41-42)
Augustine writes with pastoral concern for this man in a way that conceptually opens up
a picture of God's speaking conjointly with the human minister. Clearly, Augustine
recognized the presence ofGod's voice working through the frailty of human words but
nevertheless speaking powerfully and directly to the listener's heart. Augustine has a
double agency in view, in which God has the more primary role, both in forming the
minister who speaks and in implanting his message in the listener's heart.
Narrative Preaching
Recalling the citation from Taylor, in which she said that a preacher must send
people from the service equipped to hear God's voice addressing their own unique
circumstances (75), I would suggest that Taylor's eloquence as a narrative preacher is not
incidental to this goal. Although she was not developing her thoughts on speech act
theory when she wrote this passage of her book, she obviously distinguishes between the
preacher's words and God's voice. Enabling the listener to hear God for herself seems to
be behind her narrative method.
Helping the listener to wrestle with God's word for himself and learn how to
discern God's voice speaking to his own heart and circumstances of life is perhaps better
accomplished through narrative preaching than through a deductive persuasive argument,
as is typically presented in much traditional preaching. Inviting the listener along on a
journey to discover the meaning of God's word for that individual encourages spiritual
discernment rather than spiritual dependency on the expertise of the preacher. I consider
Jesus's use of story to provide an instructive methodology for the preaching ministry and
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icuone that he employed with far greater frequency than a deductive argument. He entrust
the listener with the ability to perceive the meaning w ell, and one might argue that the
listener's apprehension of that meaning could be somewhat fluid, depending on his or her
own circumstances.
Jesus seemed quite pleased with Zacchaeus' understanding about the kingdom
when he announced he would give half his possessions to the poor and restore four times
to anyone he had cheated (Luke 19:8). However, in Jesus' more deductive approach to a
rich man's wealth, he told the rich young ruler to sell everything and gixe it all away to
the poor and then follow him (Luke 18:22). The Scripture's offer no single Christian
message regarding wealth and possessions. Looking at Jesus' instruction on this topic
clearly reveals the need for an individual to discern God's voice specifically directed to
himself or herself The message of Jesus on wealth and possessions cannot be reduced to
a simple instruction or to a universal formula; it requires that the listeners hear God for
themselves.
Surely this need for personal appropriation of Jesus' message is one of the reasons
that he taught in parables. Story is a medium of communication that relays not only
information or a specific conclusion but also content with which to wrestle and to
perceive its message on multiple levels. Walter Wangerin writes about preachers'
tendency to make God a mere abstraction of the mind. When preaching is only the
passing of meanings found through analysis of the text and presented as premise-premi
conclusion, then the god presented is a contracted and abstracted god, reduced
to
doctrines about him. and not the living, immanent God who enters into history
and tills
the history of individuals' lives. According to Wangerin, doctrine serves
as a means to
se-
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"judge the rightness of my perceptions" (76). The purpose of preaching must be to bnn^-
people to the direct perception of the living God himself and not to reduce God to the
province of the mind alone. The way preaching breaks free of the classroom instmction
model, where the tendency is to turn God into the preacher's conceptions about him, is to
tell stories, human stories, presenting the wholeness of the preacher's life, not just w hat
he or she has mentally conceived:
The preacher is not a mouth alone, self-effacing that God alone show
through.. . . The preacher in all of his parts is the proclaimer of God: his
wonder, his humor, his faith, his body, the tone of his voice as w ell as its
words, his experience\ The entire drama of his own relationship w ith God,
both in sinful enmity and in holy forgiveness! Her husband, if she be a
woman, is part of that proclamation, and her children. His parents, his
wife, the leaks in his roof, his surgery, his pains and his pleasures, his
troubles and their resolutions, (original emphasis: 76)
Wangerin' s plea to preachers is that they would open the door for people to perceive
God, or rather to encounter God, as the living God w ho has incarnated himself within
human history and who can be discerned in their own personal stories. Preaching in this
way is risky if the goal of preaching is to work toward conformity of belief about God, so
that everyone holds the same doctrinal beliefs. The goal of preaching must be to assist
listeners to listen not only to the preacher but also to God himself and to open their lives
fully to God; therefore, narrative preaching is preferred. As a preacher, 1 have sought to
follow this method in my narrative preaching, and I remain convinced that the goal is
worth the risk and, in fact, that tmly encountering God is inherently a risk-filled
endeavor.
Smith challenges the ministry of preaching to break free of the current model ot
aiming primarily at the listener's mind. He suggests that pastors must return to a more
Augustinian anthropology: "We [humans] are primordially and essentiall\ agents ot love.
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which takes the structure of desire or longing" (50). People are what Smith calls
liturgical animals; people are embodied creatures designed to worship their creator in
fully embodied forms. Humans are not merely cognitive machines with bodies attached
in order to carry around their brains. The majority of Christian preaching seems directed
to the brain in an attempt to provide a Christian worldview . While this type of preaching
seeks to persuade people's thinking, enormous forces are at work in the w orld.
compelling people's desire and devotion in ways that reach to a deeper lev el of the heart:
[W]hile the mall, Victoria's Secret, and Jerry Bmckheimer are grabbing
hold of our gut (kardia) by means of our body and its senses� in stories
and images, sights and sound, and commercial v ersions of the "smells and
bells"�the church's response is oddly rationalist. It plunks down in a
"worship" service, the culmination of which is a tbrty-five minute didactic
sermon, a sort of holy lecture, trying to convince us of the dangers by
implanting doctrines and beliefs in our minds, (original emphasis 126)
Preaching then is missing the mark. The church must begin to offer formation rather than
only information. Preachers must exegete the secular liturgies that are winning people's
hearts and understand their precognitive power in shaping people's lives.
With the analysis of secular liturgies. Smith is enabling the preacher to see with
far greater clarity the reality of the modern context into which preaching must apply
Scripture's message. The challenge he suggests is to preach in ways that invoke the
imagination rather than settling for the distribution of cognitive content. Preaching ought
to be seen as an element of a much wider liturgical worship that calls upon the w hole
embodied experience to shape the desires of the heart. The sermon must reach
into and
past the brain as it taps the imagination through story, myth, poetic language,
and perhaps
visceral images. The goal of preaching is formation through the pedagogy
of desire. 1 am
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convinced that J. Ellsworth Kalas is pointing preachers in the right direction to reignite
imagination.
According to Kalas, preaching well is not merely the delivery of right
propositions about God but the delivery of the preacher's own soul. Even if the
preacher's soul is a relatively poor one, if it "is taken with Christ, it becomes a force with
which hell must deal" (33). When Kalas speaks of "delivery of the soul,
"
he means
speaking from the totality of who preachers are to the totality of the listeners. Preaching
is not just the meeting of minds or the conveyance of conceptual ideas but the
proclamation flowing from a life transformed by the lo\ e of God delivered to a people
whom preachers have learned to love through Christ.
This kind of soul preaching, making use of the narratives of the preacher's own
life as a demonstration of the wholeness in which people meet God, is the kind of
preaching intended in the structure of this study. My own experience affirms that the
effectiveness of preaching depends on more than my careful exposition of the biblical
text. Preaching must also illuminate the intersection of my own life with the scriptural
passage through personal stories and honestly revealing how 1 ha\ e wrestled with
God
and his Word. This study does not attempt to measure or quantify the effectiveness of the
narrative sermons that 1 preached but to explore the stories people relate in regard to how
they perceived God's voice in the preaching event, hi this section 1 have simply
attempted to provide the rationale for my choice of narrative preaching
Research Design
The design of this research project was an exploratory, qualitative study.
Such a
design fits the nature of this type of study, which "is grounded in the
social w orld ol
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experience and seeks to make sense of lived experience
"
(Sensing 57). A strong
precedence exists for the use of qualitative research designs in doctor of ministry
research. Daniel Wayne Meek, for example, conducted a similarly designed D.Min project
for Asbury Theological Seminary in 2009. He explored what participants considered
most effective for narrative preaching by means of participant interview s and journaling
in association with four narrative sermons he preached. Likew ise, William Ra\ Jarrett
wrote his dissertation based on a qualitative study designed around tweh e narratix e
sermons, each accompanied by symbolic images in an exploration of how participants
perceived this preaching model to effect the formation of Christian identity.
Meek's dissertation is of particular interest to this study because even though his
stated purpose was identifying "which elements of narrativ e sermons serve to draw
worshippers into the story of God
"
( 104), his interview included the following highly
relevant questions: "At what point, if any. did you sense God was speaking to you What
was the preacher saying at the time? What was God saying to you?" (107). In the results
sections of Meek's dissertation, he makes some encouraging observations about the
percentage of his study participants who affirmed that God was speaking to them.
He
claims that only one participant from the forty who were included in his analysis
responded negatively to these questions. He writes, "Such pervasive claims
of God
speaking suggest participants experienced God as protagonist who spoke
the first and
lines with the drama preached" (126). Unformnately. he does not offer a
)mparative analysis of (1) participams' perceptions of what God was speaking,
and (2)
participants' perceptions of what the preacher was saying. He does,
however, interpret his
data to say, "All participants showed the ability to name God's actions, suggesting
main
cot
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communion with God happened because God was active as the drama w as preached'"
(147-48). He therefore affirms in his study that God is himself doing something with the
words preached. He is an active protagonist in a drama, enacted in part through the
preaching event and calling listeners to enter the gospel story.
Like Meek's study, this project used a qualitative design and, more particularh . a
narrative method, conducting interviews with thirty participants over a period of ten
weeks in order to explore emerging themes as the participants related their own stories of
how they perceived God addressing them through the sermons. In qualitative research,
the researcher does not work with a hypothesis to be tested and measured; rather, a
"central phenomena" (Creswell 139) is explored in a variety of possible designs. The
narrative approach was most appropriate to this specific study because of the close bond
as a pastor to the participants and because it invited the participants not only to share their
own stories of how God may have spoken through a particular sermon but also to relate
how their spiritual formation may have prepared them to listen to God. Such deep
personal connection between the researcher and the participants in the unfolding of life
stories is the nature of narrative research (512).
Qualitative Research
Unlike quantitative methods, qualitative studies do not measure results against
any anticipated outcomes or preconceived theories but allow for the participants to
express their experience in their own terms and for conceptual results to emerge from the
narrative data. Qualitative research is an inductive form of study that seeks to minimize
researchers' imposition of their own views around the phenomena they seek to
understand, allowing the participants to express their own perspecti\ es and ways ol
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making sense of the phenomena (Creswell 141). hi fact, the goal of narrative research is
to become collaborative inquirers together with the participants in the study. This
collaboration means that researchers must position themselves in the study alongside the
participants, rather than above them, and to "negotiate the meaning of their stories and
views" (Philhon and Wang 91), asking them to confirm the researchers' interpretation of
their stories. The GPI instmment developed for this study was a semi-stmctured
interview that allowed for the emergence of new directions in dialogue between the
researcher and the participants.
A qualitative and narrative design also flows from the literature review's
emphasis on the putative value of people's mystical or religious perceptions.
Remembering Swinburne's contention that religious perceptions ought to be taken just as
seriously as more ordinary or mundane perceptual experiences (276), a narrative
investigation of these experiences provides a method of study that approaches the
phenomena with greater initial credulity than perhaps would be experienced by
participants who were simply asked to complete a questionnaire or survey. The narrative
approach strongly affirms the participants as people who have valuable contributions to
make to the study�as opposed potentially to creating a sense of having either passed or
failed a test.
The power of narrative research is its ability to "create a three-dimensional
inquiry space" (Clandinin, Huber, Steeves, and Li 34) composed of temporal, social
(dialectic of personal and interpersonal), and concrete locations of lived experience. This
inquiry space opens possibilities between the researcher and the participants for the
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exploration of "multiple layers of complexity" (43) in the personal stories to be
uncovered through response and dialogue.
Credibility and Reliability of Narrative Research
One may always legitimately question the objective validity and \ alue of
qualitative and, perhaps especially, narrative research, h is a highly subjective form of
investigation. Subjectivity, however, does not imply invalidity. Even scientific inquiry .
following methods of empirical verification, has come to understand the impossibility of
a purely objective stance in investigation. The danger greater than subjectivity is the
failure of researchers to acknowledge the subjective point of reference thev bring at e\ ery
point in the study, from the selection of research questions to the interpretation of the
collected data (Phillion and Wang 92). In narrative research, researchers must be
constantly aware of their own presence and the "fore-understandings" (Gadamer 267) or
biases they bring. The notion offore-understanding hails from the field of hermeneutics,
as it has been appropriated by biblical scholars because the idea certainly carries over into
the interpretative analysis of narrative data collected in interviews.
Narrative research has developed methods to address the subjectivity issue.
Through a process of "restorying" (Creswell 519) the collected data and by working
collaboratively with the participants in confirming the interpretation of their stories.
narrative inquiry becomes the work of the community rather than the interpretation of the
individual researcher.
The value of narrative research is not in making the kind of contribution sought
through empirically verifiable experimentation. Narrative research explains how people
make sense of their lived experiences without imposing meaning on others (Scnsuig 165).
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Narrative inquiry seeks a contextual understanding to the meaning people make of their
experience. Therefore, narrative inquiry contributes to the de\ elopment of know ledge.
not in the production of abstract theories but as a 'translucent w indow into cultural and
social meaning" (167). The results of a qualitative study like this one therefore should not
be understood as the fmal word on the subject; rather, this stud> contributes to an
ongoing conversation.
Summary
This chapter considers the Christian claim that God speaks and examines the
nature of Scripture as both the primary verbal form of God's self-re\ elation and the w a>
it may model God's speaking today through the words of a human preacher to the
individual. The chapter sought to clarify the nature of Scripture as a living tradition,
inviting the Christian community to continue reflecting and listening to God's voice, not
as a calcified deposit of exact propositional truths but as the engagement of a
transcendent God who spoke in a manner intelligible to people in various contexts of
culture and within worldviews appropriate to the development of human knowledge. The
chapter also considered the idea that God may appropriate human words and speak in
muhilayered ways; that is to say, the illocutionary speech acts of God are not limited by
the locutionary acts of the human agents in the discourse. Finally, the literature rev iew
argued that knowing God is essential to hearing what God says.
I then considered some questions about the justification for Christian beliefs that
commonly related experiences of God are real. After considering and responding to some
of the possible epistemological objections to claims that God addresses people,
I staked
out my own epistemological ground with Baillie and suggested that knowledge
of God is
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not derivative but is founded on direct perceptual awareness in a manner akin to m\
knowledge of otber persons. Such knowledge comes before what may be said about God,
which one may rightly call inferred knowledge.
1 also considered some practical theological issues of the inner w ord of God,
spoken directly and/or conjointly with human words, to the heart of the listener.
Augustine saw God's dynamic presence working through the frailty of human speech to
speak his own more durable word in the human heart. This inner w ord has a w itness from
the New Testament writers to Augustine, Law rence. Wesley. Willard, Taylor, and
countless other Christians through the ages.
Hearing this inner word, I suggested, may be better facilitated through a narrative
preaching style than through a more deductive approach. 1 considered the parables of
Jesus and the exhortation from Wangerin to tell stories today, presenting the preacher's
journey with God and not just his or her ideas about God. This approach also found
confirmation in Meek's study, in which he concluded that God was himself a protagonist
in the drama of preaching.
Finally, I presented the justification for a narrative research methodology in order
to study the central phenomena of God's discourse among members of APC. Narrative
research is a form of qualitative study that explores themes emerging from the
participants' own lived experience as they interpret and make sense of that experience.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Problem and Purpose
Preaching is a human activity, h is the proclamation of a message from one tmite
and flawed person to a gathered community of equally flawed and finite people. E\ en so,
it is an act that self-consciously asserts that God. the Holy Spirit, can and will be present
through the words of that human spokesperson. It audaciously claims that the
transcendent God Christians worship may address the gathered people, either corporately
or individually, in the humanly conceived words pronounced by the man or w oman
serving in this part of corporate worship. With some regularity, people in the
congregation will affirm that, through the preaching e\ eni, God (not the preacher but
God) has spoken. That claim may be stated in a variety of ways: 'That message was just
for me"; "You were really anointed in that message": or, most clearly, 'God spoke to me
through your message." As a preacher, hearing such responses is humbling. The problem
explored in the study is the question of how God apparently condescends to speak
conjointly through the human act of preaching.
In light of the reported phenomena of perceiving God s direct discourse through
preaching, this study was designed to explore that theme in the context of an international
and interdenominational Christian congregation. The purpose of the research was to
explore how the diverse population of members at the American Protestant Church in
Bonn, Germany, perceived that God specifically addressed them in the preaching event
over a series of ten narrative sermons.
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Research Questions
The following three research questions were carefully considered and modified to
this final form through consultation with my research reflection team (RRT) composed of
seven members of the APC. Each of them brought a depth of experience and
understanding regarding the ministry context and great insights throughout the
development of this whole project. The God perception interview w as designed, again in
consultation with the RRT, as the sole instmment in order to explore all three of the
following research questions.
Research Question #1
In what ways do the participants express perceptions of God, specifically
addressing them through the preaching event?
The GPI questions in section 4 (the final section) were designed to explore this
research question in depth. This question relates to the most focused aspect of the
purpose statement as it sought to illicit narrations of how people sensed very direct and
personal communication from God through the sermon they had heard that week. The
earlier questions in the interview, particularly in section 3, explored more generally the
participants" experiences and openness to hearing God's \ oice. The interview , therefore,
builds from general to specific, inviting the participants' narration of how their own lives
either provided a culture of expectation or nonexpectation toward perceiving God s voice
and how his voice was then heard on a particular occasion through a single sermon. The
responses to these structured questions opened avenues for further inquiry specific to
each participant in order to allow him or her the greatest latitude in relating his or her
own experience.
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Research Question #2
How do the participants understand their own cuhural. ethnic, and denominational
backgrounds to affect their perceptions of God speaking?
Of the three research questions, #2 is the broadest and most open-ended. I
approached this question with an expectation only that the diversity of culture and
denomination in the APC would somehow be reflected in the narratives. I ha\ e offered
no theoretical work in anticipation for what developed in response to this question. The
first section of the GPI inquires about personal and religious background and thereby
establishes the diversity among the participants, and the analysis then of the full inteiv iew
is used in response to this question on diversity.
Research Question #3
How do the participants" perceptions of God speaking to them through the sermon
or the received message most relevant to the participants align with the preacher's
intended message?
This question was explored primarily through section 2 of the GPI. I was looking
for how people would essentially restory the message I had given in worship. Presuming
that I would have a good sense ofmy own intention as the preacher, 1 would, therefore,
have a basis of comparison. As background to the participants' retelling of the sermon's
message, section 2 of the GPI first explored a more general question of how the person
had broadly experienced preaching in regard to its importance to their spiritual formation
and the ease or confidence they experienced in attentiveness to preaching. With the
restorying of the sermon in section 2, a further comparison could be draw n to w hat they
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believed God was speaking personally and directly to them, which is addressed in section
4.
Population and Participants
The participants for this study were all drawn from the members and attenders of
the APC. This local congregation is highly diverse in race, denomination, nationalit> . and
education. The commonality binding them together is their Christian faith and their
preference for a worship service in English. Many do not speak English as their mother
tongue but are either more at ease in English than in the surrounding German-speaking
congregations or they prefer the worship experience of APC, which is more typical of an
American evangelical congregation. Most of the attenders of APC are expatriates from as
many as thirty-five different nations, but many Germans who have either lived
internationally, have married a native English speaker, or who simply prefer the
international context of APC can be found in attendance.
Participants for this study were purposively selected from among the attenders of
APC based on two primary criteria. First, they should represent as diverse a sampling
from APC as possible. Tim Sensing observes, "If divergent people share core
experiences, then the discovery is of greater significance in answering your questions"
(84). That principle meant that selection would take into account gender, age, nationality,
education, and denominational background with the intent of spreading out the thirty
participants as broadly as possible over all those factors. Second, the participants were
selected based on the subjective determination of the research reflection team that they
were likely to be "information rich" candidates (83; see Table 3.1).
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Table 3.1. Participants (N=30)
Gender (n) Region (n) Age (n)
Male (15) Global South (16) Over 50 (16)
Female (15) Global North (14) Under 50 (14)
Design of the Study
This project explored the central phenomena of the commonly reported sense that
God speaks through the preaching event by means of narrative inquiry. The RRT
purposively selected participants from among the members of APC who were considered
to be potentially information rich for the sake of this study. This selection process also
sought to represent the diversity of APC in terms of race, nationality, denominational
background, age, and gender to as great a degree as possible. Three of the potential
participants were then asked to participate with me in a thirty-minute, semi-structured
interview within three days of each sermon o\ er the course of ten weeks.
The project included several phases. First, a seven-member research retlcction
team was selected from among mature members of the APC. This team included
Europeans, Americans, and Africans; three of the seven members
were women. 1 chose
these members based on my perception of the strength of their faith, thought, and
commitment. One member and friend was invited who self-identifies as agnostic in belief
in order to ensure a more critical voice in the development process. These team
members
reflected with me on my writing, based on the literature review. They
also reflected and
helped to revise and refine the interview questions. Three of the
team members
volunteered to be interviewed during the meetings as a way of refining the questions
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I developed a ten-week preaching series from the Psalms. These sermons were
narrative in style, seeking to move the congregation inductively to a primar\ message.
resolving an ambiguity (Lowry 29) raised by the Psalm itself. I wrote each of these
sermons with the intent of preaching in clear language and w ith a simple point that could
be summarized in a single sentence. The research reflection team read these sermons
prior to their delivery in order to analyze the clarity of the intended message. The actual
oral delivery of these sermons was not read, however, and the manuscript w as developed
to plot the sermon's course rather than to control the actual words.
Following each sermon, three participants were invited for an interx iew The
research reflection team selected participants to form a pool of candidates out of w hich
three people were selected each week following the sermon delivery. Participants were
not notified prior to the sermon in an attempt to minimize a biased listening to the
sermon. For this reason, a greater number of candidates w ere included in the pool than
were actually interviewed. The list allowed for flexibility each week regarding who
would be interviewed. The participants were informed that their names would not be
used, and they gave informed consent to participate in the recorded interviews.
1 then transcribed each recorded interview to create the textual data that would be
used for analysis. After the transcription, I restoried each participant's responses in the
interview in written form and asked each participant to read them and provide me w ith
any feedback or clarification they thought important. Restorying the textual data
organizes it into chronological or some other logical sequence. The collected data is
rewritten into a story structure and the person who provided that data is then consulted to
verify that the story is accurate. In this way the participant and researcher become
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collaborators in tbe interpretative process. All of this textual data was then analy zed for
themes related to the research questions of this project.
As discussed previously, this type of research design is known as narratix e
inquiry. Narrative inquiry is a qualitative form of study that asks participants to gi\ e their
own stories related to the central phenomena of the study. The interview questions were
designed to enable the participants to think through their own experiences and give voice
to those experiences and the ways they have made sense of them.
Instrumentation
The GPI was a researcher-designed, semi-stmctured interview, the sole
instrument used in the study (see Appendix A), h contained four sections that addressed
all three of the research questions for the project. The GPI was used individually with
participants during a ten-week sermon series conducted in the spring of 2014. The
sermons were all narrative in style based on a variety of Psalms. After each sermon, three
participants were interviewed within three days of the service. The interviews were
limited to thirty minutes in duration and were digitally recorded. I then transcribed these
recordings to produce the raw textual data for analysis.
Pilot Test and Expert Review
The GPI was developed in consultation with the research reflection team
assembled from the membership of APC. These members were themselves information-
rich candidates for an interview, and all had many years of experience in the context of
APC. They brought a wealth of insight to the development of the GPI because of their
own lives of faith, listening to the voice of God. I conducted the interv iew with three of
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these people, and as a resuh of each interview, together we progressiveK revised the
questions over a three-month period.
Variables
A quahtative study such as this one does not measure the influence of variables in
an attempt to make conclusions about a hypothesis, histead, it looks for the emerging
themes and concepts encountered as the means by which participants make sense of the
phenomena under investigation. I have attempted, however, to control for intervening
factors that could influence the results of the project. These factors are important to note,
both for the sake of transparency in the project and for the avoidance of overly subjective
conclusions. Particularly well documented in the process of qualitative study is the
problem known as the Hawthorne effect (Sensing 82). This well-documented problem
refers to the tendency of subjects who know they are being studied to attempt to give the
right responses out of their desire for the researcher to succeed, especially in a case where
the researcher has a significant personal relationship with the participants.
In order to avoid the Hawthorne effect, I recorded my own ob.servations on each
interview protocol, evaluating the sense 1 had for its intrusion. In addition, participants
were assured of their anonymity in the written report, and I explained to them carefully
prior to the interviews that the value of my research depended on their honesty and would
be a benefit to me personally to help improve my own preaching ministry but also would
potentially benefit many other pastors and students as they prepare for ministr\' (see
Appendix B).
A further potential intervening influence was the quality of the sermons and my
own physical or mental state at the time of each sermon. The quality of a sermon is
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impossible to measure by any objective standard. To address this problem, 1 included
field notes on the interview protocol, recording my own sense of health, strength of
voice, sense of preparedness to preach, and any observations about the context of the
sermon, such as, sound equipment malfunctions and distracting noises (e.g.. sirens).
Further intervening factors may have emerged during the course of the project and are
noted as part of the analysis.
Reliability and Validity
The reliability and validity of qualitative research is not measurable in the same
ways that they would be in a quantitative study. Since qualitative research explores the
way people make sense of their own lived experience, subjectivity is inherent in the
research. This study explored how people perceive God speaking, but the results do not
claim to provide an objective measure of the way God does speak. Ne\ ei theless. the
value of this study as a contribution to understanding the phenomena of hearing God
comes through the structure and organization of the study in its sampling methods, data
collection, and careful analysis along prescribed methods.
The reliability of the study as it is understood in the field of qualitative and
narrative investigation is based on the consistent use of the instrument 1 designed tor this
project. The semi-structured GPI interview provided a common framework within which
participants could share their own personal stories. The framework attempted to a\ oid
impeding the potential for emerging ideas while at the same time providing a common
structure to the conversation that allowed for comparative analysis.
Procedures and protocols were consistently followed in the project to minimi/e
biases such as the Hawthorne effect. The anonymity of the participants, together with the
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introductory protocols found on the GPI, were designed to protect the participants and
encourage the greatest level of honesty in their responses. The techniques of transcribing
verbatim the recorded interviews and of restorying the narratives provided a greater level
of credibility that the narratives tmly reflected the views of the participants themselves.
Finally, my own notes during the interview process, following the protocols of the
interview, reflected on any sense of bias that might not be observed through the text
analysis alone.
Data Collection
I collected the data for this project from participants who \\ ere selected
immediately following the worship service in which each of the ten sermons was
preached. These participants had already been identified as candidates for the research in
consultation with my research reflection team and were placed on a list from which the
actual participants were invited as the project was carried out. The research reflection
team purposively selected each of the candidates for interview to achieve maximum
diversification and because they were believed to be information rich in regard to the
central phenomena.
I invited each candidate personally to participate in a thirty-minute inter\ iew
either that same day or within the next three days. 1 asked each candidate to sign a form
of informed consent to participate in the study and assured him or her that no names
would be used in the project (see Appendix B). Following the protocols of the GPI, 1
encouraged each candidate to be as truthful as possible about telling me his or her own
story and to resist any temptation to twist his or her stories to fit \n hat he or she thought
would be more favorable for the study. I explained that this honesty was essential for the
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value of the project to make a genuine contribution and w ould be a benefit to me in
preaching and potentially to many other students preparing for minisir\ .
I conducted the interview alone with each participant and recorded the
conversation on a digital recorder. During the interview I also made field notes, follow ing
my own interview protocols (see Appendix A), reflecting on my own sense of the
participants' comfort in relating the narratives and any concerns that the information
might reflect the Hawthorne effect. I followed the GPI questions but was free to
encourage the participants to expand or reflect more on themes that emerged in the
narratives they told.
After the interview, I transcribed the recordings so that a verbatim text was read\
for analysis. I then created a restoried version of the narratix e from the transcription and
asked each participant to evaluate the accuracy of the w ay 1 wrote the narrative from our
conversation. The verbatim transcriptions and my restorying of the narratives were given
to the participants within one week for their feedback.
Data Analysis
My own exposure to the narrative content coming from the interviews was an
important element in the analysis. This exposure came in several stages, including ( 1 )
hearing the original responses during the actual interview, (2) hearing the recorded
responses slowed down to the rate of transcription, and (3) retelling those narratives
in
my own words. All of these steps created a strong familiarity with the material, allowing
me to reflect deeply on questions of meaning and sense With that muhilayered exposure
to the narratives, 1 then reread both the verbatim and my reordered versions, looking for
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emerging themes. I repeated these steps with each inter\ iew. so that a comparative
analysis could be done among the thirty participants.
Ethical Procedures
All the participants of this study voluntarily accepted the invitation to the
interview and follow-up procedures. While 1 am the senior pastor at APC, which may
have influenced participants' willingness to join the study, the invitation was given
without coercion and sufficient candidates were identified so that the total number could
be easily found without causing emotional pressure. All the candidates agreed to the
study by signing the informed consent (see Appendix B).
The names of the participants ha\ e not been used in this project. Each person was
given a number (1-30) and a pseudonym. As a collaborative inquirer with the
participants, I worked in close contact with each one to ensure that each felt confident
that his or her story was accurately recorded and interpreted. Each participant was free to
ask questions, express concerns, or withdraw trom the study if he or she no longer wished
to participate. All of the narrative content provided by participants and included in the
study was agreed on by signed consent. These consent forms remain in my possession.
I protected the confidentiality of the participants and the data collected from them
by inviting each participant personally either in a private conversation or by telephone.
The interviews were held either in the participant's home or in a time and place that
would not draw attention to their inclusion in the project. The textual and digital data
collected were stored either in a locked cabinet of my pastoral study if it was a ph> sical
copy or in a password-protected file on my personal computer. All of this
material u as
held in my possession through the course of the dissertation writing.
All digital material
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will be erased and all hard copies of textual material will be shredded \\ hen this
dissertation is completed and approved.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
Problem and Purpose
The regular task of preaching in Christian ministry is easily seen as a purely
human task of public speaking. The preacher uses words within the limits of his or her
own comprehension and capacity as a proclaimer, teacher, and storyteller. A host of
contextual matters will help shape the message so that meanings can be conve) ed to and
received by the congregation. The pastor, however, is understood to speak a message that
at least potentially makes room for God to speak conjointly in (or possibly through, over,
under) those human words. Frequently, pastors will hear the testimony of people within
the congregation that God spoke to them through the sermon preached that day. As a
preacher, I am intrigued by the notion that at least sometimes God is speaking conjointly
with me directly to the people of the congregation 1 serve in my words and through the
event of the Sunday sermon. This study explored how people perceived the experience of
God speaking through the preaching event.
The context for this study provided an incredibly diverse population of Christians
from around the world. The research conducted within the congregation of the APC used
a qualitative and narrative methodology, allowing for each participant to relate his or her
own history and experiences and the ways in which he or she interpreted those
experiences. The creation of these narratives was accomplished through open-ended
interview questions that broadly framed a conversation around the themes of the
siud\ ,
but allowed each participant to develop a story of personal experiences and the freedom
to interpret what those experiences meant. The interview explored participants' spiritual
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development and experiences of perceiving God's presence and moments where God
seemed to be communicating with tbem and moved to an exploration of those themes in
response to the sermon tbey had recently heard. Specifically, the purpose of this research
was to explore how the diverse population of members at the American Protestant
Church in Bonn, Germany, perceived that God specifically addressed them in the
preaching event over a series of ten narrative sermons.
Participants
The APC is a wonderfully diverse congregation in regard to members' ethnicities,
nationalities, cultures, denominational backgrounds, age, occupations, and educational
backgrounds. I am sure that I could expand that list e\ en more. All of that diversity is
found together in one congregation because what unites them is greater than the many
things that distinguish them from one another. They are a people united by faith in Jesus
Christ. They share a common core confession that brings them together in worship, and
they worship together in English. As would be expected from such a diverse group, a
tremendous diversity of languages is represented among the people, but English is the
language these people prefer for worship within this context. In other words, many
people would prefer to worship in a mother tongue other than English if they had the
opportunity, but as expatriates living in Germany, many people are unable to find
worship services in their native languages.^ In addition, many people worshipping at .APC
choose not to worship in their native German tongue because they find the international
diversity to be of greater importance.
^ A few language and/or ethnic groups are not represented as sirongl\ in APC because
sullicieni
numbers of people live in the area to have congregational worship in their naii\e languages For example.
meeting in the same building are congregations worshipping in Korean. Spanish. Russian,
and Tamil.
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Thirty people participated in the inter\ lews for this study. Onl> one perst^ who
was invited to the interviews declined to participate. Several participants remarked
following the interviews that they had found the questions helpful and that reading the
transcriptions of their own responses was tmly meaningful and helped them retlect on
their whole spiritual development. 1 was particularly gratified to hear that man\
participants discovered the experience to be beneficial for their own spiritual lives.
The study included an exactly even male to female ratio out of the thirty total
participants. Under ideal circumstances, the population of APC could have
accommodated the interview of thirty participants from thirty different nationalities. As
can be seen in Table 4.1, the actual number of countries represented in this study totaled
twenty-two. Among the other eight participants, however, there still remained significant
diversity. Two participants were from South Africa, but one was a white male Afrikaner
and the other was a black female. Four participants were from the United States, but these
participants had widely different experiences in terms of the time they lived outside of
their home cultures, their denominational backgrounds, and their educational and
occupational backgrounds, and they were evenly split between men and women. The two
participants from Tanzania were both male, but they had an age difference of over fort\
years. The younger man had significant third-culture experience, having spent sex eral
years of his childhood in Germany, while the older man lived out his childhood in a rural
Tanzanian village and then spent most of his adult life as an expatriate and a diplomat.
The three German participants appear to have very similar profiles in terms of age.
education, and international experience, but they are widely divergent in the area ot faith
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experience. One of the German participants was the only person in the stud> who does
not regularly attend the worship services and who does not profess Christian faith.
Table 4.1 Demographics of Participants
Participant
Number and
Pseudonym
Country of
origin
Gender
Denominational
Background
Time a^*a> from
home culture Occupation \ge
1 Anna Ghana F Anghcan 40+ years Medical 60+
2 Cecil India M
Church of South
IndiaAN'esleyan
3 years Business 33
3 Mary Finland F
Lutheran National
Church
1 3+ years Business vs
4 Roger USA M American Baptist 3 years Finance SS
5 Sue Philippines F Methodist 44 years Medical 70+
6 Derrick Tanzania M Lutheran 9 years Business 26
7 Orson Holland M Dutch Reformed 9 years Finance 47
8 Sebastian Uganda M Anglican 4(1 years Scientist 60
9 Ruth South African F Methodist 12 years hi nance
SS
10 Rose Taiwan F
Buddhist/
Fresbytenan
10 years Marketing 40
1 1 Lily U.K. F Church of \V ales ^4 years Literature
58
1 2 Isaac Kenya M Pentecostal 3 years Finance 28
1 3 Gustavo Panama M Roman Catholic 1 0 years DcN elopment 36
14 Andre Romania M Pentecostal 14 years
Business 38
15 Otto German M Evangelical Protestant NA Engineer 55
16 Pedro Brazil M Roman Catholic 5 years
Scientist 30
17 Denise Denmark F Church of England 1 5 years Medical
60
18 Wilham Tanzania M Lutheran 25 years Diplomat
70
19 Dietmar German M Protestant State Church
NA Engineer so
20 Victor
Czech
Republic
M None 25 years Engineer 47
21 Heather
Northern
Ireland
F Church of Ireland 1 1 years Business
^5
22 Hansel
S. Africa
Afrikaner
M Dutch Reformed 2 years Business
43
23 Edith Kenya F Protestant and Catholic
26 years Clerical 5S
24Zara Malaysia F
Buddhist/Calvary
Chapel
21 years Clerical 36
25 Hua China F Congregational 13 years
Scientist
26 Judith German F Lutheran State Church
NA La\v Sll
27 Cheryl
28 Tracy
USA/
German
USA
F
F
Roman Catholic
Presbyterian
53 years
1 2 y ears
Musician
Education
S4
62
29 Alaina Indonesia 1- Pentecostal
44 years Medical
S(l
30 Hank USA M Roman Catholic
1 2 s cars Pilot 5>
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The actual names of each participant have been changed to protect their identities.
but I will refer to participants primarily by means of the pseudonym for the sake of
greater ease in reading. 1 will also follow the participants" names with the number of the
interview for ease in referring to this table (e.g., Cecil-2). The purpose of this chart is not
to provide categories for statistical analysis; rather, it is simply to demonstrate the w ide
diversity of people within such a small sample. I did not consider it reasonable to attempt
to draw any conclusions about certain nationalities, cultures, or regions, but the unusual
diversity of this congregation in comparison to a typical North American church is
important to be aware of in the analysis stage. I must also mention another side to the
story of this diversity. The vast majority of participants have extensive international and
intercultural life experience. People living as expatriates outside of their own home
cultures and nationalities have a commonality in their shared experience that
distinguishes them as a group from the native populations of the countries in which they
live, hi a sense therefore, the people of APC participate together in what has come to be
known as a "third-culture" (Pollock and Van Reken). This third culture provides a
distinct group identity that has powerful unifying effects.
Research Question #1
In what ways do the participants express perceptions of God, specifically
addressing them through the preaching event? Preaching is an oral proclamation, but
it is
more than the utterance of words. The event of preaching includes other elements of
physical perception; including, a visual presentation of the person, the physical setting
of
the sermon, and the method and emotive force of the proclamation. Beyond these
elements, which are present in any form of public speaking, the preaching
cn ent
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anticipates the presence of God who may address the persons listening to the sermon as
he chooses. The perceptional question, therefore, is not limited to the hearing of a
message, which can be articulated in words, but to any sense of God's own address or
encounter.
Of the thirty participants in the study, twenty-seven (90 percent) of them aftlrmed
that God does speak directly to them at times. The frequency of this experience n aried
greatly among these participants. Of the three remaining participants, Dietmar- 19
considers himself agnostic, and although he does not think a god actually exists who
could speak to him, he does describe an experience that a Christian beliex er might
attribute to God. Pedro- 16 remains somewhat agnostic and does not experience "God
addressing him," but he strongly wishes that God would speak to him. He likewise
describes some experience with reading Scripture and hearing a sermon that other
participants might attribute to hearing God speak. Finally, Victor-20 affirms the Christian
faith, but he does not indicate any awareness or perception of God addressing him. He
does find preaching to provide an important "spiritual food," and he does believe that
"everything about us is in some way like a miracle." His responses do not give evidence
of his own experience of hearing directly from God, but he at least acknowledges God s
indirect activity in the world.
Attentive Listening
One of the experiences most commonly related by the participants in relation to
this question was the need for "attentive listening" in order to hear God and in order to
discern God's voice from the person's own thoughts. Anna-1 observed that throughout
her Christian life "as soon as I start listening, when 1 listen, it goes well w ith me and 1
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know God is there." She attested that God does speak to her in many semions and that
people are generally poor listeners and need to become attentive. For her, attentiveness
meant that she needed to come regularly to worship and listen to the preachmg to
understand the unique ways that a preacher speaks and as she becomes attentiv e to the
human preacher, she becomes able to discern God's voice:
I always tell the people, if you don t understand w hat's going on. just
come often and often and get used to your pastor, get used to his v oice.
And when he says something, you know what he means, ^'eah, like Jesus
said, "My sheep know my voice." So, how can we know him? We hav e to
be always with him. So, when the voice rings, we know. Oh he is there.
Anna-1 recognizes God's presence when the human voice of the preacher "rings"
because through practiced listening she has learned to perceive when God is there.
Interestingly, she considers understanding the pastor's intended meaning as an essential
part of the larger process of hearing God.
Cecil-2 had similar insights regarding attentive listening although he had his own
unique phraseology. For him, just listening to the words is not enough. A person must
also be waiting for something from God. When asked how frequently he sensed that God
speaks in a personal way, he responded, "Maybe it's every week or every time, but I'm
not sensitive enough to get it because maybe I'm not awaiting anything; I'm just
listening." Again, he suggests that the hearer must be attentive to God in a way that goes
beyond simply hearing the oral proclamation.
The idea that the listener must in some way be attentive or active in the process
and not merely a passive recipient was strongly supported in a variety of similar
observations by eighteen (60 percent) of the participants. Several people used the words
"attentive" or "attentive listening." Participants described a variety of attentive listening
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practices, such as praying, singing, reading Scripture, studying the Bible, attending
church regularly, being silent, taking notes, and journaling (see Figure 4. 1 ).
Figure 4.1. Variety of attentive listening practices.
Cecil-2 and Orson-7 used the term "digest"" and indicated that the process of
hearing God continues beyond the worship service. 1 think this extended period can still
be understood as within the preaching event since the listener carries on his or her own
contemplation initiated by the sermon. Ruth-9 does not use the word digest, but she
describes the idea expressed by that term:
Yes, I do believe that God is involved but that it also comes from in\
inquisitiveness or reading more and my being teachable, if 1 am to put it
that way. As you are taught, you get illuminated. The light comes and then
you go and reflect more and you say, "Oh is that how it works 1 will
ne\ er forget this, when we went back home in 2009 and my pastor said.
"We must do life with God."
Prayer
Singing
Reading Scripture
Continued study
Regular attendance
Quiet or Silence
Note Taking
journaling
Corporate Prayer
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Ruth-9 describes what digesting sl message emails as she describes her own active
reflection, allowing God's light to bring understanding.
Also in agreement with the observations in the first interv iew. Otto- 15 and
Hansel-22 both emphasized the need for regular attendance in worship. The discipline of
regular attendance was a form of active listening in order to "create a frame" (Otto- 15) or
to "create perspective" (Hansel-22):
To be under God s word at least once per week in the Sunday service and
to be together in a Christian church. This is the frame where 1 will live and
know that when I am in this frame, then God will speak to me. Not every
Sunday in that direct way, but when I need it or he thinks 1 need it
especially, then I know he will talk to me and touch me. (Otto)
The disciplines of attending worship, hearing the Scripture, and listening to sermons
creates the context in which Otto- 15 feels confident that he is prepared to hear a more
direct address from God. The actual sermon is not always the means by which God
speaks, but the sermons heard over time provide the word through which God may speak
when he knows that his voice is needed. Hansel-22 illustrated the way worship prov ides
or creates perspective with an anecdote from the tribal Bushmen living in the Kalahari
Desert:
They have a saying when they hunt with a bow and arrow and they need to
track it. Sometimes it's a two-day mn by foot after this antelope. And thev
will run for 20 minutes say and then stop and crouch and someone once
asked him, "What are you doing?" And he said, "We are just waiting for
our spirit to catch-up. We can't go ahead without our spirit." In a sense,
coming to church on Sunday is a bit like that as well, h provides that
focused, that calmness, that dedication and working through you the
message, "You know what? I am in control of your life...." Every Sundav
there is a new perspective. There is a calmness that comes into mv life.
This way of expressing the role of worship provides an interesting picture of how this
man, who describes himself as busy and distracted by the demands of the work u eek.
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views both his own responsibility to slow down and position himself to hear God
speaking and how God is active through the proclamation in preaching. The message that
he finds God confirming through the preaching event is not necessarily the specific
message of the sermon but the larger perspective of God's faithfulness, so that he feels
calmed with the assurance that God is in control. Calmness, assurance, or peace w as
thematically significant in several of the interviews.
Another aspect of the listener's role in hearing God was the idea that a person
ought to prepare for the sermon through prayer. This theme emerged in nine (30 percent)
of the interviews, but it was particularly strong in Sue's w ords, which described a regular
pattern of intentional preparation to hear God's voice. Her normal practice included
praying for the preacher, praying that God would speak to her. taking notes during the
sermon, and transferring her notes to a journal later in the day in order to "assimilate" it.
Again this description of the participant's normal practice could be understood as the
means of digesting a message. All of these practices are a part of her normal Sunday
routine, yet on the particular Sunday of her interview, she was completely distracted from
listening to the sermon due to some concerns about a property she had recently
purchased. As a result, she was unable to recall any detail about the message.
Interestingly, while she affirmed that she regularly did all of these things and that God
did indeed speak to her "many times in a personal way" through preaching, she could not
during the interview remember anything specifically about any of those experiences.
Denise- 17 also observed that the amount of prayer going into a service is an
important factor:
I think the preparation before you come to a ser\ ice is \er> important.
really, because I think there is a bit of a blockage and \ou don't reall>
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hear.. . . I think it depends on how much prayer has gone into the service as
well. I'm sure people are praying, and I think that makes a big difference.
From her perspective, the preparation of prayer is important not only as an indi\ idual
seeking to hear from God but also as a community. People pra\ ing for the service \\ ill
make a difference for all the people to hear from God.
So far, I have been observing the strong sense shared by many participants that
the human listening to the sermon has a cmcial role to play as an acti\ e and attentix e
listener rather than as a passive observer of the ser\ ice. In addition. 1 noted the
observation that this active role is not necessarily limited to the individual but is the
responsibility of the community to prepare through pra\ er in order to hear from God.
Another meaningful way that the community prepares for God to speak according to
many of the participants is through the music and in times of quiet. Music or singing was
mentioned by fourteen (47 percent) of the participants as an important way that they
either sense God speaking or as a way of preparing them to hear God through a sermon.
Although Gustavo- 13 said that he never really sensed a direct word from God. he did
believe that God was present and communicating with him through the worship music:
We are communicating with him by singing and 1 can feel that yes, you re
singing to me and I'm here telling you that yes you are doing the right
thing and I'm your Lord and these are the blessings 1 have given to you.
In this case, the music itself is the means by which God is speaking, and the community
singing together its own praises to God became the avenue through v\ hich he sensed God
addressing him. Among the fourteen participants who emphasized the way music serves
to hear from God, eight people found the music to be the means in and of itself through
which God speaks. For Otto- 15, the music is an important preparation, but he
associates
the sense of God addressing him personally with the preaching:
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There were several times when I thought God was meaning me and it was
always through the preaching, although I must admit that I need sinsing to
get into the worship. Emotionally singing is for me more important.^ . The
most important parts when God was speaking to me u as in preaching notin the music.
A similar sense ofmusic's preparatory role was expressed by six (20 percent) of the
participants.
Seven participants (23 percent) emphasized the theme of silence or the need for
quiet space in worship. For some, such as Lily-1 1, silence was critically important during
the worship service as both a time to listen and as a preparatory aspect for the sermon:
I find it very difficuh to feel anything personal if it seems to be constantly
noise or people praying out loud, etc. 1 probably am the kind who needs to
go back and be quiet, somehow. Something that 1 feel very at home w ith is
the idea, "Be still and know that 1 am God." So 1 think thaf s something 1
need to have in the prayer time, or in some kind of quiet time: otherwise, 1
can't listen.
A service with no time of quiet was too disruptive to allow her to listen for God's voice.
Orson-7 felt similarly about the need for quiet: "l prefer rather a quiet service. If the choir
is singing, then it's easier for me to calm down and to open up to God's words. So, I'm
here every Sunday, no matter which music group is leading." He is referring to the
rotation ofmusical groups that lead worship services at APC. One Sunday of the month is
more traditional because it uses hymns, organ, and a robed choir. The other Sundays are
primarily led by contemporary praise teams and by an African Gospel choir. The
traditional services do not use amplification for the music and so they are not as loud.
The ways that participants expressed their perceptions of hearing God speak
through the preaching event were quite diverse, but one important theme that u as
common to 60 percent of the participants was the need for some form of attentix c
listening. Hearing God for these participants was clearly a question of the listener's
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responsibility to prepare actively or continue to reflect on the sermon or to engage in the
music. Other active practices were also mentioned, hi other words, the kind of passi\ it>
associated with watching television or a stage performance was not seen as conducive to
hearing God's voice.
Sense of Assurance and Peace
In at least twenty-one (70 percent) of the interviews, participants spoke of
experiences in which they feh the assurance of God's presence and a resulting sense of
inner peace. Anna-1 expressed this theme strongly throughout her interview. The
message often provides her the assurance that 'she is a child of God" and that God is
near. Cecil-2 related his experience of God's assurance in times of trouble and stress that
he need not worry and that "something good is going to happen.
"
Mary-3 likewise
described how God's word and presence in the sermon relieved her fear and anxietv .
Derrick-6 has felt God assure him of an overall "structure and design" to his life so that
he has a "sense of confidence where 1 just let things go and 1 can be happy." In the
context of his interview, he is clearly speaking of a freedom from fear and not an
irresponsible hedonism. He has an inner sense of confidence about God s direction and
plans even when things appear to be falling apart. For him, God's speaking is "more in
the feeling and emotion and less in the logical sense." Many of the participants expressed
a similar sense of assurance as the primary way God communicates with them as opposed
to specific directions about what to do. Orson-7 made this point:
You try to think, to pray, to listen, but there
was never a kind of direction,
"Do this," or, "Do that." Sometimes with hindsight, it was clear that this
was the wrong choice. Every time there was God
who was faithful and
carrying through.
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Andre- 14 described a specific sermon from a lay preacher that he heard seveml >ears
prior. He remembers it as "something that gave me so much comfon.'" It was a sermon on
the passage in John 15 where Jesus calls himself the vine, but it came at a time when this
person felt intensely alone.
One aspect of the assurance these participants described is the sense that God is at
work in the preaching event, connecting the message to their own lived experiences.
Isaac- 12 described this phenomenon as occurring with some frequency:
Yeah, about preaching, sometimes when you are going through something
and you go to church on Sunday, sometimes you find that the message
revolves around what you have been going through. It has happened to me
a number of times where I feel like the message of that week has
something to do with what has been going on in my life. So those
instances I feel as though God has customized the message to meet my
present circumstances.
The phenomenon that a message has somehow been "customized" directly to a person's
life was also expressed by Pedro- 16 who. even though he stated clearly in the interview
that he did not sense that God had really ever directly addressed him, describes the same
phenomenon when he says that with some pastors he feels like the message often is "right
to me." Ruth-9 expressed the idea as God's speaking to the very things that are on her
own mind: "Many times you say something, and 1 turn to [my wife] and we say, 'Well
that's exactly what we were also thinking about.' Yes, I mean, any number of times, yes.
"
The sense that a sermon becomes a means by which God speaks personally to the \er\
same issues about which the listener is thinking is primarily a sense of peace that God is
not far from their own thoughts and concerns.
Another expression used by many people that seems to convey this sense ol the
personal nature of God's communication is the notion of being touched at certain points
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during the proclamation. A word, or a story, or a phrase may have been the moment u hen
a person sensed God touching them. This description may have much in common u ,th
the experience of being moved or touched by a film or a story that registers emotionalh
in one way or another, but the idea of God touching includes the notion of intentional
acfion. hi other words, God was perceived to be actively and dynamicalh making
something known or felt. Judith-26 used a stronger image than touch, asserting that
"sometimes a Scripture or a message slaps me in the face" and through it God sa\ s, ou
know, that's you." The nofion of being touched in the sense that God was applying the
words or the message of the sermon as a personal communication \\ as common to
fourteen (47 percent) of the total participants (see Table 4.2).
Table 4.2. Perceiving God's Voice
Significant Themes
Requires attentive listening 60
Prayer as a means of preparation 30
The preaching event is extended through
digestive practices
Music prepares the listener or is itself the
means of hearing God
God's voice brings assurance and peace 70
40
47
Research Question #2
How do the participants understand their own cultural, ethnic, and denominational
backgrounds to affect their percepfions of God speaking? This question intended to
explore the primary research question of how participants perceiv e God speaking through
the window of APC's unusual diversity. The question, therefore, is interested as much in
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commonalities regarding perception as it is in possible distinctives. The participants
represented twenty-two nationahties and fourteen different Christian denominations.
including two with primarily Buddhist backgrounds and one with no religious influence.
One of the interesting discoveries through these interviews w as the similarit} of
religious background for the majority of participants despite the di\ ersit\ of
denominations and nationalities. APC seems to attract far more people from traditional
denominational backgrounds, even among the people coming from the Global South
where Pentecostal churches are now representing the majority of Christians. Most of the
participants from African nations and from India and Asia are coming from churches
established along colonial lines. In Tanzania, for example, the colonial powers favored
the Lutheran Church, while in Kenya and India, the Anglican Church accompanied
colonialism. The description of religious instruction and practice among participants from
the global north and from the global south seemed very similar when they had received
religious instruction and practice within traditional Christian denominations. People often
speak of globalization today that is driven by Western capitalism, but from this sample
the legacy of an earlier globalization in the form colonialism and denominational identity
is still evident as a lasting influence on the church.
A Pattern of Faith Development
The religious background of the thirty participants can be divided into four
categories. Table 4.3 offers some categories I think help to identify a signiflcant pattern
of faith development that was followed by fifteen (50 percent) of the total participants.
Those fifteen participants represent 75 percent of all those within the categ(U\ ot a
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Christian background from a traditional denomination, including both Roman Catholic
and Protestant churches.
Twenty out of the thirty participants came from a strong traditional
denominational practice. In other words, these participants all experienced similar
patterns of church attendance, religious instmction (often in the public school as well as
in church), and influence from church ministries such as youth groups and the Christian
Union. Among the twenty participants in this category, fifteen describe a pattern of
religious instruction followed by a movement away from faith or faith rejection and then
a return to faith. The degree of rejection is, of course, different for each participant as is
the degree of faith's return. In fact, two participants are in a process of returning to
embrace faith, but by their own words have not yet come to faith. Only three participants.
therefore, came from a traditional denominational background that did not describe a
rejection of faith prior to reclaiming it again. That rejection may not have been an
absolute denial of faith, but it was at least an extended period of no worship attendance or
church involvement. Interestingly, of the four participants coming from a strong Christian
background but from nontraditional churches such as Pentecostal and independent
evangelical churches, none of the participants described this movement away from faith
before embracing it again. Those coming from a background of nominal traditional
practice really had no faith foundation first to reject, so the pattern cannot apply
to them.
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Table 4.3. Faith Development (N=30)
Category n
Pattern of Faith
Rejection/Return
Strong traditional
denominational practice
Nominal traditional practice
Nontraditional Christian practice
Non-Christian practice
20
-)
4
4
15
Not applicable
0
1
While one might think that the participants coming from backgrounds w ith non-
Christian practice would also have no foundation. Hua-25's story disclosed an exposure
to Christian instruction similar to the traditional denominational practice even though her
family was Buddhist. In her case, she rejected a Christian faith she
had learned about in a
missionary-operated school. Her parents sent her to this school for the Westem style
of
education, but they did not attend Christian worship or encourage Christian faith.
She had
knowledge of Christian beliefs equivalem to those who had been
catechized in traditional
denominational backgrounds, but Christianity was clearly limited to abstract
Western
theological ideas.
Lily-1 1 described the rejection/acceptance pattern of
her spiritual development as
a process of recognition that God and the church are
not the same. Her experience of the
church had disillusioned her about the veracity of faith, but separating
the two was the
beginning of restoring her faith: "I realized that
the church and God are not exacth the
same. That's when 1 stopped being angry at God. partly." Her rejection
had never been
absolute. Reflecting further, she stated that she had never really
abandoned God:
During that time, I was also aware somewhere
in the back of ms mind that
God was still there. I was aware of that very ^^^^^^^^^^^
other grandfather [who] bred and trained
race horses for a part.cular
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ofWelsh racing and he used to talk about and show us that in the
beginning you allowed these horses on a very Ions reign so that thev
basically felt that they have freedom, but if you think thev need to be
brought back, you can pull them back. 1 had this impression that I u as
being allowed on a very long reign, but that 1 was never let go.
Several participants described their own faith journeys in varying degrees of rejection.
and some are still journeying back toward faith. Dietmar- 19 moved more strong!) aw ay
from faith, rejecting God on intellectual grounds, but he feels more inclined to belie\ e or
at least understand those who believe. He mentions the transformation that has happened
in his own family as a resuh of his wife's rediscov ery of faith, and he finds the changes to
be very good. Nevertheless, intellectual barriers persist for him and prevent him from
embracing the personal God of Christian faith. God remains remote or abstract in his
thinking: "This is also why 1 won't go to services usually, and I'm not inclined to praying
or singing hymns or this whole worship service. Yeah, worshipping, so 1 still don t have
this personal relationship with God, you know." Most of the participants' rejection is less
extreme than Dietmar- 19's, but the majority follows this pattern.
What seems apparent through the interviews is that traditional denominational
influences, through their patterns of religious instruction and the similarity of patterns of
faith development, are more central to the participant" s Christian identity than the
outwardly perceived diversity of denominational emphases and national identity. A
Lutheran from Tanzania and an Anglican from the United Kingdom and a Roman
Catholic from the United States seem to have far more in common in regard to religious
practice and faith development than the doctrinal distinctives of those denominations
might suggest. The perceptions of God's voice or personal address could not be
distinguished along denominational lines. Cultural diversity, how ever, does appear
to
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generate significant differences in the way some participants struggled u ith the intended
message during the preaching event.
Culturally Shaped Understanding
In reviewing the interview transcriptions, I fmd it very difficuh to identity how
the participants' diverse backgrounds are reflected in their perceptions of God speaking.
What is far more evident is how their diversity is reflected in the preferences the\
describe for the preaching event, hi other words, if the preaching event is to prov ide the
context in which they perceive God speaking through the intended message, then some
cuhural dynamics are clearly able to either hinder or help in that perception. For example,
Heather-21 from Northern Ireland identified humor as a critical component for effecin e
communicafion. She lamented that humor is so continual in her culture that it is often
difficult ever to be serious: "I come from a background where there is a lot of laughing
and banter and joking and sometimes if s irritating that you can't have a proper
conversation because everything is a joke." While she faults her culture in this regard, she
also appreciates humor as an important element in enabling effective communication. She
believed that the humor of the sermon was really important for her mother who was
visiting and whom she says is not a believer. She said that especially with her mother
present she appreciated the humor because it "made it very easy to listen to the v\ hole
thing." She was the only participant in the interviews to identify humor" s role in
communication.
In the interview following the third sermon, cultural barriers were apparent! \
disabling the intended communication for Sebastian-8 from l^ganda and Ruth-9 tmni
South Africa. Both participants struggled to make sense of the illustration I used ot
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walking through the cemetery on my way to church. I was speaking of the quiet stillncs.
in the cemetery as the reality of death in contrast to the noises of life that intrude ev en
there in the form of birds and groundskeepers. I used it to speak about one s hope for
resurrection and that Christians have an anticipatory faith, looking for the da> u hen death
is swallowed up in victory and the silence of the grave is overcome with the joyful
sounds of life. Sebastian-8 seemed to understand what I was saying, but his lengthy
discussion of this aspect of the sermon indicated a stmggle that 1 w ould not ha\ e
anticipated as the preacher:
I don't know if you know about this, but in many cultures because the\
believe that spot where the bones are for them it's different, somebody is
ahve there. So for me as you spoke, 1 just felt reminded that the grax e was
defeated and as long as I'm with Christ and not waiver then 1 am home.
As he spoke, he seemed able to grasp the meaning of my intended message, but he found
himself preoccupied with thoughts arising from a radically different cultural perspective.
Ruth-9 from South Africa also seemed unable to follow the illustration luUy because of a
similar cultural concern. She took a note about what 1 was saying and wrote that if people
are not mature, they will think that the pastor is saying people can go to the cemetery to
visit the dead. Not really capturing the meaning of my illustration, she considered the
word quietness to be the central focus: "But I picked that quietness. We need to know
that even Jesus left to be alone, but now when you are putting here in the graveyard part.
maybe because there it is really, really quiet." She makes an interesting statement b\
saying she "picked" a word out of what I was saying and wrapped a different meaning or
purpose around that word than the one 1 was attempting to give it at that moment. The
reason for this listening method or strategy seems to be in response to the culturalh
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shaped perceptions of what happens in a cemetery, which inhibited the hearing of m)
intended message.
Another example of how cultural formation may inhibit the communication arose
in the interview with Isaac- 12, a younger man from Kenya, hi the sermon for this
interview, I had used an illustration of Lewis' well-known Asian character in the The
Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe. For this participant, the illustration did not enable
understanding:
Sometimes I find your illustrations a bit hard to understand. The\ don't
connect with the way we think. For example, when \ ou talked about the
hon, Asian, in the Chronicles ofNamia, it's \ ery hard to reconcile a story
like that with the Bible, h s not a bad thing, but coming from Kens a, that
is just not the way we tend to think� it looks like it's out of context.
In modern Western Christianity, the name of Lew is' lion almost needs no introduction.
and when it is explained, the illustrative power of the comparison between Asian and
Christ seems nearly self-evident. 1 was amazed that the illustration failed for a young man
with a Christian background and coming from a country where lions are actually a native
species. Perhaps the man's familiarity w ith real lions creates strong associations that
prevented my intended usage.
While a few of the interviews revealed how culturally shaped ideas or
expectations can inhibit the reception of certain elements of the intended message ot
individual sermons, the primary observation I would note regarding how APC's di versus
is reflected in the way people experience or sense God's voice in the preaching e\ent is
that the diversity seems to have a minimal effect. 1 do not intend to minimi/e the
diversity of APC in itself hnportant differences like ethnicity and language still
create a
host of distinguishing characteristics among the population of APC. However, many
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mitigating factors are at work softening the differences that one might suppose to exist
among so many nationalities. Among these mitigating factors. 1 would highlight: the
extensive international living experience of most of the participants, the high levels of
education obtained primarily in Westem universities, the effects of traditional
denominational catechesis in both the Global North and the Global South, and, related to
the education and international exposure, is the general level of affluence of those comina
from less developed nations. The expatriates from some of the less dev eloped countries
represented in this study may have more in common with the average level of affluence
and lifestyle found in most developed nations than they do with their average compatriot.
With the exceptions that I have already noted based on cultural formation, the wa\ s in
which participants reported perceptions of God speaking in the preaching ev ent appear
not to be significanfly distinguishable based upon the various lines of diversity.
Research Question #3
How do the participants' perceptions of God speaking to them through the sermon
or the received message most relevant to the participants align with the preacher's
intended message? This question explored how participants understood the received
message, whether or not they perceived God speaking through the message, but primarily
to discover in those cases where a participant does claim that God personally spoke
through the message, how those instances ahgned with the intended message of the
preacher. Secondarily, the question explored how the message participants received
aligned with the preacher's intended message in those cases where the participant did not
sense that God was specifically addressing him or her.
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Discerning God's Voice
Many of the participants expressed the difficulty of discerning between God s
voice and their own thoughts. Otto- 15 finds a strong emotional connection when God is
speaking: "In several cases if s not so easy to [divine] if this is God speaking or is this my
own thinking.... When I said that I was emotionally touched, then I know that God was
speaking to me." Even when he does not feel emotionally touched by a particular
message, he says that hearing sermons regularly "creates a frame"" w ithin w hich he will
hear God speaking:
To be under God's word at least once per week in the Sunday service and
to be together in a Christian church. This is the frame where I will li\c and
I know that when 1 am in this frame then God will speak to me. Not every
Sunday in that direct way, but when I need it or he thinks I need it
especially then 1 am� I know he will talk to me and touch me.
This statement was already quoted previously, but I find the insight worthy of the
repetition. Essentially, the regular practice of attending and listening to the proclamation
of the gospel is part of a slow process of spiritual development wherein the disciple is
formed so that he or she is mature enough and sensitive enough to hear and discern God's
voice. The same insight was suggested by several participants who referred to the regular
practice of hearing a sermon as receiving a meal. The details may not be remembered
long after, but the person receives a spiritual food that nourishes them toward spiritual
health and development as they consistently partake.
Victor-20 grew up in an atheistic environment behind the iron curtain
in the
former Czechoslovakia, but when he was able later to attend church, he found the
preaching offered a "spiritual food" that he needed:
Actually what I liked was the sermon always. It was something
which
gave me some spiritual food, h was in a time when 1 was tiguring
cnit what
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Tat�" ' ^^^^ sp�-,tual way
Heather-21 makes a similar observation about preaching: "Defmiteh . preaching is
something like food. You don't necessarily remember exactly what you've eaten, but you
need to eat every day." For many participants, the regular practice or discipline of
listening to a sermon gives the essential nutrients necessary to discern God's \ oice and to
grow into mature disciples of Jesus Christ.
Another well-articulated expression of this more generalized sense of hearina
God's voice is found in the interview with Orson-7. hi his experience, God is speakine
most of the time in the preaching event, which he extends to a longer process of diizesiiniz
the message through quiet reflection and reading. He finds God speaking not in terms of
specific directions about what to do but in terms of the formation of the disciple's life, so
that he or she lives a life reflecting the life of Christ:
I never experienced a voice from heaven, or a little note from heaven.
What I do see in the course of the years is God taking care of me. 1 make
choices and sometimes I make the wrong choice, but at every juncture you
try to make the right choice.
Orson's words go on to speak of God faithfulness throughout life regardless of the
choices he has made. This generalized spiritual formation does not mean that he does not
sense God speaking personally and directly through a specific sermon, but it does mean
that he has not sensed God speaking in a way that gives him exact commands about life's
situations. He provides rich illustrafions of what he means by the formation that comes
through hearing God's voice in "less concrete and more general" ways.
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Lily-1 1 also contributed particularly focused insight on the question of discernin-
God's voice. In contrast to tbe last interview, this participant does sense God speakins in
ways that may call for specific concrete decisions:
I'm sure that God is talking to us all the time, but it s the listening and
knowing whether it's his voice or your voice or something else is the
difficulty, which is why if I have a strong feeling 1 wait to get
confirmation from somewhere or to ha\ e it sometimes 1 mean 1 do ha\ e a
very strong feeling that I have to do something now like write a short note
or make a phone call or something, and I'm sure that comes from God.
also. But mostly I think I need to check up because if s one thing to ha\ e
this wonderful thought. . . .
She goes on from this point to describe a situation where she thought that God w as
speaking to her and calling her to study counseling so that she could work in that Held.
Circumstances, however, prevented her from actually completing the studies, as she
needed to care for her father-in-law who was suffering from cancer. She didn't receive
the academic training that she thought she ought to do, hut she received the practical
experience of caring for a cancer patient. She concluded that the idea she believed u as
coming from God was indeed right, but the time was not right, and she needed the added
level of confirmation that came with the experience.
William- 18 discerns God's voice particularly when he thinks that the preaching
moves him toward love and action for his fellow humanity:
So this has happened to me many times when the preacher is speaking
and
it has touched me that 1 have not been doing enough to help my lellow
human beings whether they are ChrisUan or not, people
in need. So that is
where I have been touched.
In this case, the participam has sensed God particularly moving him
toward compassion
and service toward other people. Roger-4 made a similar obserx
ation. claiming that God
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does not need to speak specifically about certain situations, but he has come to
understand and to know that God wants him to respond to people in need:
We've come to the conclusion that God doesn't need to tell us that. I
mean, much has been given to us and we have a lot to gi\e. You know, we
haven't done enough yet, and if s not that we think we ha\e to do it to earn
our salvation; h's just we have to care enough for those around us
The context of this citation is the personal story of how he and his wife cared for a famih
who had just left their home in preparation to move to the US. and then before moving
the husband was diagnosed with an aggressive cancer. They had no place to li\ e. and this
participant and his wife gave them housing for several months and cared for them in
innumerable ways. Their own life experience and faith had brought them through the
challenges of a severely handicapped daughter who died at about the age of 20. Through
this experience, they developed a sense of God's desire to care for other hurting people.
and they do not need to sense a word from God directly before they act with compassion.
In other words, discerning God's voice has happened on a larger scale, guiding their
actions in more specific circumstances.
One participant stated her discernment of God's voice in remarkably strong
language. Denise- 17 expressed in her interview that she believed strongly that God had
revealed things directly to her. She mentions specifically that God revealed to her
dirccih
through the Holy Spirit that Jesus is the Son of God and also that God knows
e\ cr> thing
that she does and that she is accountable to God. Her sense of these revelations
she said
was "100% revealed": "Yes, it was an inward conviction, li was like \
ou know it in \our
knower. No one can take it away from you. You know it." She
thinks that the Holy Spirit
understands how to speak uniquely to each person in the way
that God knows that person
will be able to hear. She believes without any hesitation that a person ma)
hear God s
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voice through the preaching event in a way that is completely unintended b\ the preacher:
�'Yes, it might not be with whatever you are actually preaching, but it might be something
else that he brings to the front really." This sentiment may not ha\ e been expressed so
clearly by other participants, but many of the following shared experiences by se\ eral
participants could be presented as examples of this idea.
Received Message
Communication of any kind is a complicated process. The intended message and
the received message often do not match, even when the communication is as apparently
simple as a conversation between a husband and wife. Misunderstanding the meaning of
someone's intended message in marriage can result in arguments or anger that can
damage a relationship. Intercultural communication is even more complex. 1 remember
participating in cross-cultural training when 1 w as first preparing to serve in Latin
America. Dr. Darrell Whiteman, an anthropologist, w as presenting information about the
complexity of intercultural communication, and I thought the act of communication
seemed nearly miraculous, considering the many hurdles that needed to be overcome. 1
have not delved specifically into communication theories and the complexities of oral
communication in this study because those topics could easily dominate the literature
review and the analysis of the interviews. 1 focused on the perception of God's \ oice in
the preaching event, but in this section I do observe, in a rather subjective way,
how well
people seemed to receive the intended message of the sermon. Table
4.4 pro\ ides a brief
description of that intended message for each of the ten sermons.
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Table 4.4. Overview of the Project's Ten Sermons
Sermon Text and Title Summary of Intended Message
10
Psalm 27
Fear trembles and
fades away
Psalm 29
Crown him with
many crowns
Psalm 30
Morning joy and a
night of dancing.
Psalm 33
A God like no other
Psalm 139
God knows you by
name
Psalm 28
Can you pray like
David.'
Psalm 32
The good confession
Psalm 140
When justice comes
Psalm 24
Open wide the doors
Hebrews 3:7-11
Antidotes to
apostasy (Hays)
Perceiving the beauty of the Lord through the created world is seemg
what is ultimate reality, and this vision establishes faith, causing the
fears of danger, evil, and death to fade awa\ .
All of creation is constantly giving praise to God (a cosmologicai
constant), and God has endowed people uniquely to choose whether
or not to join in that jubilant praise.
Hope and faith in Jesus Christ sees beyond the silence of the gra\e
and delights in the secret and anticipation of resurrection life.
While an honest self-assessment would seem to disqualify humanit\
from responding to the call of praise in this psalm, and while God
knows their inner selves more than they know themsehes. the\ are
nevertheless, free to praise the Lord because Jesus is our
righteousness.
God s absolute and comprehensi\e knowledge of one's inner life is
not to be feared; it is to be in\ ited further because it is not the
impersonal surveillance of a Big Brother like government; it is the
personal knowledge of the One who not only sees but makes all things
new.
This psalm in\ ites and shows people hov\ to come to God m complete
honesty, lea\ ing all pretenses behind and exposing both their
desperate need and even their perplexed disappointment.
Confession is not a matter of informing God but an invitation for
God's transforming power, and it sets people free from their own
inner torment, opening the way to forgiveness and joy.
Individuals must commit themselves to God's justice and not take a
vigilante and vengeful justice into their own hands. God's justice will
move them into compassion and action for the poor.
Just as the psalm calls the people of Israel to open the gates of the citv
wider than was architecturally possible, people must open wide their
creaturely hearts for the coming of the Transcendent God, who is
great enough to enter the smallness of each human heart.
Christians can slide into apostasy through life's trials, complacencv m
abundance and through attrition of many little things, but by
remembering God s goodness, joining God's communit> . and
choosing faithfulness, they can keep the faith.
After analyzing the interviews, I have classified three broad categories
for how
well participants' responses indicated that they received the intended message
of each
In addition to these categories, two participants (7 percent) who were unable
to
sermon.
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articulate any received message from the sermon the> heard either because the\ were
unusually distracted on that Sunday or because they were unable to recall the sermon a
couple of days later. I have labeled the three categories as strong alignment, moderate
alignment, and weak alignment. Strong alignment indicates that the participant articulated
an understanding of the sermon" s message that the preacher recognized as his ow n
intention. The ability to articulate this intention does not preclude the possibilit\ that the
participant perceived God speaking beyond that intended message. Sixteen participants
(53 percent) clearly received the intended message. Of those who received the intended
message, eleven sensed that God was speaking in some direct manner through the
preaching event. Moderate alignment indicates that participants articulated some
elements of the preacher's intended message but that the main thrust of w hat they
received was only a contributing idea or story in the sermon rather than the main point.
Seven total participants (23 percent) fall in this category. Weak alignment indicates that
the message received by the participant could only be peripherally related to the intended
message through a phrase or word used in the sermon. This category has five total
participants or 17 percent. Table 4.6 includes only the twenty-eight interviews in which
the participants were able to articulate a received message. Sue-5 and Isaac- 1 2 cannot be
categorized in this table since they were unable to articulate a received message trom the
sermon.
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Table 4.5. Reception of Received Message by Interview Number
Message Strong Alignment Moderate Alignment Weak Alignment
Sensed a direct message
from God through the
received message
Sensed no direct message
from God through the
received message
3.7, 11.18,21,22,
23, 26, 28. 29
2. 4. 8. 13 6. 10. 27
14. 15. 16, 19, 25 17. 24. 30 9. 20
Li all three of these categories participams reported receiving personal and direct
messages from God through the preaching event. Some participants articulated a recei\ ed
message with strong alignment to the intended message of the sermon but did not sense
that God was speaking to them in that particular message. Some of those who articulated
a received message with strong alignment to the preacher's intended message also sensed
that God was personally saying something more than the intended message. Several of
the participants in the moderate category sensed a personal message from God that
centered on an idea or even just a word in the sermon, which was developed in surprising
directions. Some participants who articulated a weak alignment to the intended message,
nevertheless, reported a strong sense of God's personal word directed to them
specifically.
Only slightly more than half of the participants received the intended message
with a strong alignment to the preacher's intention. 1 would contend that despite
the lex el
of reception of the intended message, these sermons were generally finding
their mark. 1
know the experience of feeling that a sermon simply was not reaching
the congregation,
but with these ten sermons, I had a strong sense of connection and response.
As a
preaching series, 1 thought that the task of proclamation had been done
well. Of course. 1
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believed that some had been better than others, but 1 did not think that an\ of the sermons
had been particularly poor. I do not intend any negati\ e connotation to the categories in
Table 4.5. People who do not claim to hear God speaking may have listened intentl) and
still found value in the message. These categories do not rank the participants in any u ay
1 only intend to show that when people hear God address them, they percei\ e his address
both in ways that align with the intended message and in ways that do not.
Categorizing the participants into such clearly defined groups is probably
simplistic. The degree to which participants expressed hearing God's direct and personal
word is not easily divisible into such clear-cut boundaries. The responses can be
understood as a continuum in which some participants express with great clarity that God
was speaking personally in the sermon and others seem to suggest it in more muted
terms. For those who did not sense God speaking in the preaching event for which they
were interviewed, the alignment of the received message simply refers to how closely
that received message corresponded to the preacher's intended message.
God Speaks with the Preacher
Ten of the participants (33 percent) who articulated a received message with
strong alignment to the intended message indicated that they sensed God speaking
personally in the message. These participants had clearly been attentive to the oral
proclamation and were able to recall with significant detail what I intended to
communicate. Some of these participants sensed that precisely my intended message was
God's own message to them on that day. In the first and third inters lews, for example,
which both followed the first sermon, each participant expressed a strong sense of God's
personal word, helping them overcome fear and trust God's goodness�to see God in the
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beauty of this world. The idea of beauty reflecting God's own beauty and, therefore.
evidencing what is ultimately real was strongly emphasized in the sermon (see Table
4.4). Other participants who received the message with strong alignment to the preacher's
intention also sensed God communicating beyond the precise message as that messaize
entered the milieu of their own life circumstances.
Lily-1 1 presents two compelling examples from the fourth sermon (see Table 4.4)
of sensing God speaking both conjointly through the intended message and going beyond
that intended message to highly personalized applications. The first example was sensing
God's application of the message directly to herself even though she was very familiar
with the ideas and already understood the theology of redemption:
After a while I think what God was saying to me was. "ILilyf you tell
other people all the things that John was talking about, but I'm telling you
that this applies to you. 1 love you and 1 look al you. 1 don't look at you
like,... "[Y]es, 1 know you do all these things, but just get up. It's okay
and start again." I think that's something he was telling me very strongly
because I do tell other people all these things, h's just that 1 need to be
reminded that it applies to me as well. That's one thing 1 felt very strongly.
Lily-1 1 could have preached the intended message, and yet she sensed God speaking
directly and personally to her in these words. She also sensed God speaking through part
of the sermon, which contributed to the overall theme of redemption in which 1 w as
proclaiming that God's unfailing love means that he never lets his children go. This sense
came both through the words of the sermon and an affirmation of faith recited lollou mg
the sermon. The message to her was not to worry about a family member w ho had been
cutting himself off from the family but to trust that even if this young man cuts himself
off, God never lets go:
And it was like, "[Lily], you're giving these messages to other people and
this is what I'm telling you! h doesn't make any difterence it he lets go.
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I'm not going to let go. I will do things in my own time, so keep quiet."
Those were two very strong messages.
In both examples ofGod's personal address to her through this sermon, the content of the
received message was fully aligned with the intended message, but it came u ith a sense
of God's personal word to her, applying it to herself and to another person in the famil\
Heather-21 also expressed that God speaks frequently through preaching, and she
seems to suggest that hearing the Scripture read and listening to an expository sermon is a
means for God to speak: "h's hard to explain how much 1 appreciate listening to a
sermon really. Even having someone read the text and explain it is just so powerful to
me." In response to the seventh sermon of the series (see Table 4.4, p. 128), she
articulated a clear sense of the intended message and thought it was a particularh
"special" message for her mother who was visiting. She just hoped that her mother, who
she said was not a Christian, also really heard the message. The hearing to which she was
referring was not simply the understanding of the message but hearing God through the
message.
The interview with Hansel-22 presents another interesting example of someone
who clearly received the intended message and could articulate it substantially. He
understood that in the eighth sermon I was speaking primarily about tmsting in God s
justice and breaking free of the natural tendency toward vengeance (see Table 4.4. p.
128), but the place in the sermon where he really sensed God speaking more personalis to
him was on a contributing observation I made about the psalm. 1 was suggesting that the
term Selah in the psalm probably represented a rest in the reading to meditate. The psalm
is one that recounts great injustice, and perhaps the psalmist was bringing these
complaints to God with such passion that he built pauses into the psalm to slou dow n and
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open himself to God's response. This idea became more central to the participant as a
word from God. The idea of Selah suggesting "calm down" or -slou down" made a
strong connection for his own life in the corporate world.
Orson-7 was interviewed on Easter Sunday after both an early sunrise sei\ ice and
then the sermon on Psalm 30 (see Table 4.4. p. 128). He believed strongly that God had
spoken to him that morning, and although he expressed that God w as alw a\ s speaking on
Easter and he clearly received the intended message of that sermon, the moment v\ hen he
felt most directly addressed by God was in the sunrise ser\ ice on the bank of the Rhine
River. There 1 was speaking about the resurrection and how Jesus instructed the w omen
to go and tell the disciples and "especially Peter'" the new s (reference). This w ord from
Jesus he sensed as a personal message, "touching his heart," because he truly thought
himself to be like Peter. The words particularly struck him and became a personal w ord
to him.
As a final example of a participant sensing God's personal voice in a way that
was strongly aligned with the intended message, I would highlight the interview with
Judith-26 who responded to the sermon on Psalm 24 in which 1 had challenged the
congregation to "open wide their hearts" because the Transcendent God is great enough
to enter even into the smallness of the human heart (see Table 4.4, p. 1 28). This message
spoke powerfully to her she claimed:
What I heard God saying to me quite clearly again and again (he's done it
so many times, probably because I'm a slow learner and he w ill probably
do it again until the end ofmy days) is that it is okay: 'You need to make
open your heart wide and then 1 am going to take it from there. Then >ou
are able to tag along, if you let me, you will be able to tag along-^wen
you!" So, and that is such a relief And I always hear him sa>. "1 am not
impatient. 1 gave you the one thrillionth chance." From w hat you wanted
to bring across, 1 think this was one of the main points. Also, that there
is
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such a God who is so unbelievably great that he made this universe, and
we haven't the first chance of imagining how great he really is. And he not
only came as a human person like you and me in man\ \\ a\ s to this earth.
and 1 love this little phrase, he can enter something so small as the human
heart, not only tiny physically, but we can be so very small, small, small
people. And 1 believe that was one of your main points. 1 hope so. That is
what I heard you say.
Judith-26 expresses the intended ideas of the sermon in a way that became a tmh
personal invitation from God directly to her. The sense of God's personal address goes
beyond the exact message I preached as she sensed that God was patienth' offering for
the "thrillionth"^ time his ability to enter her heart and "take o\ er from there.
'
The
personal nature of the invitation from God was for her also indistinguishable from what
she believed to be my intention. 1 would agree that what she heard from God \\ as fulh
aligned with what I intended to say. but the experience she relates is one of God's
dynamic presence speaking conjointly with the human words, appropriating them to form
his own invitation.
The interviews revealed other examples of people who sensed God speaking
through the intended message of the preacher. The examples given here are
demonstrative of the way participants seem to experience God's presence accompanying
and applying the message in a personalized form so that it is received not onh as a
word
from the preacher, but as a word from God. That experience is not limited
to those who
clearly received the preacher's intended message.
God Speaks His Own Message
Participants who expressed a received message from the
sermon, which was either
only moderately representing the intended message or even weakly
related to the
^ She may here have meant -Hnliionth,- but I beheve
she expressed .1 prec.seK this was m o.der lo
emphasize that it was beyond counting.
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intended message through only a word or phrase sometimes feh a strong sense that God
was speaking to them through the preaching event. 1 do not mean to imply that these
participants did not hear the sermon well. Had 1 asked more directl> for participants to
summarize what I was intending to say in the sermon, they may ha\ e been able to
recapitulate my message in much greater detail. The interview question asked participants
to relate the most significant message they heard in the sermon, w hich is quite different
from simply asking for a summary.
Derrick-6 left me with the impression that he probabh could ha\ e summarized
my sermon, but the message he said that he received is one that I classified as having
weak alignment with the intended message. The sermon in this case was inviting the
congregation to join in the "cosmologicai constant of praise" as creatures uniquelv
entrusted with the freedom to join that praise or not (see Table 4.4. p. 1 2S). 1 described
the loud praise of all creation as the psalm speaks of the thunderous voice of the Lord
envisioned in a powerful storm. The congregation successfully created a thunderous
praise in responsively reading with louder and louder voices the verses of the psalm.
Derrick-6 sensed that God was challenging him in this sermon not with the
intended message of recognizing that all creation is engaged in the loud worship of God
and that he is invited to make his own praise as a free offering to God but with a
somewhat different question:
Suddenly it popped up in my mind, "Oh my gosh, we're going to be
waking up the neighbors, h's a Sunday, if s Germany and when that
popped up, the whole notion of how do I live my Christian life'^ How open
do I speak it to public people, not to people within church because I'm
confident enough to shout that out here'^ Am I confident enough to simply
whisper that in public?"
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He sensed God asking him if he was wilhng to profess his Christian faith pubhcall> . This
response stmck me because of the way he related receiving this message. As the
congregation was preparing to praise God with a loud and unified voice in the respons.Ne
reading, his thoughts shifted to a question about how the people in the surrounding
neighborhood might react. I might not have found this thought surprising from a German
participant because the German cuhure has a deep commitment to keeping Sunda> quiet.
No one is allowed to mow his or her lawn on Sunday. Church bells are allowed to riniz
only after 7:00 a.m. and before 9:00 p.m. The laws for maintaining quiet are quite
extensive. This man was from Kenya, but his international experience had created
sensitivity to the German insistence on quiet. APC is not situated so closely to the
neighbors that I ever imagined this exercise to pose a problem of noise. For him, this
concern over the volume of reading the Scripture became the point of personal challenge
from God to be unashamed of his faith.
In a similar way, Sebastian-8. as 1 mentioned earlier, struggled with the intended
message of the sermon at least in part due to a cultural issue about places of burial. In his
Ugandan context, the cemetery is the place where people go to meet with the dead and
where various rituals are conducted to converse with those who have died. 1 had been
using the cemetery as an illustration of what Psalm 30 calls the "silence of the grave" (see
Table 4.4, p. 128). While Germany is a quiet place, of all locales in Germany, the
cemetery is the quietest. They are also beautiful spaces, full of colorful flowers and trees.
I walk through one all the time between my home and the church, and 1 thought it would
illustrate both the silence of the grave and the anticipation of life through its beauts
Sebastian-8 struggled with this illustration and yet it became the point at which he sensed
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God's voice in a way that I thought was moderately related to the intended message. He
believed that God was telling him not to "fear losing this life." He described at length
some of the activities in a cemetery from his home w here people w ould seek the blessing
of departed family members through rituals and the grave w as essentially a place of tear
and superstition. The primary message he heard God speaking w as one of peace about
death: "So yeah, God is speaking on a day like today and this really strengthened m\
faith." He expresses a strong sense of God's speaking personally a w ord that had some
relation to the intended message but was directed more specifically to his ow n cultural
context.
Rose- 10 expressed a strong sense of God's personal message in the fouiih sermon
(see Table 4.4, p. 128). The message she received as God s word was obviously related
to
Psalm 33 and the sermon, but she seemed completeh unaware of my own primary
intention in this sermon, which was to answer the question of how unrighteous or sinful
people can respond to the first line of this psalm, which seems
to disqualify everyone
from the beginning when it says, "Sing joyfully to the Lord, xou righteous' (emphasis
mine). When I asked her if she thought God had personally spoken to her through
the
sermon, she enthusiastically answered, "Yes, because normally 1 don't have
a good voice.
so yes." Her enthusiasm for God's address was striking
because she felt greatly
encouraged to lift up her joyful singing in worship, but she
did not seem to catch the
ambiguity that this narrative sermon was attempting to
resoh e (Lowry). The sermon w as
primarily emphasizing how unholy people can nevertheless respond
to the psalm'^ call to
praise because Jesus is our righteousness. Her sense
of God's message seemed to locus
on the freedom to worship when anyone has a poor singing
\oice:
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Normally I don't smg and sometimes 1 feel bad when thev are lookma for
more people to jom the choir. 1 always hide mvself in the'back Because I
don't have a good voice and 1 can't do it well. Today your sermon said
everyone has this kind of a talent. Quite encouraging, yes.
I was attempting to say that everyone can respond to the psalm and 'smg joyfully.*- but I
was not attempting to say that everyone has a talent for singing. Rose-10 ma\ simph
have misunderstood me. hi fact, in this case I would suspect a high probability for
misunderstanding because she is less fluent in English than man\' other participants, but
whether she misunderstood my intended message or not. she affirmed w ith enthusiasm
that she sensed God speaking through the message as she understood it. This example is
the one instance in all of the interviewing in w hich 1 suspected that the Haw thorne effect
might be an issue, especially because of her cultural background in China w here honor
and shame are so important. Rose-10 quite possibh related this sense of God's speaking
more as a way of helping the success of this project than as a genuine .sense of God's
voice. However, Rose may also have truly sensed God's dynamic presence and voice
encouraging her to worship him joyfully in song, regardless of my intended message.
Another interesting example of a participant strongly sensing God's message in a
way that does not align with my intended message is found in the interview w ith
Gustavo- 13. He was able to articulate what I was intending to communicate, stating it
clearly in response to some ofmy prompts, but the message he sensed God speaking w as
opposite of the message he understood that 1 was intending. The sermon was based on
Psalm 139 (see Table 4.4, p. 128), and 1 was specifically encouraging the congregation lo
see the difference between a fearful impersonal knowledge that a go\ eminent might have
about its people (using the example of the National Security Agency and
the controversy
over Edward Snowden) and the intimate personal knowledge that God has about ail
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individuals. Christians have no need to fear God's knowledge, and the psalm gnes
readers the words to invite God, who already knows all that can be known, to search them
even further and know them more completely.
In contrast to this freedom from fear, the participant sensed real unease about
God's watching and knowing so fully about his life. The message he sensed God
speaking was more of a warning that he could not hide, he had better be careful, and he
could be a much better Christian. Although he clearly understood my intended niessaiie.
he perceived God addressing some questionable behavior and had a sense of con\ iction. 1
have no reason to doubt that God may have been more interested in conviction of sin
through the preaching event for this participant than he w as in assurance that God s
searching knowledge is to be embraced without fear.
God the Silent Partner
Several of the participants had no sense that God was specifically addressing them
through the preaching event. Among this group were also some who received the
intended message with strong, moderate, or weak alignment to the intended message. The
fact that they did not sense God speaking specifically in the message prior to the
interview does not mean that these participants never sense God's personal address. The
interviews revealed a surprisingly high frequency for sensing God s voice in direct and
personal ways from the majority of participants. Some, such as Hank-30. claim
exceptionally high frequency:
h has happened so often that I don t want to get distracted during the
sermon because I may miss it. 1 would probably say that most sermons
have been directed toward me. At least one item has been just for me and
sometimes the whole sermon has been cut just for me in m\ current
circumstances.
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Despite this claim, his response about what he sensed God speaking through the
particular sermon for which he was interviewed seemed far less direct and personal and
more like a sununary moderately aligned to the preacher's intention.
Five participants received the intended message of the sermon the\ each heard
with strong alignment in my classification, but they responded negati\ el> about hearinsz
God specifically address them in that sermon. Dietmar-19 still considers himself agnostic
about his belief in God. He specifically does not believe in a personal God w ho w ould
communicate directly and individually. Andre- 14 found the sermon to present s^nne
interesting insights about Psalm 139 but did not believe that God was addressing him: "I
think at this stage that it was something more interesting about the Psalm. 1 don t think
that it spoke a lot to me." Otto- 15, responding to the same sermon, did not have the sense
of a direct message from God, but he did express a sense that God was speaking to him
from the sermon a week prior. He associates God s personal address as something that
"touches him emotionally." Pedro- 16, in contrast, did "feel touched" by the sermon he
heard, but he did not associate that experience with a personal message from God. In fact,
this participant expressed that although he longs to hear from God. he has never had that
experience. Interestingly, what he describes experiencing through the preaching event at
various times sounds similar to what other participants considered to be God's personal
address: "There was one church that had many pastors and there was only one u ho like
every time he spoke it was like right to me. It was really good. It's the same thing
here
with your sermons." The ways that people make sense of their own experience
can be
quite different. Some perceive that they are hearing God. while others
w ho describe very
similar experiences remain unaware of any direct word from God.
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God's Dynamic Presence
The major finding that emerges in response to research question #3 is that among
those who affirm having perceived God's voice through the preaching event. God ma>
speak in ways that fully align with the preacher's intended message, but God may also
speak his own illocutionary purpose through all or part of the preacher's locutions. The
preaching event is not limited to the locutionary event or the public proclamation. It is
often extended to include other aspects of the worship service such as the music or
affirmations of faith or periods of silence, h is also extended through the individual
practices of people who continue to read and reflect and pra\ about u hat the\' ha\ e heard.
Summary ofMajor Findings
The interviews conducted in this study ha\e produced a wide range (^f insights.
and from a pastoral perspective, they have provided a ttemendous opportunity to explore
the spiritual experience and development of congregants in an unprecedented manner
during my more than twenty years of ministry. While the interviews uncovered many
shared experiences worthy of more careful stud) , 1 hav e narrowed down the major
findings of this study to the following four points:
1 . Perceiving God's voice in the preaching event was a well-attested experience,
primarily taking place in conjunction with attentive listening practices.
2. Perceiving God's address most often was associated
w ith a sense of peace.
3. APC's diversity is mitigated by many factors so that conclusions
about how
diversity is reflected in the perception of God s voice could
not be established
4. The highly personalized perception of God's address
in the preaching event is
a strongly attested experience whether or not the
listener seems to have received the
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preacher's intended message. These perceptions of a personalized message from God can
be understood as the illocutionary acts God is accomplishing through the locutionar\ acts
of proclamation.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
Major Findings
The motivation for this project is primarily my personal awareness as a preacher
of my own finitude and the inadequacy of human words to speak of the infinite God. I
introduced the project in Chapter 1 with the story of standing before the majest\ of the
tiny portion of God's creation that was visible to me at 16,000 feet in the Andes
Mountains of Bohvia. The spectacular beauty of both the mountains below and the Milk\
Way above seemed immensely vast and wonderful, and yet that portion of the uni\ erse
visible to me that night is only the tiniest fraction of a universe that extends to
incomprehensible dimensions. The transcendence of God in the face of such glory and
immensity begs for the preacher to consider how he or she can dare to presume to speak
for God.
1 have explored the theme of how people perceive God s voice in the preaching
event. The findings discussed in the previous chapter lead now to this concluding
discussion of four major observations. The first finding is the attentive role of the person
listening to the sermon in order to hear and discern God s voice. The second w as the
strongly attested sense of peace that people associated with God's presence and voice.
The third was seeing APC's diversity mitigated to a great extent by strong unifymg
factors. Lastly, I will discuss the nofion of God's illocutionary acts in the preaching
event, which may or may not align with the human intention in the oral picKlamation.
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Attentively Listening for God's Voice
Hearing God's voice in the preaching event is facilitated through attentive
listening practices and discernment. One of the most encouraging aspects of the
interviews was to hear from so many participants how they acti\ ely seek to engage
themselves in listening and reflecting on the Sunday sermon. Preaching often carries a
negative connotation, as in the phrase, "don't preach to me!
"
A preacher ma> so easily
illicit a laugh about the length or burden of listening to a sermon that 1 suspect most
preachers are suspicious about how many people really care to listen. Therefore. 1 was
pleasantly surprised to hear about how many different v\ ays people exert effort to prepare
for and reflect on and to continue to digest the message they hear on Sunday (see Figure
4.1, p. 107).
The reason for this significant finding seems to me to be the genuine sen.se of
expectation, which most of the participants shared in var\ ing de srees, that God himself
may indeed speak personally to them through the preaching event. According to ninety
percent of the participants, God has spoken to them through preaching, and many of them
affirmed that such an event was not an unusual or infrequent experience. Some thought
that God was speaking all the fime, so that the listener needed to discern carefully what
God was saying. SebasUan-8 went so far as to suggest that even when he believed a
preacher was proclaiming false doctrines (e.g., the prosperity gospel) that a discerning
listener may hear what God would want to say.
The strong attestation by participants as they commonly affirmed hearing directl\
and personally from God through the preaching e\ ent supports Baillie's claim that the
human being has knowledge of God, not primarily as an inference coming from the
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propositions about God (e.g.. such as those a preacher might make in his or her sermon)
but by means of an encounter with the living presence of God (Our Knowledge 126).
Likewise, von Balthasar" s insistence that humans are 'designed for dialogue"" with God
{Prayer 22) is reaffirmed by the experiences related in these inten iew s. Onh three
participants did not think that they had really experienced God speaking at some time in
their lives. Pedro- 16 was one of these, yet he longed to have that experience. From what
he described of his own experience, he may have expectations of what God"s address
would be like that prevents him from actually recognizing God"s voice. W hat he
describes as a message that seems to be "right to him"" is the same kind of experience that
other participants interpreted as God speaking through the message. With 90 percent of
the participants affirming that God has spoken to them and many of them affirming that
God is speaking all or most of the time, 1 would suggest that the vast majority of these
participants would agree with Swinburne (276) and Alston (Perceiving God 1 19) in
regard to the basic trustworthiness of religious perceptual experiences.
The contribution this finding adds to the discussion of the perception of God's
voice is the commonly reported experience that when a person actix ely engages in a
variety of attentive listening practices he or she is far more likely to hear God speaking.
Those attentive practices underline von Balthasar" s word "dialogue" (Prayer 22). God s
speaking is not a one-sided form of communication; rather, the human person has a
significant role to play in the reception and discernment of God's message. This idea also
finds strong support in the literature. Everyone from Brother Lawrence to Lewis. Willard,
Jones, and Taylor agree that perceiving God"s voice requires the practice of attentive
listening. Taylor suggests that hearing God's voice through preaching is not simply a
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matter of sending people home with one more great idea or with the newest ad\'ice for
spiritual growth but to model for them and to equip them to w restle w ith the Scripture
themselves and to listen to God speaking through his u ord. 1 was pleased to discox er that
so many in the congregation seem to be almost intuiti\ ely aw are of this need and are
actively engaged in practices that enable them to discern God's voice.
The whole of Scripture provides a biblical framework for recognizing that God is
a communicating and interpersonal God. To say that Scripture is the w ord of God is to
say that God has or somehow currently speaks through Scripture. 1 ha\ e explored the
nature of Scripture as a mode of God's speaking conjointly w ith the human authors and
the condescension required for the God who transcends the w hole created order to speak
within the finite conceptual frameworks of human language. The Word of God through
Scripture must accommodate to human understanding and human contextual situations.
Discerning what God says through Scripture must take these contextual realities
seriously. These interviews suggest that God is still speaking a message contextually
appropriate and accommodated to the lives of those who are listening.
The importance of this finding for the ongoing work of ministry is the cruciality
of understanding the preaching event as a truly dynamic interchange involving God, the
preacher, and the individual persons who hear a message from their own unique
contextual situations. Preaching is a complex and cooperative effort and not just the
delivery of ideas from one person to a monolithic group. The goal of preaching is not
identical with the goal of teaching. As a teacher, 1 want to convey ideas and pass on
content that a student can master and perhaps then apply in a concrete w ork environment
or eventually contribute to the growing body of knowledge in the subject. As a preacher.
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1 do have didactic goals in the delivery of a sermon, but the greater goal is to speak a
word that may become a divine word or a divine encounter in which those listening do
not merely receive a thoughtful message but are forced to wrestle with God himself. This
greater goal has come into sharp focus for me through this study. Preaching is a unique
means of speaking approachable human words through w hich God may break in to
encounter people with his own presence and word.
God's Presence and the Sense of Peace
A sense of peace resulting from hearing and perceiving God in the preaching
event was discussed by seventy percent of the participants in the study. They use some
different terms and phrases to express this idea, sometimes with direct words such as
"peace" or "comfort" and sometimes with expressions of an assurance that God is with
them or that they feel themselves to be God's children. The ideas of comfort, assurance,
and peace in God's presence were far more common than expressions of guilt or fear.
This resuh may reflect the nature of the sermons preached in the course of the project, but
much of the interview was related to their experience of God's voice throughout their
lives and a sense of peace was a predominant theme rather than unique to those sermons
in the series that might have had greater emphasis on the theme.
The sense of peace might be understood as the general message participants
associated with God's voice, assuring them of being accepted. Several participants could
not give a concrete example of what they thought God had spoken to them through a
particular preaching event, even though they affirmed the experience of hearing God's
voice. Instead, they described how regular attendance in worship created a framework in
which they understood God's love toward them. A large number of participants belie\ed
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strongly that God was speaking in ways that had had a formati\e influence in their lives
as spiritual food that nourished them.
The inner sense of peace was sometimes described as the assurance of knowing
that the person was a child of God. Whether the participants used that phrase or not. the
peace they described was surely of a similar nature. Wesley's well-known sermon on the
"Witness of the Spirit" describes the inner working of God's Spirit as a direct witness or
testimony to the human spirit that they are children of God (106). For Wesley, this inner
witness of God's Spirit is the privilege of those who have truly received the gospel of
Jesus Christ. The Holy Spirit witnesses or speaks inwardly into the heart of those who
have come to genuine faith in Jesus Christ, granting them a sense of assurance that they
are tmly accepted as children of God. The idea of receiving this assuring word directly
from God's Spirit seems similar to Barth' s notion of the word of God becoming
revelation. Barth clearly distinguishes between the text of Scripture and the event of
revelation. The Scripture text and the oral proclamation are not in themselves revelation,
but they can become God's direct revelation as an event in which the person hears God
through these means. The revelation that God communicates to the human person is not
any set of abstract ideas but God making himself known in reconciliation through Jesus
Christ, hi other words, the peace so strongly attested in the interviews and affirmed by
Wesley as the witness of the Spirit may be the same as Barth' s event of revelation. When
the gospel is proclaimed and God is truly making himself known through that
proclamation, the human voice of the preacher "rings" as Anna- 1 said so beautifully.
Hearing and believing the gospel does not focus on understanding or affirming a
particular theory of the atonement or any other formulation of doctrine; rather, they
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reveal the event of God's embracing love in the reconciliation poured out in Jesus Christ
through which individuals experience the inner assurance of peace with God.
Another observation 1 would make about this assurance in relation to the literature
review is that the sense of peace as a primary conmiunicative event is not so troubled by
the problems of the plurality of religious experiences. 1 recognized this problem as one
beyond the scope of investigation because it would require far more attention than I could
give to it, but one of the issues I mentioned was the observation that people of all faiths
will describe their religious experiences by means of the theological framew ork and
words available to them from within their own traditions (Swinburne 265). If the gospel
is rightly understood as the reality of reconciliation w ith God through Jesus Christ rather
than the theological propositions made about that event, then one can consider the claims
of religious experience among people of other faiths without assuming that only
experiences described in proper Christian theological terms are genuine. As Flemming
observes about Paul's use of a variety of contextually appropriate metaphors, the gospel
is not identical to the metaphors used to explain it, and the theologian "s or the preacher's
task today is to follow Paul's model of contextualization and not just the repetition of his
metaphors. The gospel is a reality of reconciliation distinct from any theological
formulations. I do not in any way wish to minimize the particularity and uniqueness of
Jesus Christ, but I am convinced that what Jesus does for humanity is not dependent on
the human understanding and articulation of orthodox theology. The e\ ent of
reconciliation with God through Christ may well be experienced as a revelatorx inner
assurance before any theological formulation is possible.
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Rose-10 illustrates the experience of peace as an event prior to theological
understanding in her interview. Rose grew up in a Buddhist home in Taiwan. She was
exposed to Christian faith, but her home environment w as "a \ ery traditional Buddhist
family." After studying in a German university, she returned home to Taiwan and went to
a church service with some friends. She describes experiencing a kind of peace that she
cannot explain after that service:
1 felt so peaceful in me after the service. I don't know how to describe this
kind of a peace because during that time was still the transition from slight
culture shock.... And I liked this kind of peace, so 1 continued to keep on
going to the church.
Rose describes a strong perception of peace that w ould lead her on to embrace a new
faith in Jesus Christ, but the peace was felt long before she would be able to identify or
theologize about its source.
Such a view of God's direct revelation would accord well with the observations
made regarding the nature of Scripture as a demonstration of God's accommodation to
the limits of human understanding within specific contextual situations. God makes
himself known to humankind by speaking within their limits, not by revealing ideas
beyond their comprehension or the development of human knowledge (e.g., the creation
accounts utilize the common mythological motifs of the ancient Near East, and the moral
laws of Israel bear remarkable resemblance to the other ancient law codes). This point
may well open the way for dialogue with people of other faith traditions and the
exploration of how their perceptions or experiences of God may be understood w ithin
Christian traditions.
As Achtemeier makes clear, the Scriptures are a living tradition and not a
monument or fossil of a once-delivered and inerrant word from God. The Scriptures are
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the Christian story, and Christians continue to read and wrestle with these sacred texts as
they strive to bring their lives into conformity with God s will. From that perspective, the
question of the plurality of religious experience can be addressed as a dialogue rather
than from fortifications of theological certainty. The expression of so many of the
participants that God's message assured them and brought peace is a perception of God's
discourse that is hard to isolate as belonging to any one religious tradition.
As a Christian pastor, I am and have been firmly committed to the person and
gospel of Jesus Christ. As a preacher I have always strived to proclaim a message that
consciously establishes it roots in the particularity of God's revelation in Jesus Christ
(Bauckham 48). The finding that so many participants identify God's direct message as
principally a message of peace, and especially so through the consistent nourishment
coming from the regular consumption of the spiritual food in preaching strikes me by its
nonparticularity. For the practice of ministry, this finding suggests a greater openness to
interreligious dialogue and the exploration of religious perceptions of people beyond the
Christian tradition. While I think Jesus remains the ground for a person's peace with God.
1 would want to listen empathetically to people from other traditions who express
perceptions of God of a common nature. Much as 1 will discuss regarding the fourth
major finding, the Christian's knowledge of the character of God coming from Scripture
and from reason, tradition, and experience enables him or her to sense God s genuine
voice in the testimony of other's perceptions. Even the Old Testament hints al God's
communication with peoples beyond the chosen nation of Israel. Melchizedek, Jethro,
and Cyrus apparently perceived God's true voice. APC has many visitors coming from
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Buddhist, Hindu, and Muslim backgrounds, and God may be already speaking to them
before they hear the particularity of the good news of Jesus Christ.
The Commonalities of a Diverse Community
The diversity of APC is immediately apparent to any \ isitor. On any given
Sunday, one may count thirty or more nationalities and a host of denominational
backgrounds. APC is ethnically, linguistically, politically, and in many other v\ ays a
diverse assembly of people, hi regard to perceiving God's voice in the preaching event.
however, that diversity seemed to have minimal effect. As I mentioned, some cultural
backgrounds did apparently prevent the success of the intended communication act on a
few occasions, but surprisingly little distinction could be observed in the way that the
diverse participants reported hearing from God. 1 thought that some cultural backgrounds
might tend toward more charismatic expressions or to the experience of dreams and
prophecy, but these expressions seemed as prevalent among traditional Roman Catholic
and Baptist participants from the United States as they did from Pentecostals in South
Africa or Romania.
APC is a church that attracts a great diversity of international people, but it is also
clearly attracting international people who have commonalities of faith and practice that
are strong unifying forces. Many other expatriate churches can be found that do not
attract diverse groups and that are distinguishable either by their unique cultural or
Pentecostal forms of worship. These churches might be interesting places to explore the
research question regarding diversity, but within the sample of people from APC. 1 w as
unable to state any conclusive findings on how the diversity was reflected in the ways
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that participants perceived God speaking, histead, I developed a much greater
appreciation for the unity APC enjoys even in such visible diversity.
This discovery of unity has its own implications for ministry at APC and in
similar international church contexts. Such churches ma> actually fail to recognize their
own deep unity and presume to have achieved more in overcoming the chronic issue of
segregation in the church than is merited. When I arrived as pastor of APC and still
today, I am incredibly appreciative of the many ethnic, racial, and denominational groups
that come together, and I often praise the church as a visible foretaste of the kingdom of
God depicted in Revelation 14:5 where people of every tribe and language will worship
the living God. The international church context is indeed a wonderful experience of
unity, but these churches are contextually positioned to achieve this unity in ways that
churches in the US are not. The unity comes to a great extent because of the limited
options people have for places of worship. On the positive side, the greater unifying
forces uncovered in this study are also likely to be present in the segregated churches of
the United States, even if they are hidden by the outward diversity and division. This
result suggests reason for optimism about the possibility for greater unity among racially.
ethnically, and denominationally diverse groups anywhere. The study ought to encourage
pastors to see unity beyond the traditional racial or cultural barriers to its achievement.
God's Illocutionary Acts in the Preaching Event
The most interesting finding in regard to the central motivation for this study w as
the experience attested by participants of God's personalizing presence in the preaching
event. As discussed in Chapter 4, God's appropriation of the human words of the sermon
to speak personally to the attentive individual takes place whether that personal message
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aligns with the preacher's intended message or not. In Wolterstorff s Divine Discourse,
he affirms that God's speech acts through Scripture are ordinarily anchored to the
meaning and intention of the human authors. Wolterstorffs first hermeneutic seeks to
understand the human author's intended message, expecting thereby to recei\e God's
intended message. For Wolterstorff, the hermeneutical questions are not fully resolved at
the first level. The interpreter needs to continue on to a second level hermeneutic and to
ask what God would want to say through a text, especially when the first hermeneutic
yields a meaning that appears contrary to God s character. The goal of the second
hermeneutic is essentially to employ an attentive practice of discerning the illocutionary
act(s) that God is accomplishing through words that have a different publically
recognizable meaning. The example given previously, where Wolterstorff would clearly
encourage a second hermeneutical level, is Psalm 137:9. Wolterstorff would argue that
God's illocutionary acts cannot be equivalent to what these words mean because that
literal sense is not something that God would intend to say. If God is speaking at all in
this sentence, then God's illocutionary act would need to be other than the normal
meaning of such a locution. The danger of the second hermeneutic is that it can be easily
abused as a way of asserting whatever the reader wants the text to mean.
The strength of Wolterstorff s distinction however is twofold. First, as discussed
in Chapter 2, many examples from ordinary life can be considered where words do, in
fact, permit multiple illocutionary acts. A person may easily use the same sentence at the
same time and in the same place to say distinctly different things to different people. For
example, 1 may declare to my children, "This split pea soup is fabulous, you should really
give it a try," and mean exactly what 1 seem to be exhorting my children to do. At the
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same time, I may be performing one of a number of other illocutionary acts tou ard m>
wife by means of those same words. Rather than exhorting, I may be encouraging her by
meaning, "Honey. I'm on your side in this battle for the soup no matter what it tastes
like." I might also be exhorting her in a completely different direction, meaning, "1 really
wish you would make split pea soup more often.
'
Words are able to complete a variety of
illocutionary acts whether those acts match the publically recognized meaning of the
words or not.
The second strength ofWolterstorff s distinction is that most people experience
this phenomenon in a variety of contexts and can. at times, place great significance on the
illocutionary acts that only they would be able to perceive. Wolterstorffs example is
provided by St. Augustine. Augustine heard God speaking to him in the words of some
children playing nearby as a command to take and read the Scripture. He then opened the
Scripture and read words that confronted him as a personal command to leave behind his
immoral lifestyle. This story may seem a bit irrational, yet it was a pivotal moment in the
life of one the world's greatest thinkers.
The key to discerning the illocutionary acts intended by a speaker when those acts
do not match the actual meaning of the words is to know the speaker well enough to
recognize the way he or she is using those words. The second level hermeneutic that
Wolterstorff says is needed in the interpretation of Scripture requires the reader to have
developed a significant knowledge of the character of God. That knowledge comes from
reading Scripture, but it must also come from other sources. At this point much of the
literature converges. Knowledge of God comes from sources beyond Scripture, including
one's personal experience of God, the liturgies of worship, the sacraments, theological
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writers, and reflection. The Wesleyan Quadrilateral sums up these sources under the
mbric of Scripture, tradition, reason, and experience. Abraham identifies a \ ariety of
canonical authorities designed to serve as a means of grace for Christians to grow in their
knowledge of God. Brock speaks of the unity of discourses through w hich Christians can
begin to discern the voice of God. Baillie argues that one knows God directly as a person
and not just by inference from ideas {Sense 259). I would contend, therefore, that the
claims to have perceived God's discourse are indeed reasonable, even w hen the content
of that discourse does not align with the meaning of the spoken words.
Wolterstorffs notion of the double agency involved in the production of Scripture
may also be applied to the proclamation of the gospel through preaching. If God is in
some way speaking conjointly through the humanly conceived and proclaimed words of a
preacher, then the same illocutionary possibilities exist in the context of preaching as they
do in the interpretation of Scripture. The findings from my study would support this
conclusion.
Although I do not claim any statistical validity to the findings, they are
anecdotally intriguing in regard to Wolterstorffs anchor. He claimed that ordinarily the
divine discourse is the same as the meaning of the biblical text {Divine Discourse 189).
Discerning a divine discourse through a biblical text that is not anchored in the actual
meaning of the words should be the exception to the mle. In terms of the preaching event,
Wolterstorffs anchor appears well represented in that the largest number of participants
identified a perceived personal message from God, which had strong alignment to the
intended message of the preacher. In other words, among those participants w ho sensed
God speaking directly to them in the sermon, the largest group perceived an illocutionary
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act that as preacher I would ha\ e recognized as what 1 was, in fact, saying. Also
intriguing is the attestation of several participants who perceived illocutionary acts from
the same sermons that were not recognizable acts as I intended in my messages. This
result is most intriguing because it raises the possibility of God's presiding agency to
make use of or to appropriate the preacher's words for his own sovereign purpose. The
possibility certainly remains since, I am speaking of participants' perceptions of God
speaking, that these illocutionary acts are attributable to simple misunderstanding, but as
1 have argued for the basic tmstworthiness of human perceptual claims, including
religious perceptual claims, and because the narrative inquiry approach to research is
seeking to uncover how people make sense of their own experience, I will not attempt to
judge participants' claims to hear God in such distinct ways.
This finding is particularly encouraging in ministry because ii suggests that God is
dynamically involved in the preaching event, appropriating the words of the sermon to
speak more directly into the circumstances of people's lives than 1 could possibly
envision on my own. God's dynamic involvement, however, is not limited to those few
instances when the illocution is unaligned to the preacher's intenfion. Striking to me is
the way many participants described their experience as a personal word from God when,
in fact, that word did align well with my intended message. They did not consider the
proclamation simply to give them some deeper insight into a Scripture text, but they
sensed that God was present to apply that message personally to the unique details of
their own lives, even to slap them in the face if necessary (Judith-26). God was present to
invite, to encourage, to command, to call to repentance, and to embrace his children. The
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human speech act was appropriated as a vehicle for di\ ine discourse whether it was
aligned to preacher's intention or not.
On those occasions when the divine discourse was perceived to be saying
something radically different from the preacher's intention, I am also encouraged, e\ en if
some of them might sound a bit suspicious to me. One of the themes of the Psalms in the
preaching series was the intimate knowledge God has of each person. Psalm 139 speaks
most powerfully about this comprehensive knowledge of both the outer and inner life.
With an awareness of God's personal knowledge of each person present during a
preaching event in mind, my desire as one who preaches the gospel is to serve God's
purposes and not my own, to yield to God's wisdom and not to promote myself.
Therefore, if God chooses to address a person in my preaching in ways that are foreign to
my own intention, let it be so. If I am preaching a message that sought to encourage
people to invite God's inner searching because his personal knowledge of individuals is
rooted in his love and not to be feared, as 1 in fact intended in the fifth sermon, but God
uses that message to call a person to repentance and sense an appropriate kind of fear of
God, then I am humbled and thankful that one person rediscovered his fear of God while
others overcame their distorted fear. Likewise, if my intention was to invite people to join
the cosmologicai constant of praise given to God along with the rest of creation, as I did
in the second sermon, but God wants to challenge a young man not to be ashamed of
identifying with Jesus Christ, then may God's message prevail.
This study has revivified my love for preaching with a greater sense of God's
dynamic presence. Barth" s theology of preaching as the third aspect of the threefold word
of God is a bold assertion, yet 1 would humbly affirm that in the human attempt to
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proclaim the gospel, God himself is working to make those words rmg in revelatory
strength. Abraham's conception of a symphony of canonical authority makes room for
preaching to take part in God's orchestral instmments of grace. Preaching, like Scripture
and the many other canonical instmments of grace, serves as a means of grace for the
purpose of leading people into and sustaining their faith. Preaching serves sacramentally
as an outward and ordinary means of communication, which God invests with his own
inward witness to reveal himself to the people he loves.
What this discussion means for the practice of the preaching ministry is that
preachers need to understand that they do not proclaim the gospel alone. God is
dynamically present, and that dynamic element is greater than the dynamism preachers
often feel compelled to create by other means. Many preachers may be intimidated by the
entertainment culture in which they live. Competing with the power of the entertainment
industry in the pulpit is a lack of faith rather than an innovative change. What outwardly
looks like a simple act of human communication is often the place of divine encounter.
As Wesley said shortly before his physical life gave way. "The best of all is, God is with
us" (qtd. in Tuttle 354). I do not suggest that preachers can, therefore, be lazy, trusting
that God will do the heavy work of revelation. Exactly the opposite is tme; preachers
ought take heart with the potential of preaching to become an instmment of divine
discourse and develop this art to their highest ability.
Implications of the Findings
A great deal of pastoral training in the area of homiletics focuses attention on the
important issues of hermeneutics and techniques of oral delivery. As important as these
concerns are, iny own seminary training did not provide the opportunity to develop a
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robust theology of the preaching ministry. I believe that I have groped m\' w ay toward a
healthy understanding of one of the central tasks of my ministry. The integration between
the academic courses like biblical hermeneutics and systematic theology and the courses
of pastoral practice like preaching and counseling was lacking. The practice of ministry
over the years has provided the laboratory for the integration of these disciplines in a way
that seminaries cannot be expected to accomplish. However, through that laboratory
experience, developing messages rooted in the scriptural texts, I found the hermeneutical
training I received to be built on presuppositions about the nature of Scripture that
seemed more and more foreign to the text 1 was studying.
This problem forced me to reconsider the nature of Scripture and how God might
have inspired these texts. That study also became a catalyst for thinking more about what
is happening in the proclamation of the gospel. 1 knew that even as 1 struggled with
serious intellectual doubts about my own faith that people in the congregation continued
to report that God had used a message or that God had spoken to them as 1 preached. 1
also knew that when 1 preached, I was not alone. My own doubts and my own
weaknesses did not inhibit a proclamation that came with strength of conviction. 1 was
not playacting, but many people in the congregation have expressed to me their
awareness that during the preaching event I convey a sense of authority unlike my more
ordinary interaction.
The impact of this whole study and the findings I have reported provide a far
greater theological integration for me personally in a theology of revelation from
Scripture to the pulpit. 1 hope that this dissertation project may also be of value to other
pastors and students in preparation for the preaching ministry. 1 intend to use the work on
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this dissertation as the foundation for the development of a course on the theology of
preaching that I will design as a distance education course in Spanish for seminaries in
Latin America. I also intend to develop out of this project a class that may take a retreat
format, exploring the possibilities for developing greater attentive listening practices for
the divine discourse.
Limitations of the Study
The research conducted with members of APC has been based fully on a narrative
methodology, seeking to understand how participants make sense of their own
experience. The fmdings, therefore, do not propose to provide a theory or a solution to
the questions that have been asked. Instead. I have sought to contribute to and ad\ ance a
conversation. This project has helped me as a practitioner of the preaching ministry to
clarify my own thinking about how God is at work in the ministry of the word. 1 hope
that it will encourage other pastors to ask good questions about their own preaching and
to provoke them to love and good works (Heb. 10:24) in the preaching ministry.
The study participants all came from the membership of one international,
English-speaking congregation in the former capital city of Germany. APC has much in
common with other international churches reaching primarily expatriates in cities around
the world, so this study may be of most interest to this unique group of churches.
International English congregations have their own distinctive characteristics, which may
significantly shape the way the average member thinks about God and the world around
them. However, their voices ought to be valued in the conversation that 1 hope would be
engaged by Christians m any ecclesial context.
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Unexpected Observations
Two primary surprises emerged in tbe course of this study, which I have already
mentioned but are worth observing. First, I was quite amazed to see APC from a vieu of
its deep unity as opposed to its dramatically visible diversity. The expatriate experience
itself is a strong unifying experience but so is the lasting influence of church stmctures
with their common liturgies and catechistic practices that extend well beyond national
boundaries. So many participants described their spiritual formation in such similar ways,
regardless of their nationalities and denominations, that this phenomenon greatly
modified my perception of the nature of this great congregation. While 1 still feel
incredibly privileged to serve in such a multicultural and multiracial setting, 1 see
simultaneously now a congregation with deeply unifying roots.
The second surprise and one that I found tmly encouraging was the great variety
of attentive listening practices in which participants engaged to discern God's voice. So
many of the participants expressed a level of expectation that God would speak to them
in the worship service and through preaching that they made real efforts to come prepared
and they did not stop their reflection when the benediction was given. The worship and
preaching were understood to have life forming value, even long after the details of a
message were forgotten. The study has impressed me with the view that people hunger to
hear from God more than I may have expected.
Recommendations
The preaching ministry asks simple men and women to speak words through
which God may truly make himself known to a people living and seeking to shape their
lives to God's will (Achtemeier 127). 1 would encourage preachers to understand this
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vocation's primary purpose to be much more than a human act of communication.
Preaching has a sacramental aspect in which the outwardly spoken and mundane words
of the preacher are the vehicle for the inward and spiritual voice of God. Preachers should
strive to develop to the best of their ability as communicators and as interpreters of
Scripture and as storytellers, but they ought to be conscious of the greater dynamic of
God's real presence in the preaching event appropriating the weakness of the human
speech act to address people graciously in the specificity of their own lives. Like Paul. "I
will boast all the more gladly about my weaknesses, so that Christ's power may rest on
me" (2 Cor. 12:9). 1 know that my best efforts are insufficient to transform lives and my
desire is that God would appropriate my words in his greater wisdom and power.
Preaching is not a classroom lecture. Even after the best hermeneutical practice,
the preacher does not have all the answers and the goal is not to achieve conformity of
biblical knowledge and interpretation. Preaching can work toward those goals, but God's
presence is actually irrelevant to that task. My recommendation is to make a shift in the
trajectory of the preaching ministry so that the goal is not to get the preacher's ideas into
the heads of the congregation but to become a colaborer with the Holy Spirit, so that God
gets in their hearts.
Postscript
Embarking on this doctoral program has been a rich experience. 1 have been
blessed with the relationships of my cohort group coming from Africa, Europe, India, and
Asia. Many fine professors from both Asbury Theological Seminary and from beyond the
institution have taught the courses. My mentor for this project. Dr. Kevin Kinghom, has
been a tremendous encouragement and conversation partner in the areas of investigation.
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When he was doubtful of some of the arguments I was developing, he nevertheless
allowed me time to refme and mature those lines of thought. He also pointed me in some
tmly fruitful areas of research. The second reader for this project, Dr. Stephen Seamands,
also was a great encouragement and was particularly helpful in suggesting that I look at
Barth' s notion of the three-fold word of God.
My own motivation for beginning this project was, in part, to search for answers
to the serious doubts I was experiencing. Intellectual doubts about faith were plaguing me
during the week, and then on Sunday I would proclaim the gospel message to the
congregation I have been so blessed to serve. To a great extent, my experience of the
preaching event itself was responsible for alleviating those doubts. God seemed to be
truly present in ways that I thought was gracious both to me and to the congregation.
In addition to this powerful sense of God's faithful presence in the preaching
event, my faith held through what 1 consider a gestalt type of perception. The person of
Jesus Christ is the primary means through which I see God. In a similar way, I perceive
God through the beauty of his creation. In fact, the failure of some to perceive God
through these forms has peaked my interest in how people do perceive God. When I was
standing on the rim of the Grand Canyon and experiencing the overwhelming beauty of
that site, someone nearby described what he was seeing as just a massive hole. I could not
understand how some people seem unable to perceive even the physical beauty, much
less have the gestalt experience of God's own beauty through that form. When Jesus
asked his disciples, "Who do you say that I am?" (Matt. 16: 15), I think he may have been
testing their perception and not their ability to deduce the theological truth. During the
dissertation research, 1 preached a sermon entitled "A God-Seeing People
"
that
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represented a real turning point in the battle for the integrity of my faith. I am thankful for
this opportunity to reflect on the various themes of this dissertation because through it 1
have come to a deep reconfirmation and peace about my ow n faith.
I am also deeply grateful for the nature of the DMin dissertation. The idea of
doing doctoral studies has long been on my mind, but 1 had always en\ isioned a pureh
academic dissertation with the research completed only in the library of some university.
preferably in Scotland. This dissertation required research in the library, but it also
required research with people in the church. The result is that I have come to a far deeper
appreciation of Augustine, Balthasar, and other great Christian thinkers through the
centuries of Christian reflection, and I have had the incredibly rich opportunity to delve
into the lives of the people I serve here and now. The thirty participants in this study have
generously shared their own stories, and I have come to know and appreciate the
congregation 1 serve in far greater ways.
I hope that this project will be the source of some insight for other research and
that it will also offer some inspiration for the preacher who faithfully proclaims the
gospel of Jesus Christ. Any pastor who honestly contemplates the meaning of the
ministry of preaching, must at times stand perplexed that such a fmite and fallible person
would dare to speak for God. Nevertheless, those who proclaim the gospel know the great
privilege of God's dynamic presence speaking in his own ineffable way directly to the
human heart.
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APPENDIX A
THE GOD PERCEPTION INTERVIEW
Nationality of Participant_
Gender Denominational Background
Length of time lived outside of home country
Current Occupation
( 1 ) Would you describe your faith background, telling the story of your personal spiritual
journey?
(2) Do you recall any moments in your own spiritual life where you sensed that God was
speaking to you in some way?
Prompts�Can you describe the experiences any further (eg. the setting, the
reason, your own receptivity)?
How would you say that your faith background either prepared you or did not
prepare you for sensing God's voice?
(3) Do you recall and can you tell me about any moments in which you sensed God
speaking to you through a sermon you heard?
Prompts�Do you sense God speaking frequently in preaching or is it uncommon
in your experience?
(If the answer to 3 is negative�Would you expect to bear God speak to you in
worship and if so, how?)
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(4) What would you say was the most significant message that you heard from the
sermon?
Prompts�Would you describe that message as the one I was intending to gi\ e, or
was the message you received somehow bigger or different from what 1 was
actually saying?
(5) Did you sense that God was using today's sermon to speak to you in a direct or
personal way and if so can you say in your own words what you sensed God saying to
you?
Prompts�Can you describe any circumstances in your life that made you more or
less receptive to God's voice at this time?
(6) How do you think your own cultural or religious background may influence the way
you perceive God speaking to you through the message?
Prompts�Are there certain things you find that make it difficult for you to hear
or focus on the sermon? What do you find conducive to hearing God or to
listening to the sermon?
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APPENDIX B
LETTER OF CONSENT
Dear
I am a Doctor ofMinistry participant at Asbury Theological Seminary and I am conducting research on the
topic of the perception of hearing God through preaching. I would like to interview thirty people from our
congregation and I believe that your background in faith and life would make you an important contributor
to this study.
Since I would be asking you to tell some personal stories and relate your own personal perceptions about
your experience with God, I want to assure you that your responses will be kept confidential. I do not want
to jeopardize your relationships in our church, so I will not use your name m any material collected or
written for this study. The data (your own stories) will be collected through a personal interview, which I
will record and then transcribe into a written text. The recording will be destroyed and I will give your
transcription a number rather than a name.
I believe preaching is an important (but not the only way) that God may speak to the heart of his people and
I believe the findings from this study will allow me to improve in the preaching ministry. My hope is that
other pastors and particularly pastors of similar international and multicultural churches will find the results
of this study an important aid in the growth of their preaching as well. Therefore, I want to thank you in
advance for the contribution you will make and the time you will give to participate in this study.
Once the research is completed in approximately three months. I will destroy the interview recordings and
keep the anonymous transcripts for an indefinite period of time, at least until my dissertation is written and
approved.
Please know that you can refuse to respond to any or all of the questions during the interview. I realize that
your participation is entirely voluntary and I appreciate your willingness to consider being part of the study.
Feel free to call or write me at any time if you need any more information. My number is 0179.461 .8133
and my e-mail is pastor.john@apcbonn.de.
If you are willing to assist me in this study, please sign and date this letter below to indicate your voluntary
participation. Thank you for your help.
Sincerely,
John Carrick
I volunteer to participate in the study described above and so indicate by my signature below:
Your signature:
Please print your name:
Date:
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